


July 13. 2018 

Ms. Nancy Storant/Teresa Fleming 

State Purchasing Bureau 

1526 K Street, Suite 130 

Lincoln. NE 68508 

E-Mail: as.materielpurchasing@nebraska.gov 

Dear Nancy/Teresa, 

Thank you for allowing Aon the opportunity to participate in your search for a business partner to deliver Actuarial 

Services for Nebraska's Department of Health and Human Services. A great deal of care, attention, and effort went into 

preparing our proposal. In the course of reviewing our response, we trust our attention to detail will be apparent to you. 

Our response is intended to demonstrate our commitment to providing quality, fee-efficient, and timely services. More 

importantly. we hope it demonstrates our commitment to the Department and your management team. 

Aon's Medicaid Practice provides a best-in-class actuarial skillset. We have earned the reputation as a consulting firm 

brought in and relied upon not only to provide exceptional actuarial advice, but to also address and resolve issues that 

have arisen during previous actuarial firms' efforts, particularly where difficult issues have arisen between MCOs, state 
Medicaid agencies, and CMS. One example of this has been our work to correct and mitigate CMS and state concerns 

the Commonwealth of Kentucky experienced prior to our involvement, and upon being hired, Aon re-developed and 
certified rate ranges for their comprehensive Medicaid programs to the full satisfaction of both Kentucky's Department for 

Medicaid Services (OMS) and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS}. 

In addition to our expert problem-solving and forward-thinking analytic capabilities, we highlight below our ability to reach 

out to significant broader health actuarial and general consultative expertise, which is immediately available when needed 

in the wider Aon Corporation. We have a premier. yet nimble Medicaid team utilizing both regional and national resources. 

Our team is passionate about retaining and even growing our already excellent reputation for responsiveness, expertise, 

modeling and data skills, and innovation capabilities, as described here. 

Supporting our Medicaid Practice is Aon's national and global corporation, which is the leader in human resource 

consulting, risk management, and reinsurance. with over $10.0 billion in revenue generated through more than 500 offices 

and 50,000 employees worldwide. Additionally, Aon has more than 270 health care actuarial consultants who provide 

consulting services to many of our nation's state and local government entities and Fortune 500 companies 

Aon is so excited and enthusiastic about the opportunity to work with the State of Nebraska! We hope that our proposed 

Medicaid team's commitment and excitement are evident throughout this proposal, where the combination of all of Aon·s 
general approach descriptions, agreements, and commitments expressed provide a view of our skills, capabilities, and 

project management experience. All of these combined have led to our success with other clients, and we humbly look 

forward to the State's consideration of our expertise as a potential partner with you. 

Our operating model, Aon Client Promise®, ensures the delivery of the best resources to our clients regardless of 

geography, anchored by your core team located and or operating in Nebraska. Our experienced professionals are keenly 

aware of the unique challenges in the public sector. They possess the expertise to assist the State in strategic consultation 

regarding the design and effectiveness of your current and future Medicaid benefit offerings. 
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Why Aon 

This proposal describes how Aon is the best choice for Nebraska in providing quality actuarial services for Medicaid rate 
setting and other Medicaid related actuarial work. Aon is uniquely positioned to efficiently coordinate and manage the 
actuarial and policy related tasks that are required for Nebraska's Medicaid programs. Our actuaries are experienced with 
working on different rate development projects and other tasks for multiple programs across many states. The Aon team 

brings industry leading actuarial, reporting, policy, and financial management expertise. 

Aon's experience in Medicaid rate setting and actuarial consulting work with other state clients enables us to be a 
knowledgeable and trusted actuarial consulting resource. Furthermore. as you will see demonstrated throughout this 
proposal, Aon's approach, expertise, and experience fit very well with the Department's objectives as outlined in the RFP. 

Aon has a highly client-centric focus. We believe this is critically important. because each state's Medicaid program has 
elements that are distinct and different from other states, success occurs because of a strong focus on the specific issues 
and opportunities within each state client. Since our Medicaid team does not consult to health plans, we not only have that 
strong focus on state-specific needs but have an unbiased view of project needs and therefore do not have a conflict of 

interest. 

Our national research efforts are directly intended to assist each of our clients, not simply developed for broad company 
marketing purposes. Aon has seen issues continually arise through too much reliance on generalized national studies and 
reports that are often outdated, misunderstood, or misused by news agencies, legislators, other political officials, and 
even direct stakeholders. Although there are generally good underlying intentions and appropriate uses for broad national 
studies. they must be interpreted properly in context with the state's specific Medicaid environment and program needs. 
Our efforts are focused on providing more real-time state specific data analytics and information to our clients so that our 
clients can proactively answer questions for the specific situations before national studies become available. This focus 

allows the Department to provide proper education and to prepare stakeholders even before annual national financial 
reports and studies get into the stakeholders' hands. You have in your Aon Medicaid team, national experts focused on 

specific Nebraska needs. 

Aon has deep MCO experience, however unlike several competing Medicaid actuarial consulting firms, Aon does 
not consult any MCOs regarding their Medicaid financials, pricing, operations, risk adjustment, or other areas 
that could influence outcomes. Because of this, there is never a possibility that Aon will have a conflict of interest in our 
services to the State. Our competitors often have MCO consulting engagements. whether directly or through affiliated 
organizations within the same overall corporation. Aon avoids any situation that could result in consultants from the same 
firm on both sides of a negotiation table, or even significant conflicts of interest. Aon's Medicaid and Health and Benefits 

practices focus solely on our non-MCO clients. 

Aon's Medicaid actuarial services team is part of Aon·s Health and Benefits consulting. As shown in the exhibit below, the 
Aon team supports Medicaid and state government healthcare agencies across the US. You deserve a consulting team 
that is always available and views you as a top priority. We are committed to being accessible when you need us. 
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Aon works with Medicaid and other state agencies as a trusted advisor and partners with them by offering significant 

discounts on our standard fees, but our services and service levels remain uncompromised. We do this because it is the 

right thing to do. We also understand that states continually face budgetary pressures and there is an ongoing need to 

provide valued services to taxpayers. 

Aon is intimately familiar with profit drivers of health plans and identifying how those MCOs work provider contracts, 

financial, and risk management opportunities within the Medicaid environment. Many consulting firms do not have the 

level of combined Medicaid MCO and consulting insight and experience as Aon. We are well positioned to provide insight 

to state agencies on balancing ways to work in the current environment and with the MCOs while achieving state funding 

targets. Our team members· actuarial experience covers 17 states' Medicaid programs. We have assisted states with 

standard rate certifications and innovative work with duals, non-duals, managed long-term care (ML TC), Program of All

inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE), Non-Emergent Medical Transportation {NEMT), other waiver programs, Shared 

Savings Programs (SSP) for health homes and Accountable Care Organizations {ACOs), and State Innovation Model 

(SIM) grant projects. In addition to our wide array of experience across various Medicaid populations, Aon·s seasoned 

Medicaid actuarial group has worked with large Medicaid programs on managed care financing, health policy support, and 

healthcare analytics. 

As shown within this Executive Summary, we have more resources at our fingertips allowing us to provide the greatest 

value, best talent, and superior results. Please let us know if we can assist in any way as you work through the selection 

process. 

Sincerely. 

Russell H. Ackerman 

Aon 
Senior Vice President & Medicaid National Practice Leader 
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Form A 
Bidder Contact Sheet 

Request for Proposal Number 5868 Z1 

Form A should be completed and submitted with each response to this RFP. This is intended to provide the State 
with information on the bidder's name and address, and the specific person(s) who are responsible for preparation of 
the bidder's response. 

---- - --
Preparation of Response Contact Information 
--- ---Bidder Name: Aon 

Bidder Address: Three Alliance Center I 3550 Lenox Road NE I Suite 1700 I Atlanta 
Georgia 30326 

Contact Person & Title: Russ Ackerman, Senior Vice President 
-

E-mail Address: russ.ackerman@aon.com 
I- ---- -

Telephone Number (Office}: 1.480.318.9390 

Telephone Number (Cellular): 1.480.318.9390 

Fax Number: 1.404.264.3002 --- . ---- -

Each bidder should also designate a specific contact person who will be responsible for responding to the State if any 
clarifications of the bidder's response should become necessary. This will also be the person who the State contacts 
to set up a presentation/demonstration, if required. 

-- - - -
Communication with the State Contact Information 

Bidder Name Aon - -
Bidder Address: Three Alliance Center I 3550 Lenox Road NE I Suite 1700 I Atlanta 

Georgia 30326 

Contact Person & Title: Russ Ackerman, Senior Vice President 

E-mail Address: russ.ackerman@aon.com 
I-

Telephone Number (Office}: 1.480.318.9390 

Telephone Number (Cellular): 1.480.318.9390 
---

Fax Number: 1.404.264.3002 
~~ - --

AON 
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Request for Proposal for 
Contractual Services Form 
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Request for Proposal for Contractual Services Form 
BIDDER MUST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING 

By signing this Request for Proposal for Contractual Services form, the bidder guarantees compliance with the 

procedures stated in this Request for Proposal, and agrees to the terms and conditions unless otherwise indicated in 

writing and certifies that bidder maintains a drug free work place. 

• Per Nebraska's Transparency in Government Procurement Act, Neb. Rev Stat§ 73-603 DAS is required to collect 

statistical information regarding the number of contracts awarded to Nebraska Contractors. This information is for 

statistical purposes only and will not be considered for contract award purposes. 

___ NEBRASKA CONTRACTOR AFFIDAVIT: Bidder hereby attests that bidder is a Nebraska Contractor. 

"Nebraska Contractor" shall mean any bidder who has maintained a bona fide place of business and at least one l employee within this state for at least the six (6) months immediately preceding the posting date of this RFP. 

___ I hereby certify that I am a Resident disabled veteran or business located in a designated enterprise zone in 

accordance with Neb. Rev. Stat.§ 73-107 and wish to have preference, if applicable, considered in the award of this 

contract. 

___ I hereby certify that I am a blind person licensed by the Commission for the Blind & Visually Impaired in 

accordance with Neb. Rev. Stat. §71-8611 and wish to have preference considered in the award of this contract. _] 
FORM MUST BE SIGNED USING AN INDELIBLE METHOD {NOT ELECTRONICALLY) 

- . 
FIRM: Aon --- -
COMPLETE ADDRESS: Three Alliance Center I 3550 Lenox Road NE I Suite 1700 I Atlanta Georgia 

30326 

TELEPHONE NUMBER: 1.480.318.9390 --
FAX NUMBER: 1.404.264.3002 

DATE: 7/11/18 
-~ A,.t __ . __ SIGNATURE: 

- -
TYPED NAME & TITLE OF SIGNER: Russell H. Ackerman 

-- - ------- -

AON 
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Acknowledgement of 
Addendums to RFP 



Acknowledgement of Addendums to RFP 
This serves as acknowledgement of the following addendums to the State of Nebraska RFP Number 5861 Z1 : 

• Addendum One (Revised Schedule of Events) issued on June 27, 2018 

• Addendum Two (Questions and Answers} issued on June 29, 2018 
• Addendum Three (Revised Schedule of Events} issued on July 2, 2018 

AON 
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Date: 

To: 

From: 

RE: 

ADDENDUM ONE 
REVISED SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

June 27, 2018 

All Bidders 

Nancy Storant / Teresa Fleming, Buyers 
AS Materiel Purchasing 
Addendum for RFP Number 5868 Z1 

Schedule of Events 
The State expects to adhere to the tentative procurement schedule shown below. It should be noted, 
however, that some dates are approximate and subject to change. It is the Bidder's responsibility to 
check the State Purchasing Bureau website for all addenda or amendments. 

ACTIVITY DATE/TIME 

State responds to written questions through RFP "Addendum" and/or ..June 26 2Q1Q 

3. 
"Amendment" to be posted to the Internet at: and/or 
http://das.nebraska.gov/materiel/pu rchasing. htm 1 TBD 

Proposal opening July 11, 2018 

4. 
Location: State Purchasing Bureau 

1526 K Street, Suite 130 
Lincoln, NE 68508 

5. 
Review for conformance to RFP requirements July 11, 2018 

Evaluation period July 13, 2018 

6. 
Through 

July 20, 2018 

7. 
"Oral Interviews/ Presentations and/or Demonstrations" (if required) TBD 

8. 
Post "Intent to Award" to Internet at: August1,2018 

http://das. nebraska.o ov/materiel/o urchasinq. htm I 
Contract finalization period August1,2018 

9. 
Through 

August 31, 2018 

10. 
Contract award September 1 , 2018 

11 . 
Contractor start date September 1, 2018 

This addendum will become part of the proposal and should be acknowledged with the RFP 

AON 
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Date: 

To: 

From: 

RE: 

June 29, 2018 

All Bidders 

ADDENDUM TWO 
QUESTIONS and ANSWERS 

Nancy Storant, Buyer 

AS Materiel State Purchasing Bureau 

Addendum for Request for Proposal Number 5868 Z1 to be opened July 11. 2018 at 2:00 p.m. 
Central Time 

Questions and Answers 

Following are the questions submitted and answers provided for the above mentioned Request for Proposal. The 
questions and answers are to be considered as part of the Request for Proposal. It is the Bidder's responsibility to 
check the State Purchasing Bureau website for all addenda or amendments. 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
1. Section I, Part J Page 3 How many copies of the Bidders should submit one 

Technical Proposal and Cost proposal marked on the first 
Proposal, respectively, are page: "ORIGINAL". If multiple 
required in addition to the one proposals are submitted, the 
(1) ORIGINAL Technical and State will retain one copy 
one (1) separate ORIGINAL marked "ORIGINAL" and 
Cost proposal? destroy the other copies. 

Are any electronic (e.g .• compact 
disk) copies required? No electronic, e-mail, fax. 

voice, or telephone proposals 
will be acceoted. 

2. Section I, Part V Page 6 This part references " ... evaluate The State's intent is to award 
proposals and award to a single contractor for RFP 
contract(s) in a manner .... " 5868 Z1. However, Section I. 
(emphasis added). Is the Slate V. states that "The State 
intending to select one vendor reserves the right to evaluate 
for the total/all SOWs or will the proposals and award contracts 
State make multiple awards to in a manner utilizing criteria 
different vendors for different selected at the State's 
sows? discretion and in the Slate's 

best interest." 
3. Section II, Part J Page 10 Will the State consider a No. The limitation of liability 

proposed mutually agreeable prohibition stems from the 
limit of liability for this contract operation of Article XIII 
(e.g., one times fees or a fixed sections 1 and 3 of the State 
dollar amount)? Constitution. Section 1 

prohibits the State from 
extending the State's credit 
and Section 3 limits the State's 
cumulative indemnification on 
all State contracts to $100,000 
(since the State has thousands 
of contracts. effectively, we can 
indemnify no one}. By 
agreeing to a limitation of 
liability the State, as a matter of 
law, could be violating both 
sections. If the State were 
damaged in the amount of 
$5M, but we have agreed to a 
$2M limitation of liability we are 
indemnifying the contractor for 
the other $3M and since the 
State would have to pay the 
other $3M we are extending 
the State's checkbook (credit) 
for the $3M. Attorneys often 
argue that these sections do 
not address limitations of 
liability. and while it is true that 
they do not mention limitations 
of liability directly, oftentimes 
statutes have a second and 
third order effect that may or 
may not have been 
intended. The State's 
interpretation of its own law is 
that it is an issue. and we have 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
to live with that interpret of our 
laws until a court tells us that 
we are wrong. 

4 . Section V, Part B.4 Page 24 If Nebraska chooses to pursue a Yes 
managed long tenn care 
initiative, will that optional work 
be considered under Scope of 
Work (SOW) 8 Special Projects? 

I 

Section V Pages 25- Can the State please specify the 
5. 29 current rating/upper payment 

limits (UPLs) periods (i.e., the 
12-month period, which could 
be a calendar year, state fiscal 
year or other 12-month period) 
for which the applicable 
rates/UPLs are prospectively set 
for the following programs: The current rating period for 
1. Heritage Health Heritage Health Program is 

based on the Calendar Year 
(CY). 

2. Program of All-Inclusive The current UPL rating/contract 
Care of the Elderly period for the PACE program is 
(PACE) for State Fiscal Year (SFY). 

The current rating period 
3. Dental Prepaid Dental Benefit Program is set 

Ambulatory Health Plan from October-September. 
(PAHP) 

Does the State have any plans The State is exploring 
to change these current changing the rating period to 
rating/UPL time periods to a align with Heritage Health 
different prospective time period program (CY). 
in the foreseeable future? 

6. Section V, Part C Page 25 Section V Part C contains a list The bidder should respond to 
and Section VI, and Page of items in a-j related to each item in Section V.C.6.a-j 
Part A.3 33 "minimum requirements to be separately, when applicable, 

performed." However, in Section while incorporating Technical 
VI Part A.3 (page 33) the specific Approach requirements in 
Pror:1osal Instructions specify that Section VI.A.3. 
the Technical Approach should 
consist of/address items a-e, 
which is similar to the 2013 RFP. 

To ensure the evaluation 
process is not "overly time 
consuming" (page 3), can the 
State please clarify/confirm that 
all Vendors are to structure their 
technical proposals to explicitly 
address the Technical Approach 
items a-e from page 33 in 
response to each scope of work 
(SOW), and that items a-i on 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
page 25 are for general 
informational purposes to be 
incorporated in the technical 
response as applicable? 

7. Section V, Part C Page 25 Can the State please provide the Contract 55789 04: 
amounts paid in SFY 16-17 (i.e .. 

FY 16-17 
July 2016 to June 2017) and sow 1: $ 54,354.93 SFY 17-18 year-to-date (July 
2017 to June 2018) respectively. sow 2: $126,550.00 

to the current Actuary for each 
sow 3: $ 34,175.00 

SOW item in contract #55789 04 sow 4: $ 29,000.00 

and contract #58451 04. sow 5: $142,473.35 

respectively? 
FY 17-18 
sow 1: $259,063.16 
sow 2: $ 63,275.00 

Contract 58451 04 

FY 16-17 
sow 2: $120,326.79 
sow 3: $102,416.12 
sow 4: $352,200.54 

FY 17-18 
sow 2: $368,448.06 
SOW 3: $194,698.88 
SOW4: $416,887.78 

8. Section V, Part D, Page 25 SOW 1 reads similarly to SOW 2 Rebasing of rates generally 
sow 1 in terms of the steps to be refers to using base data from 

completed except SOW 2 a more recent time period to 
includes work to develop a new develop capitation rates along 
base data set. However, the with updating assumptions 
Cost Proposal indicates that the and/or revisiting the variables 
State would pay for both SOW 1 that went into developing the 
and SOW 2 lo be completed in original rates. Updating of rates 
the same year {in the year that involves adjusting existing 
the State undertakes SOW 2). rates to reflect the impacts of 

any program. benefit. 
Can the State please elaborate population, trend, or other 
on the differences between SOW changes between the rating 
1 and SOW 2 and why the period of the existing rates and 
Vendor might be paid for the rating period of the updated 
developing rates under both rates. 
SOW 1 and SOW 2 in a given 
year if the only difference is The State does not intend to 
developing the new base data remove SOW 2 from this RFP. 
step covered in SOW 2? 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
9. Section V, Part D, Page 25 Has the State already For calendar year 2018 

sow 1 implemented a diagnostic-based capitation rates development. 
risk adjustment process (e.g .. the State risk adjusted for 
Chronic Illness and Disability certain populations by applying 
Payment System (COPS), the following UCSD (a 
CDPS+Rx, Adjusted Clinical diagnostic classification 
Groups (ACGs), Clinical Risk system} risk score tools: 
Groups (CRGs). Diagnostic Cost Medicaid Rx, Chronic Illness 
Groups (DCGs), Episode and Disability Payment System 
Treatment Groups/Episode Risk (CDPS), Combined Chronic 
Groups (ETGs/ERGs), Medicaid Illness and Pharmacy Payment 
Rx, Diagnostic-related Groups System (CDPS+Rx) The 
(DRGs), Hierarchical Condition CY2018 capitation rates are 
Categories (HCCs), Other)?. currently under CMS's review. 

If so. what model was selected, Since this was just 
when was it implemented, and implemented in January 2018, 
how frequently are the risk the frequency of updating risk 
scores updated to adjust scores has not been 
managed care organization determined. 
(MCO) payment rates (e.g., 
annually, semi-annually, 
quarterly)? 

10. Section V, Part D, Page 25 Implementing diagnostic-based The State anticipates the 
sow 1 risk adjustment often requires diagnostic-based risk 

running mock data runs, adjustment to be an integral 
deciding on a number of policy part of SOW #1 Capitation 
issues, trainings/orientation with Rate setting. For instance, as 
the Heritage Health MCOs, and part of CY2018 rate setting 
other factors that can be a large process. the State risk adjusted 
one-time implementation cost for certain populations by 
until the process becomes a applying the following UCSD {a 
normal part of the worktlow diagnostic classification 
cycle. If a diagnostic-based risk system) risk score tools: 
adjustment process (e.g. COPS, Medicaid Rx, Chronic Illness 
CDPS+Rx, ACGs, CRGs, DCGs, and Disability Payment System 
ETGs/ERGs, Medicaid Rx, (COPS), Combined Chronic 
DRGs, HCCs, Other) has not Illness and Pharmacy Payment 
been implemented yet, in what System {CDPS+Rx). 
plan year(s} is this 
developmenVimplementation The process of 
work expected to occur? exploring/analyzing the 

possibility of changing and/or 
adding new diagnostic-based 
risk adjustment 
methodology/software should 
be categorized under SOW #8, 
until adopted by the State, then 
implemented later under SOW 
#1 at no additional cost. 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
N!,,!m!;!~r Section Page 

Reference Number 
11 . Section V. Part D, Page 25 If risk adjustment is not already Please see response to 

sow 1 implemented, when the State Question #10. 
decides to develop, test, 
implement, and operationalize a 
diagnostic-based risk adjustment 
model/process (e.g., CDPS, 
CDPS+Rx, ACGs, CRGs, DCGs, 
ETGs/ERGs, Medicaid Rx. 
DRGs, HCCs, Other) will those 
activities be considered a SOW 
8 Special Project? 

12. Section V, Part D. Page 25 Does the State require the At a minimum. claims and 
SOW1 Actuary to intake. process. and member data will be at the 

use detailed person-/claim-level detail level. Additional data 
encounter data (i.e., protected may be at the detail or 
health information) to support aggregate level, as 
rate development or is summary- appropriate. It is required that 
level data provided by the State the contractor will store and 
and/or the Heritage Health maintain the Nebraska data in 
MCOs for use by the Actuary? a secure data warehouse. 

If detailed protected health The managed care entities are 
information-level data is contractually required to 
required, will the State and/or provide accurate. valid 
your Medicaid Management encounter data. The data will 
Information System (MMIS) be a combination of FFS and 
vendor provide detailed file encounter records. The 
layouts, data dictionaries, provision of data will be 
validation totals, and any other decided by the State, after 
required elements to ensure the coordinating data sources with 
accuracy and completeness of the contractor. 
the data provided to the 
Actuarv? 

13. Section V, Part D, Page 26 SOW 1, item 2.j says "Develop Please see response to 
SOW 1, Item 2.j or assist in development of rate Question #10. 

methodology for any new 
program(s) that may be All new programs requested 
implemented during the contract will be implemented through 
period." If there are any new the Change Order process. 
program{s} implemented during 
the contract period, will related 
rate development activities be 
considered a SOW 8 Special 
Project? 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
N!,!mber Section Page 

Reference Number 
14. Section V, Part D, Page 26 Can the State please describe Traditionally, over several on-

sow 1 the expected process the State site and webinar meetings, the 
will use to arrive at final contract actuary provides several rate 
rates with each Heritage Health options with their 
MCO during the contract period? recommendation to the State. 

The actuary will then present 
For example, does the State the State's proposed rates to 
conduct several meetings with the MCOs. Feedback from the 
each MCO to negotiate final MCOs and the state are then 
rates or does the State make a evaluated which could result in 
"take it or leave it" offer to each additional rate 
MCO? presentations/discussions. The 

Stale will determine on the final 
How many meetings per rate rates with respect to S0W1 .3.g 
cycle does the State anticipate 
will be needed with the Actuary The Stale anticipates 3-5 
and the MCOs to finalize rates? meetings with the MCOs per 

rate cycle to finalize rates. 
Additional meetings may be 
scheduled as necessary. 

15. Section V, Part E. Pages 26- SOW 1 requires a price for every Rebasing of rates generally 
SOW 2 and 27 and year of work and SOW 2 is only refers to using base data from 
Attachment A Cost Attachment once during the initial 5 year a more recent time period to 
Proposal A contract period (and once per develop capitation rates along 

each optional 2-year renewal). It with updating assumptions 
seems duplicative for SOW 2 to and/or revisiting the variables 
cover the full price of the entire that went into developing the 
rate development process (e.g., original rates. Updating of rates 
new base data, trend, program involves adjusting existing 
changes, assumptions, other) rates to reflect the impacts of 
and in the same work year have any program, benefit. 
SOW 1 cover the same rate population, trend, or other 
development process/steps price changes between the rating 
excluding updating the new base period of the existing rates and 
data. the rating period of the updated 

rates. CMS recommends a 
rebasing every 3-5 years. The 
initial contract term is five (5) 
years and rebasing is likely to 
occur. Rebasing may or may 
not be requested each optional 
renewal period but a pricing is 
required in the event rebasing 
is required. 
SOW 2 is only associated with 

Is SOW 2 limited to only to the Rebasing activities that are not 
price for work associated with included in SOW 1 Rate 
developing a new/updated base Setting activities and are priced 
data and all other Heritage separately. 
Health rate development 
steps/processes are to be 
included in the orice for SOW 1? 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
16. Section V, Part E. Pages 26- SOW 2, Item 1 "Policy and Please see response to 

SOW 2, Item 1 27 Financial Management Question #6. 
Consulting Services" includes an 
array of very different activities. 
As it relates to avoiding an 
"overly time consuming" (page 3) 
effort to evaluate, does the State 
want Vendors to respond to each 
and every item in this list 
separately and incorporate the 
Technical Approach 
requirements a-e from page 33 
in each item separately or can 
the Vendor respond to this group 
of services collectively? 

17. Section V, Part E, Pages 26- SOW 2 includes several work Yes. Policy and Financial 
SOW2 27 topics under item 1 labeled Management Consulting 

"Policy and Financial Services are an integral part of 
Management Consulting SOW 2 and are only to be 
Services". However, the Cost completed once per applicable 
Proposal (Attachment A) does contract period during the 
not include a separate line for Reba sing. 
"Policy and Financial 
Management Consulting Although the State will 
Services" pricing. Therefore, are separately score the Policy and 
the "Policy and Financial Financial Management 
Management Consulting Consulting Services (Part E 1. 
Services" only to be done once a-j ) from the Rebasing 
per applicable contract period as Activities (Part E. a.-g)., the 
noted in Attachment A like the bidder should submit a 
other part of SOW 2? combined total pricing in 

Attachment A Cost Proposal 
for all services under SOW 2. 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
N'umber Section Page 

Reference Number 
18. Section V, Part E, Pages 26- SOW 2 includes "Capitation Rate Please see response to 

SOW 2 And Cost 27and Rebasing" and "Policy and Question #17. 
Proposal Attachment Financial Management 

A Consulting" services which are 
very different services with 
separate deliverables and likely 
separate timing. The Cost 
Proposal does not allow for 
separate pricing of these Policy 
and Financial Management 
Consulting services. Would the 
State be willing to allow for 
separate pricing of the 
Policy/Financial Management 
work as a subcomponent(s) to 
SOW 2 similar to the structure 
used in the Cost Proposal for 
sow 1? 

If this approach is acceptable to 
the State, can the State please 
revise the Attachment A Cost 
Prooosal form? 
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Question ' RFP RFP Question State Response 
~umber Section Page 

Reference Number 
19. Section V, Part E, Pages 26- SOW 2, Item 1 "Policy and Please see response to 

S0W2 27 and Financial Management Question #17 
And Cost Proposal Attachment Consulting Services" covers a 

A diverse array of different 
activities in items a-j. From a 
Cost Proposal perspective, can 
the Vendor submit a dollar 
amount for this collective piece 
of work and then work 
collaboratively with the State to 
prioritize and decide which 
specific activity(ies) to undertake 
in the applicable plan year within 
the parameters of the work 
budget? 

What, if any, is the maximum 
budget for each plan year for all 
of the variety of activities listed in There is no established budget. 
items a-j under the "Policy and 
Financial Management 
Consulting Services" in SOW 2? 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
20. Section V, Part G, Page 27 Nebraska's Medicaid State Plan The contractor will be 

S0W4 indicates that the Programs of responsible for setting the 
All-inclusive Care of the Elderly PACE UPLs. The contractor 
{PACE) capitation rates are set will assist the State in 
as a percentage of the Upper determining the appropriate 
Payment Level (UPL). This is a percentage of the UPL for the 
common approach used by PACE final rates. 
states to set their PACE 
capitation rates and avoids the 
need for states to incur the 
additional time/cost of 
developing separate PACE rates 
(which are not required by the 
Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS) to be 
actuarially sound). Is the 
Actuary/Vendor responsible to 
set the PACE UPLs only (as 
indicated on Attachment A) and 
the rates will then be determined 
as a percentage of this UPL 
through negotiation with the 
respective PACE site(s)? 

If not, what is the process the 
State expects of the 
ActuarvNendor? 

21 . Section V, Part G, Page 27 Is Immanuel Pathways the only Yes 
SOW4 current PACE site operating in 

Nebraska? 

Does Nebraska expect to No, not at this time. 
implement additional PACE sites 
in geographic seivice/catchment 
areas outside of the geographic 
area(s) covered by the current 
structure of the PACE UPLs 
during this actuarial services 
contract oeriod? 

22. Section V, Part G, Page 27 Are PACE UPLs also required to The PACE UPLs are not 
S0W4 be completed five months/150 required to be completed five 

days prior to their effective date? months/150 days prior to their 
effective date. 

If not, when does the State The decision regarding the 
prefer to receive the final PACE timeline of the submission of 
UPLs? the final PACE UPLs will be 

made by the State with input 
from the contractor. 

23. Section V, Part H. Page 27 The CMS website does not list a The State currently is in the 
SOW5 current 1115 waiver for process of drafting an 1115 

Nebraska. 1115 waivers usually waiver, limited to SUD 
require an extensive stakeholder seivices. 
process, strategy/planning 
sessions, complex budget 
neutrality calculations, concept 
papers, and potentially resource-
intensive negotiations with CMS. 
What is the status of Nebraska's 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
1115 waiver and is it limited to a 
Substance Use Disorder (SUD) 
Waiver only? 

When is this 1115 SUD waiver The 1115 SUD waiver is only in 
expected to be submitted to the drafting phase and there is 
CMS? no official CMS submission 

deadline. 

Has Nebraska completed the No, there is no stakeholder 
stakeholder process for the 1115 process completed at this time. 
SUD waiver? 

24. SectiQn V, Part I. Page 28 For the Dental Prepaid No risk adjustment has been 
SOW6 Ambulatory Health Plan (PAHP) incorporated into the current 

program, item c in SOW 6 says Dental capitation rates, since 
"Develop a risk adjustment this is the first contract year for 
methodology". Since the State the DBPM in Nebraska 
uses a single statewide Dental Medicaid. However, the State 
PAHP (per the State's 1915b requires the contractor to 
waiver). what is expected from identify or assess the risk 
the Vendor in terms of a risk differences across the dental 
adjustment methodology for this population and recommend the 
SOW? appropriate risk score tools in 

developing the risk adjustment 
methodology. 

If in the future, the State No, the dental specific risk 
contracts with multiple. adjustment activities are 
competing DBM PAHPs, would included in SOW 6 Dental Rate 
the State consider developing a Setting. 
dental-specific risk adjustment 
methodology as a Special 
Project under SOW 8? 

25. Section VI, Part A. Page 30 Can the Vendor provide a web No. Please provide 
2.b link to our public company's documentation per the 

audited financial reports and requirements of the RFP. 
statements or does Nebraska 
require these rather lengthy 
documents be included in an 
Appendix to the Technical 
Proposal? 

26. Section VI, Part Page 32 Does the State expect Bidders may submit references 
A.2.i references for all staff including for only key staff members. 

office support staff/junior 
analysts proposed for this 
contract or is it acceptable to 
include references only for key 
staff: Principal, Consultant, and 
Analyst (meeting minimum 
requirements), actuaries, and 
project managers, etc.? 

) 
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Question RFP RFP Question 
~ 

State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
27. Section VI, Part Page32 This section indicates "Each Yes 

A.2.j Consultant or Analyst must have 
a minimum of five (5} years' 
experience in the SOW project 
they are assigned. The Bidder 
must identify the Consultant or 
Analyst assigned to each 
project." Is it acceptable to the 
State for each project to include 
staff that meet this minimum 
requirement but also include 
other staff with lesser experience 
to support the SOW project? 
This will allow the vendor to 
produce high quality work and 
still be cost effective for the 
State. 

28. Section VII, Part A Page 34 Given the potential 11 year All State and Federal 
and Attachment A and duration of this contract, will the regulation changes will be 

Attachment State work with the awarded implemented through the 
A Vendor to modify related SOWs Change Order process. 

or utilize SOW 8 - Special 
Projects to address significant 
State or Federal changes 
impacting the services required 
of this RFP? 

29. Attachment A Cost Attachment In the Cost Proposal. SOW 2 - Rebasing will occur at least 
Proposal and A and Page Capitation Rate Rebasing is once per contract period. 
Section V, Part E, 26 specifically listed as happening 
SOW2 "One ( 1 } time for contract The last sentence in paragraph 

duration." However, in the one (1) of Section V. E. is 
description of SOW 2 in Section hereby amended to read as 
V Part E on page 26 the RFP follows: 
says "The rebasing activity will 
occur at least once annually." The rebasing activity will occur 
Can the State please at least once per contract 
confirm/correct the language in period. 
Section V Part E SOW 2 on 
page 26 that the rate rebasing 
activity will occur once per 
contract period to align with the 
Attachment A Cost Proposal? 

30. Attachment A Cost Attachment In the Cost Proposal. the line The State does not anticipate 
Proposal A labeled "SOW 3- 1915(b) an update every year given the 

Waiver" includes an "x" in every waiver does cover a two year 
plan year. Given the waiver period however certain 
covers a two-year period, what monitoring and activities are 
work is the State expecting required to be performed on an 
related to the waiver in each plan ongoing basis. 
year? 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
31. Attachment A Cost Attachment In the Cost Proposal, the line The State reQuires the 

Proposal A labeled "SOW 5 - 1115 Waiver'' contractor to accomplish 
includes an "x" in every plan activities including, but not 
year. Given most 1115 waivers limited to the monitoring, 
cover a five-year period, what tracking, reporting of 
work is the State expecting expenditures to meet 1115 
related to the waiver in each plan Waiver budget neutrality and 
year? any State and/or federal 

compliance reQuirements 
reaardina 1115 Waiver. 

32. Attachment A Cost Attachment SOW 6 requires a price for every Rebasing of rates generally 
Proposal A year of work and SOW 7 is only refers to using base data from 

once during the initial five year a more recent time period to 
contract period (and once per develop capitation rates along 
each optional two-year renewal). with updating assumptions 
It seems duplicative for SOW 7 and/or revisiting the variables 
to cover the full price of the that went into developing the 
entire Dental PAHP rate original rates. Updating of rates 
development process (e.g., new involves adjusting existing 
dental base data; trend, program rates to reflect the impacts of 
changes, assumptions, other) any program, benefit, 
and in the same work year have population, trend. or other 
SOW 6 cover the same Dental changes between the rating 
PAHP rate development period of the existing rates and 
process/steps price excluding the rating period of the updated 
updating the new dental base rates. 
data. 

Is SOW 7 limited to only to the No. SOW 7 is only associated 
price for work associated with with Rebasing activities and 
developing a new/updated are not included in SOW 6 
Dental PAHP base data and all Rate Setting activities and are 
other PAHP rate development priced separately. 
steps/processes are to be 
included in the price for 
S0W6? 

33. R. EVALUATION 4 Please provide examples of 
If additional information or 

OF PROPOSALS "such other information that may 
be secured and that has a 

issues are identified during the 

bearing on the decision to award reference check process the 

the contract." State reserves the right to 
investigate further or ask for 
clarification from the bidder. 

34. U.REFERENCE 6 Are reference and/or credit Corporate level only 
AND CREDIT checks conducted at the 
CHECKS corporate. individual employee 

level, or both? 

35. REQUIRED 19 Are the complete definitions for 
The State of Nebraska has not 

INSURANCE the following publicly available 
COVERAGE and referenced in the context of defined these terms. The 

CYBER the State of Nebraska or related definitions would be based 

LIABILITY division? "Breach of Privacy, upon the insurance industry 

Security Breach, Denial of 
standard definitions. 

Service, Remediation, Fines and 
Penalties" 

) 
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QuestiQ!'.l RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
36. D. SOW 1- 25 What is the source of medical Truven/Advantage Suite and or 

CAPITATION RATE and pharmacy data? MMIS are the source of 
SETTING medical and pharmacy 
1. Rate Data Is this encounter data? encounter data. 
Analysis and 
Manipulation Is it provided directly by the The decision regarding 
c. Analyze medical State or Department, or a third extracting encounter data will 
and pharmacy party intermediary? be made by the State with 
service utilization input from the contractor. 
and cost profile 
patterns by 
category of service 
for all Managed 
Care cohorts 

37. D. SOW 1- 26 How often does the Department The State anticipates 3-5 
CAPITATION anticipate having Contract onsite visits on an annual 
RATE SETTING resources onsite? basis. 
3. Capitation Rate 
Finalization 
f. Attend, 
participate, and 
provide support in 
the Department's 
rate setting 
discussions and 
meetings with 
CMS. 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
38. E. SOW2- 26 Does the Department implement No 

CAPITATION an existing total cost of care 
RATE REBASING (TCOC) methodology today? 
1. Policy and 
Financial Does the Department desire to 
Management use technologies and algorithms No, the State does not intend 
Consulting that support alternative payment to utilize Prometheus as a 
Services models such as payment ( emphasis added} 
a. Work PROMETHEUS® Analytics? model. 
collaboratively with 
the Department in Is there a different incumbent 
the exploration of vendor providing this SOW No. 
various Value rather than the incumbent 
Based Payment actuary? 
(VBP) models for 
the Department's What is required for the on-site This decision will be made by 
Medicaid program plan audit reviews? the State with input from the 
as an alternative to contractor. 
the current 
reimbursement 
structure. Models 
include the use of What portion of the cost proposal Refer to SOW 2 in Section V.E. 
Managed Care do the Policy and Financial 
Organizations Management Consulting 
(MCOs), Services fall under? 
Accountable Care. 
Organizations 
(ACOs), and 
Independent 
Practice 
Associations (IPAs} 
to incorporate 
shared savings. 
bundled payment 
mechanisms based 
on an episode of 
care rather than an 
individual visit, and 
other total cost of 
care models. 
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Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
39. E.SOW 2- 27 Does the Department currently The State anticipates using 

CAPITATION use or desire to use {if not data visualization tools for 
RATE REBASING currently used} data visualization dashboards. 
1. Policy and tools such as Tableau for 
Financial dashboards and analytics 
Management reporting needs? 
Consulting 
Services 
f. Develop 
dashboard 
reporting with 
benchmark 
comparisons by 
category of service 
for the Managed 
Care oroarams; 

40 . h. Summary of 31 Does the Department currently No, the State does not 
Bidder's Corporate use 3M {CRGs), HCCs or both currently use 3M CRGs, or 
Experience for risk-adjustment? HCCs, but the State is 
i. Provide narrative currently exploring those and 
descriptions to Is the Department evaluating or other risk-adjustment 
highlight the considering the use of other risk Technologies. 
similarities between adjustment technologies (i.e. 
the bidder's groupers)? 
experience and this 
RFP. These 
descriptions should 
include: 
e. Experience with 
risk adjusted rate 
setting techniques 
in general and 
specifically with 
various risk group 
models, such as 
the Clinical Risk 
Group (CRG), 
Hierarchical 
Condition 
Categories (HCCs), 
etc. 

41 . Section I.C- Page 2 The RFP states that the contract Current Contractor is 
Schedule of Events will be awarded 9/1/18. Will the responsible for CY19 Rate 

winning vendor be responsible Setting. 
for development of CY19 
capitation rates, or will that be 
completed by the current 
vendor? 

42. Section I Page 3 Subsection J states "Proposal The State does not have a 
responses should include the desired section to include Form 
completed Form A. "Bidder A. 
Contact Sheet"''. The RFP does 
not specify where this should be 
included in the response. Does 
the State have a desired section 
for including Form A? 

43. Sections II-IV Pages 7-23 Does the state require original The bidder can note their 
sianature initials indicatina resoonse in anv wav that thev 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
acceptance of contract terms, or would like, either with a typed 
is a digital signature sufficient? initial, check mark, or a "wet" 

orioinal. 
44. Section V Page24 Subsection B.4 mentions an Please note that Section V.B.4, 

optional Long-Term Care Long-Term Care Managed 
Managed Care delivery system. Care, indicates optional. The 
Long-Term Care Managed Care State currently does not have a 
is not mentioned in the Long-Term Care Managed 
subsequent Scope of Work Care Program. Should the 
sections. Is the winning vendor State opt to implement such 
expected to perform Long-Term program, the awarded 
Care Managed Care rate setting contractor would perform these 
work on behalf of the services under SOW 8. 
Department? 

45. Section V Page 26 Subsection 3.g. notes that final The 150 days noted in the RFP 
rates must be submitted 150 are prior to submission to 
days or 5 months prior to their CMS. 
effective date. Given CMS' 
requirement of rates being 
submitted 90 days in advance of 
the effective date. is the 150 
days noted in the RFP reflective 
of when rates need to be 
finalized and submitted to the 
Department, or when they need 
to be submitted to CMS? 

46. Section V Page 26 Subsection E notes that SOW 2- Please see response lo 
Capitation Rate Rebasing will Question #29 
occur at least once annually. The 
Cost Proposal indicates that 
SOW 2 will occur once during 
the contract duration. How often 
will this service be performed 
under the contract? 

47. Section VI Page 32 Subsection A.2.j states "The Yes 
proposed Principal must have a 
minimum of ten (10) years 
actuarial consulting experience 
in the public sector and must 
have a Bachelor's Degree in 
Actuarial Science ... ". Are 
degrees in related fields such as 
Mathematics and Statistics 
acceptable in place of an 
Actuarial Science degree? If not, 
can the Principal be an 
Associate or Fellow of the 
Society of Actuaries (ASA or 
FSA) and a Member of the 
American Academy of Actuaries 
(MAAA) to fulfill the Actuarial 
Science degree requirement? 

48. Cost Proposal Attachment We do not see a specific section Please see response to 
A for the Long-Term Care Question #44. 

Managed Care (optional) 
program noted in the RF P. Is it 
expected that any ML TSS rate 
settina work would be 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
reimbursed via the hourly rates 
submitted in response to the 
Optional Services section of the 
cost proposal? 

49. V.C Scope of Work 26 For SOW 2 please confirm that Yes 
(SOW) Capitation Rate Rebasing and 

Policy and Financial 
Management Consulting 
Services are both included in the 
same scope of work. 

50. V.C Scope of Work 25-26 How does the department Please see answer to Question 
(SOW) differentiate between the project 

activities outlined in SOW 1 
#8. 

(Annual Capitation Rate Setting) 
compared to SOW 2 (Capitation 
Rate Rebasing)? 

51 . Attachment A Cost First page Please confirm the frequency of Please see answer to Question 
Proposal Capitation Rate Rebasing. #29. 

Attachment A reads "one (1) 
time for contract duration". For a 
five-year contract this is not 
compliant with CMS regulations. 
SOW 2 on page 26 also 
indicates that the rebasing 
project will occur at least once 
annuallv 

52. Attachment A Cost First page Please clarify how costs should The proposed cost of the 
Proposal be proposed for SOW 1 (Annual overall SOW 1 line (Capitation 

Capitation Rate Setting) and Rate Methodology 
SOW 6 (Dental Rate Setting). Development Determination) 
There is an "x" indicated for each should be reflective of the 
project task, as well as an "x" for activities of developing the 
the overall SOW line in the grid. methodology (ies) framework 

for Capitation Rate Setting. 
Each project task aligns with 
other activities listed in SOW 1 
and priced separately. The 
Capitation Rate Updates (2x or 
more per year) reflect the cost 
of some, but not all, of SOW 1 
activities completed each 
additional time within the 
calendar year. The SOW 6 is 
structured the same way. 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
53. VI.Ah. Summary of 31-32 The corporate overview section The bidder may reference 

Bidder's Corporate includes items related to risk different States to highlight 
Experience adjustment, encounter data, their experience in the 

prepaid inpatient health care, narrative project response. 
PACE, and Managed Long Term 
Care experience. Please provide 
clarification on whether the RFP 
response needs to address all of 
these items for the same 3 
states in the narrative response, 
or whether the response may 
reference different states to 
highlight our experience in these 
areas. 

54. General NIA Does the State have a proposed No, the State does not have an 
budget for this engagement? established budget. 

55. I.R. Evaluation of 4 Can the State please clarify how Refer to the Evaluation Criteria 
Proposals the cost proposal will be Part 4 - Cost Proposal Points 

evaluated? for the initial contract period. 

Specifically. will the combination 
Renewal Periods and the 

of the base years and all optional 
Hourly Rate will not be scored. 

years be included in the 
evaluation as one combined 
cost? 

Additionally, how will the rate 
card submitted for the optional 
services be evaluated? 

56. V.C. Scope of Work 25 Can the State please clarify The covered programs are 
which programs and populations those approved through the 
are in scope of this contract and Nebraska State Plan (Title XIX) 
how many separate rate in addition to the PACE and 
certifications are required? Waiver programs referenced in 

this RFP. The State's Medicaid 

Additionally, how many rate 
program currently serves the 
following populations: 

amendments typically occur on • Aged, Blind, and Disabled 
an annual basis? (AABD) 

• Children's Health Insurance 
Program (CHIP) 
• Family-Adults and Children 
(Family} 
• Foster Care/Wards (Foster 
Care) 
• Katie Beckett 
• Healthy Dual 
• Dual LTC 
• Non-Dual L TC 
• Dual Waiver 
• Non-Dual Waiver 
Some cohorts are further split 
by age and/or gender when 
appropriate. 

The State has historically 
submitted two certification 
letters to CMS oer calendar 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
N!,!mb~r Section Page 

Reference Number 
year. 

Rate adjustments are subject 
to State and Federal 
mandates. 

57. V.C. Scope of Work 25 Can the State please clarify the Please see the answer to 
number of onsite meetings Question #37 
and/or visits that are anticipated 
for this engagement on an 
annual basis? 

58. V.C. Scope of Work 25 Can the State please clarify Refer to Contract 58451 04 
which of the requested services 
within this RFP are currently 
being performed by the 
incumbent vendor? 

59. V.D. SOW 1 - 25 In regards to risk adjustment: Nebraska Heritage Health 
Capitation Rate 

a. Can the State please 
Managed Care program's risk 

Setting adjustment is fully risk adjusted 
confirm the risk (no phased in scores) 
adjustment . capitation rates and on a 
methodologies to be prospective basis. The Risk 
utilized for the fiscal adjustment methodologies aim 
year 2019 rates? to align MCO capitation rates 

with the relative health risk 
profiles of their membership 
mix. The State reserves the 
right to adjust risk scores for 
MCO's annually, semi-
annually. or more frequently if 
warranted. 

The State anticipates 

b. Does the State expect reasonable changes to occur in 

the contactor to utilize a the methodology with changes 

consistent in the Managed Care program, 

methodology? policies, and membership. 
Changes to methodology 
would be approved by the 
State, actuarially sound, and 
approved by CMS as part of 
rate certification. The State will 
consider the feedback from the 
MCOs when making changes 
to the risk adjustment 
methodology. 

No - it is the responsibility of 

C. Will the State obtain the the contractor to purchase all 

appropriate licenses for necessary software to perform 

the risk adjustment SOW in the RFP. 

software (if applicable)? 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number ~ Page 

Reference Number 
60. V.D. SOW 1- 25 Can the State please comment The Managed Care entities are 

Capitation Rate on the quality of the available contractually required to 
Setting encounter data and the State's provide accurate, valid 

expectations of the credibility of encounter data. 
the data being utilized for the 
upcoming rate development 
processes? 

61 . V.D. SOW 1- 25 Can the State please clarify how 
Capitation Rate the data will be made available 
Setting to the vendor and what level of 

detail? Specifically, 

a. Is it expected the 
At a minimum, claims and 
member data will be at the 

vendor will store data in detail level. Additional data 
a data warehouse or may be at the detail or 
access the necessary aggregate level, as 
data for rate setting on appropriate. It is required that 
State systems? the contractor will store and 

b. Will the data provided maintain the Nebraska data in 
include MCO a secure data warehouse. 
encounters, fee-for- Please see Section 11.R, 
service, and/or other Business Associate Agreement 
MCO financial data? (BAA}. 

C. Will the data provided The managed care entities are 
by the State be contractually required to 
aggregated? provide accurate, valid 

encounter data. The data will 
be a combination of FFS and 
encounter records. The 
provision of data will be 
decided by the State, after 
coordinating data sources with 
the contractor. 

d. Does the State 
Yes 

anticipate the data to 
include protected health 
information (PHI) and/or 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference NumbP.r 
personally identifiable 
information (PII)? 

e. What frequency will the 
This decision will be made by 
the State with input from the 

data be provided to the contractor 
vendor? 

62. V.D.2. Interim 26 Many of these requested No, there is no established 
Reporting and services under 'Interim Reporting budget or expected level of 
Other Deliverables and Other Deliverables for Rate total hours spent for these 
for Rate Setting Setting Functions' appear to be required services included in 
Functions ad hoc in nature and/or may vary SOW 1 Rate Setting. 

in time and effort depending on 
the nature of the request by the 
State. Does the State have an 
expected level of effort (total 
hours) or anticipated budget to 
perform these services? 

63. V.E. SOW2- 26 Can the State please clarify how Please see response to 
Capitation Rate the services in requested SOW 2 question #8 
Setting vary from SOW 1? It is our 

understanding the base period 
data would be rebased every 
year and the required rate 
development activities for SOW 
2 would overlap the SOW 1 
services. 
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Question RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
64. V.E.1 Policy and 27 Many of these requested These services {Items in 

Financial services under 'Policy and Section V.C.6.a-j) are ad hoc in 
Management Financial Management nature and may or may not be 
Consulting Consulting Services' appear to applicable to each rebasing. 
Services be ad hoc in nature and/or may 

vary in time and effort depending 
on the nature of the request by 
the State. Does the State have 
an expected level of effort (total 
hours) or anticipated budget to 
perform these services? 

65. V.E.1.f 27 Can the State please clarify how The dashboard will be 
often the dashboards will be refreshed upon receiving MCO 
refreshed? Does the State have reports. There is no specific 
a preferred software format? timeframe. 

The software decision will be 
made by the State with the 
inout of the Contractor. 

66. V.E.1.h 27 Can the State please clarify how Please see response to 
many on-site reviews are question #37 
anticipated to be performed on 
an annual basis? 

67. V.E.1.i 27 Can the State please clarify what Heritage Health. the State's 
populations are anticipated to managed care program, went 
transition from a service-based into effect January 1, 2017. No 
payment arrangement to additional populations are 
managed care, and the timing of anticipated to join managed 
each transition? care at this time. 

68. V.H. SOW 5 -1115 27 The underlying effort to support Please see response to 
Waiver an 1115 waiver submission may question #23. 
Development and vary based on the requested 
Submission services. Does the State have an There is no established budget 

expected level of effort (total for this service. 
hours) or anticipated budget to 
perform these services? 

69. V.H. SOW 5-1115 27 Does the state have a target Please see response to 
Waiver timeline/roadmap for submitting question #23. 
Development and the 1115 application and 
Submission implementing the waiver upon 

subsequent approval? 

70. V.I. SOW 6- 27 Can the State please comment The dental managed care 
Dental Capitation on the quality of the available entity is contractually required 
Rate Setting dental data and the State's to provide accurate, valid 

expectations of the credibility of encounter data. 
the data being utilized for the 
upcoming rate development 
processes? 
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Q1.1~stion RFP RFP Question State Response 
Number Section Page 

Reference Number 
71. V.1.2. Interim 28 Many of these requested Please see response to 

Reporting and services under 'Interim Reporting Question# 62. 
Other Deliverables and Other Deliverables for Rate 
for Rate Setting Setting Functions· appear to be 
Functions ad hoc in nature and/or may vary 

in time and effort depending on 
the nature of the request by the 
State. Does the State have an 
expected level of effort (total 
hours} or anticipated budget to 
perform these seNices? 

72. V.J. SOW 7- 29 Can the State please clarify how Please see response to 
Dental Capitation the services in requested SOW 7 questions #32 
Rebasing vary from SOW 6? It is our 

understanding the base period 
data would be rebased every 
year and the required rate 
development activities for SOW 
7 would overlap the SOW 6 
services. 

73. Attachment A - 1 The line item tor ·sow 2 - Please see response to 
Cost Proposal Capitation Rate Rebasing' question #29 

requests one price for the 
contract duration and indicates 
the rate rebasing will only occur 
one time during the contract 
duration. However, per the 
language in Section V.E on page 
27 of the RF P, it states the 
rebasing will occur at least 
annually. Can the state please 
confirm that the rates will be 
rebased annually and clarify how 
the fees should be quoted in the 
cost proposal? 

74. Attachment A - 1 The line item for 'SOW 7 - Yes, CMS recommends a 
Cost Proposal Dental Rebasing' requests one rebasing every 3-5 years. The 

price for the contract duration initial contract term is five (5} 
and indicates the Dental rate years and rebasing is likely 
rebasing will only occur one time occur. Rebasing may or may 
during the contract duration. Can not occur each optional 
the State please confirm if the renewal period but a pricing is 
Dental rates are in fact only to required in the event rebasing 
rebased one time and clarify is performed. 
what length of time is considered 
for "contract duration"? For 
example, does the State expect 
to rebase one time during the 
first five years under the base 
year of the contract, and then 
once every two years during 
each of the three optional 
renewal periods? 

This addendum will become part of the proposal and should be acknowledged with the Request for Proposal response. 
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Date: 

To: 

From: 

RE: 

July 2, 2018 

All Bidders 

ADDENDUM THREE 
REVISED SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

Nancy Storant I Teresa Fleming, Buyers 

AS Materiel Purchasing 

Addendum for RFP Number 5868 Z1 

Schedule of Events 

The State expects to adhere to the tentative procurement schedule shown below. It should be noted, 
however, that some dates are approximate and subject to change. It is the Bidder's responsibility to check 
the State Purchasing Bureau website for all addenda or amendments. 

ACTIVITY DATE/TIME 
Proposal opening 

.11:lly 11, 2QHl Location: State Purchasing Bureau 
3. 1526 K Street, Suite 130 July 13, 2018 

Lincoln, NE 68508 
Review for conformance to RFP requiremenls 

J~ly 11, 2Q18 
4. 

July 13. 2018 

July 13, 2018 

5. Evaluation period Through 

July 20. 2018 

6. 
"Oral Interviews/Presentations and/or Demonstrations" (if required} 

TBD 

Post "Intent to Award" to Internet at: 
August 1, 2018 7. httn://das.nebraska.oov/materiel/ourchasina.html 

August 1, 2018 

8. Contract finalization period Through 

August 31. 2018 

9. Contract award September 1, 2018 

10. Contractor start date September 1 • 2018 

This addendum will become part of the proposal and should be acknowledged with the RFP 
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II. Terms and Conditions 

A. General 
Accept ' Reject Reject & Provide-Alternative within RFP I NOTES/COMMENTS: 

{Initial (lnitial)_ tRes on: e (!_nitial} _ --r ___ _ 
The contract resulting from this RFP shall incorporate the following documents: 

1. Request for Proposaf and Addenda; 

2. Amendments to the RFP; 

3. Questions and Answers; 

4. Contractor's proposal (RFP and properly submitted documents); 

5. The executed Contract and Addendum One to Contract, if applicable ; and, 

6. Amendments!Addendums to the Contract. 

These documents constitute the entirety of the contract. 

Unless otherwise specifically stated in a future contract amendment, in case of any conflict between the inco,porated 

documents, the documents shall govern in the following order of preference with number one (1) receiving preference 

over all other documents and with each lower numbered document having preference over any higher numbered 

document: 1) Amendment to the executed Contract with the most recent dated amendment having the highest priority, 2) 

executed Contract and any attached Addenda, 3) Amendments to RFP and any Questions and Answers. 4) the original 

RFP document and any Addenda, and 5) the Contractor's submitted Proposal. 

Any ambiguity or conffict in the contract discovered after its execution, not otherwise addressed herein, shall be resolved 

in accordance with the rules of contract interpretation as established in the State of Nebraska. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

B. Notification 

Accept I Reject! Reject &-Provide Alternative within R--F·P---·-_~t NOTES/COMMENTS: 
_(l~lti~ _ fuliti~) I Response (Initial) _ 

X .. _J _ --··-----1. __ ---·-·- -·-·-.. -....................... .. ... _,,_ - ----

Contractor and State shall identify the contract manager who shall serve as the point of contact for the executed contract. 

Communications regarding the executed contract shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been given if delivered 

personally or mailed, by U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested, to the parties at their respective addresses 
set forth below, or at such other addresses as may be specified in writing by either of the pa1ties. Aff notices, requests, or 

communications shall be deemed effective upon personal delivery or three (3) calendar days following deposit in the maif. 
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C. Governing Law (Statutory) 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this contract, or any amendment or addendum(s) entered into contemporaneously 

or at a later time, the parties understand and agree that, (1) the State of Nebraska is a sovereign state and its authority to 

contract is therefore subject to limitation by the State's Constitution, statutes, common law, and regulation; (2) this 

contract will be interpreted and enforced under the laws of the State of Nebraska; (3) any action to enforce the provisions 

of this agreement must be brought in the State of Nebraska per state law; (4) the person signing this contract on behalf of 

the State of Nebraska does not have the authority to waive ·the State's sovereign immunity, statutes, common law, or 

regulations,· (5) the indemnity, limitation of liability, remedy, and other similar provisions of the final contract, if any, are 

entered into subject to the State's Constitution, statutes, common law. regulations, and sovereign immunity; and, (6) all 

terms and conditions of the final contract, including but not limited to the clauses concerning third party use, licenses, 

warranties, limitations of liability, governing law and venue. usage verification, indemnity, liability, remedy or other similar 

provisions of the final contract are entered into specifically subject to the State's Constitution, statutes, common law, 

regulations, and sovereign immunity. 

The Parties must comply with all applicable local, state and federal laws, ordinances, rules, orders, and regulations, 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

D. Beginning of Work 
NOTES/COMMENTS: 

(Initial) Initial Res onse (Initial} __ 
Accept I :'°ject) r eject & Provide Alternative within RFP 

X - - - ----------~-----------~ 

The bidder shall not commence any billable work until a valid contract has been fully executed by the State and the 

successful Contractor, The Contractor will be notified in writing when work may begin. 
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E. Change Orders 
Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP- NOTES/COMMENTS: l 

'--~~~,.._~~~-'-·~--'-e-sp_o_n_se _(l_ni~al_) _ -~~~~~--~-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~j 

The State and the Contractor, upon the written agreement, may make changes to the contract within the general scope of 
the RFP. Changes may involve specifications, the quantity of work, or such other items as the State may find necessary 

or desirable. Corrections of any deliverable, service, or work required pursuant to the contract shall not be deemed a 
change. The Contractor may not claim forleiture of the contract by reasons of such changes. 

The Contractor shaff prepare a written description of the work required due to the change and an itemized cost sheet for 
the change. Changes in work and the amount of compensation to be paid to the Contractor shall be determined in 
accordance with applicable unit prices if any, a pro-rated value, or through negotiations. The State shall not incur a price 
increase for changes that should have been included in the Contractor's proposal, were foreseeable, or result from 
difficulties with or failure of the Contractor's proposal or performance. 

No change shall be implemented by the Contractor until approved by the State, and Che Contrac! is amended to reflect the 

change and associated costs, if any. ff there is a dispute regarding the cost, but both parties agree thar immediate 
implementation is necessary, the change may be implemented, and cost negotiarions may continue with both Parties 

retaining all remedies under the contract and law. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

F. Notice of Potential Contractor Breach 

i-Accept I ~eject 

1{1nitiaQJ (~tial 
Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP NOTES/COMMENTS: 
Res onse {lpitial)~~~~- -~~~-1--~~~~~~~
X 

If Contractor breaches the contract or anticipates breaching the contract, the Conlractor shall immediately give written 
notice to the State. The notice shall explain the breach or potential breach, a proposed cure, and may include a request 
for a waiver of the breach if so desired. The State may, in its discretion, temporarily or permanently waive the breach. By 
granting a waiver, the State does not forleit any rights or remedies to which the State is enfitled by Jaw or equity, or 
pursuant to the provisions of the contract. Failure to give immediate notice, however, may be grounds for denial of any 

request for a waiver of a breach. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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G. Breach 
Accept Reject Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP I NOTES/COMMENTS: 

1-'-l_hi_ti_a ...... l --1- ~l_nl_ti_a..,_1 --~-es:_nse ~ al) =f==_-_-_____________ _ 

Either Pa,ty may terminate the contract, in whole or in part, if the other Party breaches its duty to perform its obligations 
under the contract in a timely and proper manner. Termination requires written notice of defaulr and a thirty (30) calendar 
day (or longer at the non-breaching Party's discretion considering the gravity and nature of the default) cure period. Said 
notice shall be delivered by Cer1ified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, or in person with proof of delivery. Allowing time to 
cure a failure or breach of contract does not waive the right to immediately terminate the contract for the same or different 
contract breach which may occur at a different time. In case of default of the Contractor, the State may contract the 
service from other sources and hold the Contractor responsible for any excess cost occasioned thereby. 

The State's failure to make payment shall not be a breach, and the Contractor shall retain all available statutory remedies 

and protections. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

H. Non-Waiver of Breach 

Accept Reject NOTES/COMMENTS: 
lnitial~ nitiall 

T Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP I Response (Initial} L _______ __. 

The acceptance of late performance with or without objection or reservation by a Pany shall not waive any rights of the 

Parly nor constitute a waiver of the requirement of timely performance of any obligations remaining to be performed. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

I. Severability 
Accep-t-.-1 =R-ej_e_c_t -~R-e-je_c_t_,&- P- rovide Al-te_r_n-at-iv_e_w- it-h-in_R_F_P--~·-N-O_T_E_S~/-C_O_M_M- ENTS: 

~nltlal) I (Initial) t esponse !Initial)_ 

If any term or condition of the contract is declared by a cour1 of competent jurisdiction to be illegal or in conflict with any 
law, the validity of the remaining terms and conditions shall not be affected, and the rights and obligations of the parties 
shall be construed and enforced as if the contract did not contain the provision held to be invalid or illegal. 
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J. Indemnification 
Accept Reject Reject & Provide Alternative within RF~ ! NOTES/COMMENTS: 
Initial (Initial) Resnonse (Initial) '--=~=~~·-:~~~~_._x:..;__::r_. __ -___ -_ _ __ !.__ _______ _ --------

1. General 

The Contractor agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the State and its employees. volunteers, agents, and its 

elected and appointed officials ("the indemnified parties'; from and against any and all third party claims, liens, demands, 

damages, liability, actions .. causes of action, losses, judgments, costs, and expenses of every nature, including 

investigation costs and expenses, settlement costs, and attorney fees and expenses ("the claims"), sustained or asserted 

against the State for personal injury, death, or property loss or damage, arising out of, resulting from, or attributable to the 

willful misconduct, negligence, error, or omission of the Contractor, its employees, Subcontractors, consultants, 
representatives, and agents, resulting from this contract, except to the extent such Contractor liability is attenuated by any 

action of the State which directly and proximately contributed to the claims. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

2. Intellectual property 

The Contractor agrees it will, at its sole cost and expense, defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the indemnified patties 

from and against any and all cfaims, to the extent such claims arise out of, result from, or are attributable to, the actual or 
alleged infringement or misappropriation of any patent, copyright, trade secret, trademark, or confidential information of 

any third party by the Contractor or its employees, Subcontractors, consultants, representatives, and agents; provided, 

however, the State gives the Contractor prompt notice in writing of the claim. The Contractor may not settle any 

infringement claim that will affect the State's use of the Licensed Software without the State's prior written consent, which 

consent may be withheld for any reason. 

If a judgment or settlement is obtained or reasonably anticipated against the Slate's use of any intellectual property for 

which the Contractor has indemnified the State, the Contractor shall, at the Contractor's sole cost and expense, promptly 

modify the item or items wl1ich were determined to be infringing, acquire a license or licenses on the State's behalf to 

provide the necessary rights to the State to eliminate the infringement, or provide the State with a non-infringing substitute 

that provides the State the same functionality. At the State's election, the actual or anticipated judgment may be treated 

as a breach of warranty by the Contractor, and the State may receive the remedies provided under this RFP. 

Please review the Exceptions lo Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

3. Personnel 

The Contractor shall, at its expense, indemnify and hold harmless the indemnified parties from and against any claim with 

respect to withholding taxes, worker's compensation, employee benefits, or any other claim, demand, liability, damage, or 
loss of any nature relating to any of the personnel, including subcontractor's and their employees, provided by the 

Contractor. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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4. Self-Insurance 

The State of Nebraska is self-insured for any loss and purchases excess insurance coverage pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. 

§ 81-8,239.01 (Reissue 2008). If there is a presumed loss under the provisions of this agreement, Contractor may file a 
claim with the Office of Risk Management pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 81-8,829- 81-8,306 for review by the State 
Claims Board. The State retains all rights and immunities under the State Miscelfaneous (Section 81-8,294), Tort (Section 
81-8,209), and Contract Claim Acts (Section 81-8,302), as outlined in Neb. Rev. Stat.§ 81-8,209 et seq. and under any 
other provisions of law and accepts liability under this agreement to the extent provided by law. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

5. The Parties acknowledge that Attorney General for the State of Nebraska is required by statute to represent the legal 

interests of the State. and that any provision of this indemnity clause is subject to the statutory authority of the Attorney 

General. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

K. Attorneis Fees 
Accept !Rejec t 
lnitlal~ itla!} 

Reject & Provide Alternative within RFPI NOTES/COMMENTS: 
Res onse (Initial) I _ 

X - - - :._r - -- l 
In the event of any litigation, appeal, or other legal action to enforce any provision of the contract, the Parties agree to pay 
all expenses of such action, as permitted by law and if order by the cowt, including attorney's fees and costs, if the other 

Party prevails. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

L. Assignment, Sale, or Merger 

~

1 Accept ReJ~ect Reject & Pro'llide Alternative within RFPI NOTES/COMMENTS: 
_,k._ln_it_ia_l.___.-(!_nitial Re-!ponse Jlnltia..,_1)____ ±= 

---~----- ------------~ 

Either Party may assign the contract upon mutual written agreement of the other Party. Such agreement shall not be 

unreasonably withheld. 

l 

The Contractor retains the right to enter into a sale, merger, acquisition, internal reorganization, or similar transaction 
involving Contractor's business. Contractor agrees to cooperate with the State in executing amendments to the contract to 
allow for the transaction. If a third party or entity is involved in the transaction, the Contractor will remain responsible for 
performance of the contract until such time as the person or entity involved in the tmnsaction agrees in writing to be 

contractually bound by this contract and perform all obligations of the contract. 
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M. Contracting with Other Nebraska Political Sub-Divisions 

Accept 
Initial 

Reject 
lniti~) 

Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP 
_Be~2nse ~~~!) 
X 

NOTES/COMMENTS: 

The Contractor may, but shall not be required to, allow agencies. as defined in Neb. Rev. Stat. §81-145, to use this 

contract. The terms and conditions, including price, of the contract may not be amended. The State shall not be 
contractually obligated or liable for any contract entered into pursuant to this clause. A listing of Nebraska political 

subdivisions may be found at the website of the Nebraska Auditor of Public Accounts. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

N. Force Majeure 

t
Accept Reject Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP 

_,_~.:..;.n;;..;.lti;..;;;a.:..£1 _ _,(""'ln.;._it=la=l,.._-1-R ..... e;...c.sponse lnltlal) ____ _ 

-----

I NOTES/COMMENT_s_: ------]--

Neither Party shall be liable for any costs or damages, or for default resulting from its inability to perform any of its 
obligations under the contract due to a natural or manmade event outside the control and not the fault of the affected 
Party ("Force Majeure Event). The Pa11y so affected shall immediately make a written request for relief to the other Party, 
and shall have the burden of proof to justify the request. The other Party may grant the relief requested; relief may not be 
unreasonably withheld. Labor disputes with the impacted Party's own employees will not be considered a Force Majeure 

Event. 
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0. Confidentiality 

j Accept l Reject t· lnltia.!L (Initial) 
ReJeci& Provide Aliemative within RFP [ OTES/COMMENTS: - l 

J ~es o: se (Initial _ ~ -~ __ __ ------_-:=-j 

All materials and information provided by the Parties or acquired by a Party on behalf of the other Party shall be regarded 

as confidential information. All materials and information provided or acquired shall be handled in accordance with federal 

and state law, and ethical standards. Should said confidentiality be breached by a Patty. the Party shall notify the other 

Patty immediately of said breach and take immediate corrective action. 

It is incumbent upon the Parties to inform their officers and employees of the penalties for improper disclosure imposed by 

the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a. Specifically, 5 U.S.C. 552a (i)(1), which is made applicable by 5 U.S.C. 552a 

(m){1 ), provides that any officer or employee, who by virtue of his/her employment or official position has possession of or 

access to agency records which contain individually identifiable information, the disclosure of which is prohibited by the 

Privacy Act or regulations established thereunder. and who knowing that disclosure of the specific material is prohibited, 

willfully discloses the material in any manner to any person or agency not entitled to receive it, shall be guilty of a 

misdemeanor and fined not more than $5,000. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

P. Office of Public Counsel (Statutory) 

If it provides, under the terms of this contract and on behalf of the State of Nebraska, health and human se,vices to 

individuals; service delivery; service coordination; or case management, Contractor shall submit to the jurisdiction of the 

Office of Public Counsel, pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 81-8,240 et seq. This section shall survive the termination of this 

contract 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

Q. Long-Term Care Ombudsman (Statutory) 

Contractor must comply with the Long-Term Care Ombudsman Act, Neb. Rev. Stat.§§ 81-2237 et seq. This section shall 

survive the termination of this contract. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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R. Business Associate Agreement (BAA) 

I Reject"° - r Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP 
lnitiaj_l T ~esponse (Initial) 

NOTES/COMMENTS: 

In the provision of any service under this contract, the Contractor must comply with all applicable law, including but not 

limited to federal and state: statutes, rules and regulations. and guidance documents. Compliance includes, but is not 

limited to: 

1. The Health Information Protection and P011ability Act (HIPAA), as set forth in Attachment B • BAA; and 

2. The Medicaid-specific, above-and-beyond-HIPAA privacy protections found at 42 CFR Part 431, Subpart F 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

S. Early Termination 

~

Accept-+Rejectq Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP-1 NOTES/COMMENTS: 
(Initial) (Initial)_ Res onse (Initial) 

X --~ 

The contract may be terminated as follows: 

1. The State and the Contractor, by mutual written agreement, may terminate the contract at any time. 

2. The State, in its sole discretion, may terminate the contract for any reason upon thirty (30) calendar day's written 

notice to the Contractor. Such termination shall not relieve the Contractor of warranty or other service obligations 

incurred under the terms of the contract. In the event of termination the Contractor shall be entitled to payment, 

determined on a pro rata basis, for products or services satisfactorily performed or provided. 

3. The State may terminate the contract immediately for the following reasons: 

a. if directed to do so by statute; 

b. Contractor has made an assignment for the benefit of creditors, has admitted in writing its inability to pay debts as 
they mature, or has ceased operating in the normal course of business; 

c. a trustee or receiver of the Contractor or of any substantial parl of the Contractor's assets has been appointed by a 

court; 

d. fraud, misappropriation, embezzlement, malfeasance, misfeasance, or illegal conduct pertaining to performance 

under the contract by its Contractor, its employees, officers, directors, or shareholders; 

e. an involuntary proceeding has been commenced by any Party against the Contractor under any one of the 

chapters of Title 11 of the United States Code and (i) the proceeding has been pending for at least sixty (60) calendar 

days; or (ii) the Contractor has consented, either expressly or by operation of Jaw, to the entry of an order for relief: or 

(iii) the Contractor has been decreed or adjudged a debtor; 

f. a voluntary petition has been filed by the Contractor under any of the chapters of Title 11 of the United States Code; 
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g. Contractor intentionally discloses confidential information; 

h. Contractor has or announces it will discontinue support of the deliverable; and, 

i. In the event funding is no longer available. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

T. Contract Closeout 
Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP NOTES/COMMENTS: 
Res onse (Initial 

Ix ~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-:_-:=~~-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~---' 

Upon contract closeout for any reason the Contractor shall within 30 days, unless stated otherwise herein: 

1. Transfer all completed or partially completed deliverables to the State; 

2. Transfer ownership and title to all completed or partially completed deliverables to the State; 

3. Return to the State all information and data, unless the Contractor is permitted to keep the information or data by 
contract or rule of law. Contractor may retain one copy of any information or data as required to comply with 
applicable work product documentation standards or as are automatically retained in the course of Contractor's 
routine back up procedures; 

4. Cooperate with any successor Contactor, person or entity in the assumption of any or all of the obligations of this 
contract; 

5. Cooperate with any successor Contactor, person or entity with the transfer of information or data related to this 
contract; 

6. Return or vacate any state owned real or personal property; and, 

7. Return all data in a mutually acceptable format and manner. 

Nothing in this Section should be construed to require the Contractor to surrender intellectual prope1ty, real or personal 

property, or information or data owned by the Contractor for which the Stale has no legal claim. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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111. Contractor Duties 

A. Independent Contractor/ Obligations 
r~~cept I Reject IReject & Provide Alternative within RFP 1· N_OTE-S/COMMENTS: 

L ltialL [ lnitialL i-~es o~iti_a' __ -_-__ -__ -_-_-___ ._. ---------------· 

It is agreed that the Contractor is an independent contractor and that nothing contained herein is intended or should be 
construed as creating or establishing a relationship of employment, agency, or a partnership. 

The Contractor is solely responsible for fulfilling the contract. The Contractor or the Contractor's representative shall be 
the sole poinr of contact regarding all contractual matters. 

The Contractor shall secure, at its own expense, all personnel required to perform the services under the contract. The 
personnel the Contractor uses tc fulfill the contract shall have no contractual or other legal relationship with the State; they 
shall not be considered employees of the State and shall not be entitled to any compensation, rights or benefits from the 
State, including but not limiCed to. tenure rights, medical and hospital care .. sick and vacation leave, severance pay, or 
retirement benefits. 

By-name personnel commitments made in the Contractor's proposal shall not be changed without the prior written 
approval of the State. Replacement of these personnel, if approved by the State, shall be with personnel of equal or 
greater ability and qualifications. 

All personnel assigned by the Contractor to the contract shaff be employees of the Contractor or a subcontractor, and 
shall be fully qualified to perform the work required herein. Personnel employed by the Contractor or a subcontractor to 
fulfill the terms of the contract shall remain under the sole direction and control of the Contractor or the subcontractor 
respectively. 

With respect to its employees, the Contractor agrees to be solely responsible for the following: 

1. Any and all pay, benefits, and employment taxes and/or other payroll withholding; 

2. Any and all vehicles used by the Contractor's employees, including all insurance required by state law; 

3. Damages incurred by Contractor's employees within the scope of their duties under the contract; 

4. Maintaining Workers' Compensation and health insurance that complies with state and federal law and submitting 
any repotts on such insurance to the extent required by governing law; and 

5. Determining the hours to be worked and the duties to be performed by the Contractor's employees. 

6. All claims on behalf of any person arising out of employment or alleged employment (including without limit claims of 
discrimination alleged against the Contractor, its officers, agents, or subcontractors or subcontractor's employees) 

ff the Contractor intends to utilize any subcontractor, the subcontractor's level of effort, tasks, and time allocation should 
be clearly defined in the bidder's proposal. The Contractor shall agree that it will not utilize any subcontractors not 
specifically includ_ed in its proposal in the performance of the contracr without the prior written authorization of the State. 

The State reserves the right to require the Contractor to reassign or remove from the project any Contractor or 
subcontractor employee. 
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Contractor shall insure that the terms and conditions contained in a11y contract with a subcontractor does not conflict with 

the terms and conditions of this contract. 

The Contractor shall include a similar provision, for the protection of the State, in the contract with any Subcontractor 

engaged to pedorm work on tl1is contract. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

B. Employee Work Eligibility Status 
j Accept -I Rejeet I Reject & Proliide Alternative witMn RFP I NOTES/COMMENTS: 

Initial lnitiall l ~esponse (Initial) __ :::::::::::::::: ________ _ 

The Contractor is required and hereby agrees to use a federal immigration verification system to determine the work 

eligibility status of empfoyees physically performing services within the State of Nebraska. A federal immigration 

verification system means Che electronic verification of the work authorization program authorized by the Illegal 

Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, 8 U.S.C. 1324a, known as the E-Verify Program, or an 

equivalent federal program designated by the United States Deparlmenr of Homeland Security or other federal agency 

authorized to verify the work eligibility status of an employee. 

ff the Contractor is an individual or sole proprietorship, the following appfies: 

1. The Contractor must compfete the United States Citizenship Attestation Form, available on the Department of 

Administrative Services website at http://das.nebraska.gov/materiel/purchasing.html 

The completed United States Attestation Form should be submitted with the RFP response. 

2. If the Contractor indicates on such attestation form that he or she is a qualified alien, the Contractor agrees to provide 

the US Citizenship and Immigration Services documentation required to verify the Contractor's lavvful presence in the 

United States using the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SA VE) Program. 

3. The Contractor understands and agrees that lawful presence in the United States is required and the Contractor may 

be disqualified or the contract terminated if such lawful presence cannot be verified as required by Neb. Rev. Stat. 

§4-108. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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C. Compliance With Civil Rights Laws and Equal Opportunity 

Employment/ Nondiscrimination (Statutory) 
r-:Accept ' Reject Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP NOTES/COMMENTS: I (lh'tl =r<!!_'"_'t-ia-1)___. Response (lhitial ___ -f= __ I 

The Contractor shall comply with all applicable local, state, and federal statutes and regulations regarding civil rights laws 

and equal opportunity employment. The Nebrasl<a Fair Employment Practice Act prohibits Contractors of the State of 

Nebraska, and their Subcontractors, from discriminating against any employee or applicant for employment, with respect 

to hire. tenure, terms, conditions. compensation, or privileges of employment because of race, color, religion, sex. 

disability, marital status, or national origin (Neb. Rev. Stat. §48-1101 to 48-1125). The Contractor guarantees compliance 

with the Nebraska Fair Employment Practice Act, and breach of this provision shall be regarded as a material breach of 

contract. The Contractor shall insert a similar provision in all Subcontracts for services to be covered by any contract 

resulting from this RFP. 

D. Cooperation With Other Contractors 
I f""cepi Reject , Rejecf & Prov;de Alternative within RFP 

I 
NOTES/COMMENTS: 

r ~nitial (lnitial~>--1j~R-.:- s~p_o_n_s_e~~-ln_it_ia~I~) ====---~~~:::~~~:~-

Contractor may be required to work with or in close proximity to other contractors or individuals that may be working on 

same or different projects. The Contractor shalf agree to cooperate with such other contractors or individuals, and shall 

not commit or permit any act wl1ich may interfere with the performance of work by any other contractor or individual. 

Contractor is not required to compromise Contractor's intellectual property or proprietary information unless expressly 

required to do so by this contract. 

E. Permits, Regulations, Laws 

Accept ~ Reject Reject & Prov;de Alternative within RFP 
~niti~) (ln~::..;la:.:..l,__..i....;..R~e.;;;..s c...o .... nseQ_n~iti~a~I)~~~~~~-

NOTES/COMMENTS: 

The contract price shall include the cost of all royalties, licenses. permits, and approvals, whether arising from patents, 

rrademarks, copyrights or otherwise, that are in any way involved in the contract. The Contractor shall obtain and pay for 

all royalties, licenses, and permits, and approvals necessary for the execution of the contract. The Contractor must 

guarantee that it has the full legal right to the materials. supplies, equipment, software, and other items used to execute 

this contract. 
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F. Ownership of Information and Data I Deliverables 

r Aocept I Rejeot T Rejeot & Provide Alternative within RFP NOTES/COMMENTS: I 
J lniti"!.!l t:n-"i-'-ti..:..alJ...) _ ..... 

1

~_es ... ec...;.onse (Initial) -t== -===----_:~----~----_-_---_-1 

The State shall have the unlimited right to publish, duplicate, use, and disclose all information and data developed or 
obtained by the Contractor on behalf of the State pursuant to this contract. 

The State shall own and hold exclusive title to any deliverabfe devefoped as a result of this contract. Contractor shall have 
no ownership interest or title, and shall not parent, license, or copyright, duplicate, transfer, sell, or exchange, the design, 

specifications, concept, or deliverable. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

G. Insurance Requirements 

Accept Reject~ eject & Provide Alternative within RFP 1· NOTES/COMMENTS: ~ 
....,._ln_l_ti_al..__.i-,,,l_n_itial) Resi;>onsej lnitial) _ _ ___ _ 
.___ ___ ._ - X - - - _ ___,Tl-_ ----------

The Contractor shall throughout the term of the contract maintain insurance as specified herein and provide the State a 

current Cerlificate of Insurance/Acord Form (COi) verifying the coverage. The Contractor shall not commence work on the 
contract until the insurance is in place, If Contractor subcontracts any portion of the Contract the Contractor must, 

throughout the term of the contract, either: 

1. Provide equivalent insurance for each subcontractor and provide a COi verifying the coverage for the subcontractor; 

2. Require each subcontractor to have equivalent insurance and provide written notice to the State that the Contractor 

has verified that each subcontractor has the required coverage; or, 

3. Provide the State with copies of each subcontractor's Certificate of Insurance evidencing the required coverage. 

The Contractor shall not allow any Subcontractor to commence work until the Subcontractor has equivalent insurance. 
The failure of the State to require a CO(, or the failure of the Contractor to provide a COi or require subcontractor 
insurance shalf not limit, relieve, or decrease the liability of the Contractor hereunder. 

In the event that any policy written on a claims-made basis terminates or is canceled during the term of the contract or 
within One (1) year of termination or expiration of the contract, the contractor shall obtain an extended discovery or 
reporting period, or a new insurance policy, providing coverage required by this contract for rhe term of the contract and 
one (1 )year following termination or expiration of the contract. 

If by the terms of any insurance a mandatory deductible is required, or if the Contractor elects to increase the mandatory 
deductible amount, the Contractor shall be responsible for payment of the amount of the deductible in the event of a paid 

claim. 

Nelwi#R6laAdiAg-aR}'-G~ti6e-iR-lhi~l,-#le-$1.a~~~FaR<,e-peliGies 

Feffl..lirefi he,:e#I, 

Please note the exceptions shown as red-lined above. 
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1. Workers' Compensation Insurance 

The Contractor shall take out and maintain during the life of this contract the statutory Workers' Compensation and 

Employer's Liability Insurance for all of the con/actors' employees to be engaged in work on the project under this contract 

and, in case any such work is sublet, the Contractor shall require the Subcontractor similarly to provide Worker's 

Compensation and Employer's Liability Insurance for all of the Subcontractor's employees to be engaged in such work. 

This policy shall be written to meet the statutory requirements for the state in which the work is to be performed, including 

Occupational Disease. The policy shall include a waiver of subrogation in favor of the State. The COi shall contain 
the mandatory COi subrogation waiver language found hereinafter. The amounts of such insurance shall not be less 

than the limits stated hereinafter. For employees working in the State of Nebraska, the policy must be written by an entity 

authorized by the State of Nebraska Department of Insurance to write Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability 

Insurance for Nebraska employees. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

2. Commercial General Liability Insurance and Commercial Automobile Liability Insurance 

The Contractor shall take out and maintain during the life of this contract such Commercial General Liability Insurance and 

Commercial Automobile Liability Insurance as shall protect Contractor and-a~GeR#aetef-f)fJFfer..ffliRg-weFk-oovered-hy 

~Rlfa6#-from claims for damages for bodily injury, including death, as well as from claims for property damage, which 

may arise from operations under this contract, whether such operation be by the Contractor or by an-y-Sub6eml'$k3F or by 

anyone directly or indirectly employed by either ef them Contractor. and the amounts of such insurance shall not be less 

than limits stated hereinafter. 

The Commercial General Liability Insurance shall be written on an occurrence basis, and provide Premises/Operations, 

Products/Completed Operations, Independent Contractors, Personal Injury, and Contractual Liability coverage. The 
policy shall include the State, and others as required by the contract documents, as Additional lnsured(s). This 
policy shall be primary, and any insurance or self-insurance carried by the State shall be considered secondary 

and non-contributory. The COi shall contain the mandatory COi iiabiiity waiver language found hereinafter. The 

Commercial Automobile Liability Insurance shall be written to cover all Owned, Non-owned, and Hired vel1icles. 

Please note the exceptions shown as red-lined below 

REQUIRED INSURANCE COVERAGE 

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY - --
General Aggregate $2,000,000 

Products/Completed Operations Aggregate $2,000,000 

Personal/Advertising Injury $1,000,000 per occurrence 

Bodily Injury/Property Damage $1,000,000 per occurrence 

Medical Payments $10,000 any one person 

Damage to Rented Premises (Fire) $300,000 each occurrence 

Contractual Included 

Independent Contractors Included 

Al,n,1se & MelestatieA IRGlijEieEl 

If higher limits are required, the Umbrella/Excess Liability limits are allowed to satisfy the higher limit. 

WORKER'S COMPENSATION 

Employers Liability Limits $500K/$500K/$500K 
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Statutory Limits- All States Statutory - State of Nebraska 1------''--------------------------1-
USL&H Endorsement Statutory 

Voluntary Compensation Statutory 

COMMERCIAL AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY 
Bodily Injury/Property Damage $1,000,000 combined single

limit 

Include All Owned, Hired & Non-Owned Automobile liability Included 

Motor Carrier Act Endorsement Where Applicable 
1:-U"""M_B __ R __ E_L_LA/_ E..,..X-:--C-ES-:-S.,....-U-A--B-IL-ITY~-----------------'---- ---------. 

Over Primary Insurance I $5,000,000 per occurrence -f--,,---------=------~---------------------.J.1----'-- ' -
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY 

All Other Professional Liability (Errors & Omissions} $1,000,000 Per Claim/ 
Aggregate 

COMMERCIAL CRIME OR FIDELITY BOND 
Crime/Employee Dishonesty Including 3rd Party Fidelity, or including coverage I $1,000,000 
for property of others for which Contractor is legally liable __ 

CYBER LIABILITY, COVERAGE MAY BE INCLUDED WITHIN PROFESIONAL LIABILITY POLICY 
""""sreach of Privacy. Security Breach, Denial of Service, Remediation, Fines aAEI $10,000,0_0_0-------i 

Penalties 
MANDATORY COi SUBROGATION WAIVER LANGUAGE ,__ 
'Workers· Compensation policy shall include a waiver of subrogation in favor of the State of Nebraska." 

MANDATORY COi LIABILITYWAIVER LANGUAGE 
"Commercial General Liability & Commercial Automobile Liability policies shall name the State of Nebraska as an 
Additional Insured and the policies shall be primary and any insurance or self-insurance carried by the State shall be 
considered secondary and non-contributory as additionally insured." 

If the mandatory COi subrogation waiver language or mandatory COi liability waiver language on the COi states that the 
waiver is subject to, condition upon, or otherwise limit by the insurance policy, a copy of the relevant sections of the policy 

must be submitted with the COi so the State can review the limitations imposed by the insurance policy. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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3. Evidence of Coverage 

The Contractor shalf furnish the Contract Manager, with a certificate of insurance coverage complying with the above 

requirements prior to beginning work at: 

Agency 
Attn: Managed Care Finance Program Specialist 
Address Medicaid and Long-Term Care I Rates & Reimbursement 
City, State, Zip 301 Centennial Mall South, Lincoln. NE 68509 

These certificates or the cover sheet shall reference tile RFP number, and the certificates shall include the name of the 
company, policy numbers, effective dates, dates of expirntion, and amounts and types of coverage afforded. If the State is 
damaged by the failure of the Contractor to maintain such insurance, then the Contractor shall be responsible for all 

reasonable costs properly attributable thereto. 

Reasonable notice of cancellation of any required insurance policy must be submitted to the contract manager as listed 
above when issued and a new coverage binder shall be submitted immediately to ensure no break in coverage. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

4. Deviations 

The insurance requirements are subject to limited negotiation. Negotiation typicalfy includes, but is not necessarily limited 

to. the correct type of coverage, necessity for Workers' Compensation, and the type of automobile coverage carried by the 

Contractor. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

H. Antitrust 

~

Accept Reject Reject & Provicie.Afre.rnatTve·wfrliin RFP ±.. NOTES/COMMENTS: 
(lnitial),_ -1--'-'l.;..;.n;.;:iti;.:::a;;..,:I -.+--:-R.;.::e:...:::s..!:.p.=.o.;..;.n=-se~(Lnltlal) _ _ _ _ _ --------~ 

X 

The Contractor hereby assigns to the State any and all claims for overcharges as to goods and/or services provided in 
connection with this contract resulting from antitrust violations which arise under antitrust laws of the United States and 

the antitrust laws of the State. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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I. Conflict of Interest 

Accept 
lnltlal 

Reject~ eject & Provide Alternative within RFP NOTES/COMM EN~ - l 

______ _.! ~niti! I) R~ ponse (l'.!.!_tial __ 
x:.__ ______________ __. 

By submitting a proposal, bidder certifies that there does not now exist a relationship between the bidder and any person 

or entity which is or gives the appearance of a conflict of interest related to this RFP or project. 

The bidder ce,tifies that it shall not take any action or acquire any interest, either directly or indirectly, which will conflict in 

any manner or degree with the performance of its services hereunder or which creates an actual or an appearance of 

conflict of interest. 

The bidder certifies that it will not knowingly empfoy any individual known by bidder to have a conflict of interest. 

The Parties shall not knowingly, for a period of two years after execution of the contract, recruit or employ any employee 

or agent of the other Party who has worked on the RFP or project, or who had any influence on decisions affecting the 

RFP or project. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

J. State Property 

Accept Rej~et Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP I NOTES/COMMENTS: 
(Initial ) _{Initial) Res onse (Initial) 
--~- x ___ ~~~~ ----

The Contractor shall be responsible for the proper care and custody of any State-owned property which is furnished for 

the Contractor's use during the performance of the contract. The Contractor shall reimburse the State for any loss or 

damage of such property; normal wear and tear is expected. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

K. Site Rules and Regulations 

The Contractor shaff use its best efforls to ensure that its employees, agents, and Subcontractors comply with site rules 

and regulations while on State premises. If the Contractor must perform on-site work outside of the daily operational hours 

set forth by the State, it must make arrangements with the State to ensure access to the facility and the equipment has 
been arranged. No additional payment will be made by the State on the basis of lack of access. unless the State fails to 

provide access as agreed to in writing between the State and the Contractor. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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L. Advertising 
-NOTES/COMMENTS: Accept -rReject 

Initial) {Initial) 
_ __._I -

Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP 

~~- onse ln_i_ti_a_i _________ ..._ ________________ _. 

The Contractor agrees not to refer to the contract award in advertising in such a manner as to state or imply that the 

company or its services are endorsed or preferred by the State. Any publicity releases pertaining to the project shall not 

be issued without prior written approval from the State. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

M. Nebraska Technology Access Standards (Statutory) 

Contractor shall review the Nebraska Technology Access Standards, found at http://nitc.nebraska.gov/standards/2-

201.html and ensure that products and/or services provided under the contract are in compliance or will comply with the 

applicable standards to the greatest degree possible. In the event such standards change during the Contractor's 

performance, the State may create an amendment to the contract to request the contract comply with the changed 

standard at a cost mutually acceptable to the parties. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

N. Disaster Recovery/Back Up Plan 
Accept Reject 

i-,;;l.;.:.n.;.;.iti:.:.a__.1 ~i-,( Initial) 
X 

Reject & Provide Alternative within RFPfNOTES/COMMENTS: ] 

Reseonse (Initial _ __ -·t="-____ _ ________ =:] 

The Contractor shall have a disaster recovery and back-up plan. of which a copy should be provided upon request to the 

State, which includes, but is not limited to equipment, personnel, facilities, and transportation, in order to continue services 
as specified under the specifications in the contract in the event of a disaster. 

0. Drug Policy 

I Accept I RejeC\ I Reject & Prnvide Alternative within RFP I NOTES/COMMENTS: J 
t ~nitial t-:nitial _. Response (lnltia.!l. . --_-_-_-_-_-::::----=1---1 

Contractor cerlifies it maintains a drug free work place environment to ensure worker safety and workplace integrity. 

Contractor agrees to provide a copy of its drug free workplace policy at any time upon request by the State. 
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IV. Payment 

A. Prohibition Against Advance Payment (Statutory) 

Payments shall not be made until contractual deliverable(s) are received and accepted by the State. 

Aon accepts. 

B. Taxes (Statutory) 

The State is not required to pay taxes and assumes no such liability as a result of this solicitation. Any property tax 
payable on the Contractor's equipment which may be installed in a state-owned facility is the responsibility of the 

Contractor. 

Aon accepts. 

C. Invoices 

~

ccept Reject Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP r_N_o_r_e_s_-1_c_6_M_M_E_N_r_s_: _________ 1 
nitial)_ __ (Initial). Res onse (l!:!!li!!.). __ _ 

_ _._ ___ _,_.:....X __ 

Invoices for payments must be submitted by the Contractor to the agency requesting the services with sufficient detail to 
support payment. Managed Care Finance Program Specialist, Medicaid and Long-Term Care/Rates & Reimbursement, 
301 Centennial Mall South, Lincoln, NE 68509. The terms and conditions included in the Contractor's invoice shall be 
deemed to be solely for the convenience of the parties. No terms or conditions of any such invoice shall be binding upon 
the State, and no action by the State, including without limitation the payment of any such invoice in whole or in part, shall 
be construed as binding or estopping the State with respect to any such term or condition, unless the invoice term or 

condition has been previously agreed to by the State as an amendment to the contract. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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D. Inspection and Approval 

Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP -I-NOTES/COMMENTS: I 
Response (l.~n~it~ia:..:..1),__ ____ ~ -------- ----------------' 
X ---

Accept Reject 
1-'-l_ni_ti_a_,_I _ ..... 1 n iti al) 

Final inspection and approval of all work required under the contract shall be performed by the designated State officials. 

The State and/or its authorized representatives shall have the right to enter any premises where the Contractor or 
Subcontractor duties under the contract are being performed, and to inspect, monitor or otherwise evaluate the work 
being performed. All inspections and evaluations shall be at reasonable times and in a manner tr,at will not unreasonably 

delay work. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

E. Payment 
NOTES/COMMENTS: 

Initial)_ Initial RE!§e.C?~se __ x:.ln:..:..icc.tic:::a.J.I ----------1----
Accept Rej~et Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP 

X ------'--------------------' 

State will render payment to Contractor when the terms and conditions of the contract and specifications have been 
satisfactorily completed on the part of the Contractor as solely determined by the State. (Neb. Rev. Stat. Section 73-
506(1 )) Payment wilf be made by the responsible agency in compliance with the State of Nebraska Prompt Payment Act 
(See Neb. Rev. Stat. §81-2401 through 81-2408). The State may require the Contractor to accept payment by electronic 
means such as ACH deposit. In no event shall the State be responsible or liable to pay for any services provided by the 
Contractor prior to the Effective Date of the contract. and the Contractor hereby waives any claim or cause of action for 

any such services. 

F. Late Payment (Statutory) 

The Contractor may charge the responsible agency interest for late payment in compliance with the State of Nebraska 

Prompt Payment Act (See Neb. Rev. Stat. §81-2401 through 81-2408). 

Aon accepts. 
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G. Subject to Funding / Funding Out Clause for Loss of 
Appropriations 
Accept ' Reject I Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP - f NOTES/COMMENTS: 
Initial Initial Res onse Initial 

X 

The State's obligation to pay amounts due on the Contract for a fiscal years following the current fiscal year is contingent 

upon legislative appropriation of funds. Should said funds not be appropriated, the State may terminate the contract with 
respect to those payments for the fiscal year(s) for which such funds are not appropriated. The State will give the 
Contractor written notice thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective date of termination. All obligations of the State to 
make payments after the termination date will cease. The Contractor shall be entitled to receive just and equitable 
compensation for any authorized work which has been satisfactorily completed as of the termination date. In no event 
shall the Contractor be paid for a loss of anticipated profit. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 

H. Right to Audit (First Paragraph Is Statutory) 
NOTES/COMMENTS: 

~

Accepq Reject Reject & Provide Alternative within RFP 
(Initial) .(!!liti& -+-_R...:..e-'Js._o_n_s_e_,_ln_i_tia_l.,_ ________ ---1-------------------1 

X 

The State shall have the right to audit the Contractor's performance of this contract upon a 30 days' written notice. 
Contractor shall utilize generalfy accepted accounting principles, and shall maintain the accounting records, and other 
records and information relevant to the contract (Information) lo enable the State to audit the contract. The State may 
audit and the Contractor shall maintain, the Information during the term of the contract and for a period of five (5) years 
after the completion of this contract or until all issues or litigation are resolved, whichever is later. The Contractor shall 
make the Information available to the State at Contractor's place of business or a location acceptable to both Parties 
during normal business hours. If this is not practical or the Contractor so elects, the Contractor may provide electronic or 
paper copies of the Information. The State reserves the right to examine, make copies of, and take notes on any 
Information relevant to this contract, regardless of the form or the Information, how it is stored, or who possesses the 
Information. Under no circumstance will the Contractor be required to create or maintain documents not kept in the 
ordinary course of contractor's business operations, nor will contractor be required to disclose any information, including 
but not limited to product cost data, which is confidential or proprietary to contractor. 

The Parties shall pay their own costs of the audit unless the audit finds a previously undisclosed overpayment by the 
State. If a previously undisclosed overpayment exceeds one and one-half percent (1.5%) of the total contract billings, or if 
fraud, material misrepresentations, or non-performance is discovered on the parl of the Contractor, the Contractor shall 
reimburse the State for the total costs of the audit. Overpayments and audit costs owed to the State shall be paid within 
ninety days of written notice of the claim. The Contractor agrees to correct any material weaknesses or condition found as 
a reswt of the audit. 

Please review the Exceptions to Terms and Conditions in the Appendix A section of our proposal for details. 
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V. Project Description and Scope of vyork 
To meet the State's short-term and long-term strategic needs, we will deploy our strategic planning tools and 
benchmarking data. We review your current strategy and work with you on any necessary modifications. This written 
strategy links the State's business and benefits strategies, and includes a mission statement and guiding principles to be 
used to define ongoing benefits tactical decisions. We revisit this strategy annually and update it based on changes in 
your business and emerging trends. 

We frame the strategic process as Discover, Develop, Deliver, and Review: 

• Discover: We will collaborate to understand specific location needs for both your near- and long-term business 

priorities, how we can add value to your organization, and help you respond to changing market dynamics. 

Understand your business climate and priorities 

Discover health and benefits challenges and priorities 

Define ideal outcomes 

At the end of this phase, we will have a thorough understanding of how your 
business climate and employee benefits philosophy provide a framework to 

alternative strategies that make sense for your organization. 

• Develop: We will jointly author a plan to define how we will work together 
during the year, outline our commitments to you, and define how we will 
measure our success. 

Assess, plan, design, and measure 

Provide alternatives to address the new health care era 

Develop a multiyear health and benefits plan strategy 

A comprehensive employee benefits plan and strategy will be developed to 
meet both your short and long-term goals 

• Deliver: We will follow through on our plan, execute with excellence and track 

outcomes. 

• 

Provide a comprehensive, cost competitive health and benefits program 

Use Aon leverage and execution 

Meet your deadlines 

A detailed project plan with key deliverables, roles and responsibilities. and milestones will provide you with a clear 
roadmap of how and when we will deliver our commitments to executing your strategy. 

Review Continuously: We will seek your input on how we are doing both through informal feedback sessions and 

annual surveys. 

Evaluate Aon team and program performance 

Align with your changing business priorities and challenges 

Deliver the Aon Client Promise 

An outstanding client stewardship requires frequent validation that we are keeping our commitments and meeting 
your needs. Our regularly scheduled client meetings, formal feedback from you and our client surveys will help us to 
make sure we continue to meet and exceed your expectations. 

Over the last decade of actuarial consulting experience for our Medicaid clients, Aon's Medicaid team has developed an 
established technical approach which has proven to be effective and efficient for our on-call actuarial services. We will 
apply this approach to the State's task orders to achieve a high standard of service quality and remain cost-effective. Our 
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approach consists of seven steps as outlined below and was designed to follow the generally accepted actuarial principles 

and applicable actuarial standards of practices (AS0Ps): 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Actuarial model development 

Data collection and validation 

Perform actuarial analysis 

Review preliminary results with the State team 

Finalize actuarial assumptions and results 

Deliver an actuarial report documenting the process 

Actuarial model development 

Once we are engaged to fulfil the State's task orders and have a thorough understanding of the specific project, goals and 

timing. our actuarial team will document our understanding and expected timing with the State. Then we will start the 

project with model development. The purpose of this is to apply appropriate actuarial practices to establish foundational 

methods for problem solving. 

For tasks similar to those that the Aon team previously undertaken, we will leverage our existing actuarial models and 

make appropriate customization to incorporate the factors specific to the task order. Our existing Medicaid related 

actuarial models cover: 

Aon's Medicaid Expertise 
Your designated team is familiar with issues facing Medicaid populations. Your account 
team will combine our experience with creativity to develop viable solutions. We have 
deep experience working with Medicaid programs that include: 

0/o till_9 ~ ®+ 
caption rate service Managed care Administrative Medicaid IBNR 

setting utilization and savings cost calculations 
cost trend analysis development 

w ~ I® S8 & 
Medicaid Homeand Acute care Long Term Risk corridor 

expansion Community capitation rate Support Service design and 
emollment and Based Services risk adjustments (LTSS) capitation calculation 
cost projections (HCBS) rate risk 

integration cost adjustment 
benefit analyses 

~ w fsu ~ 
Cost report based Critical Access Provider enhanced Upper Payment 

Diagnosis Hospital rate payment and Limit (UPL) 
Reporting Group 
(DRG) weight and 

adjustments lntergoverrunental 
Transfer (!GT) 

calculations 

rate calculations calculations 
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In addition to these listed Medicaid related models, we also have access to numerous standardized models and tools the 
broader Aon team has developed for employer-based commercial, public sector and Medicare populations. 

While we have a large suite of existing models available to address most frequently encountered client issues. we 
understand that Medicaid related projects tend to be highly unique. thus requiring customized actuarial models as the 
ultimate solution. Our team is very experienced in solving frontier issues and has demonstrated exceptional modeling and 
problem solving capability over our history of serving Medicaid clients. Most of the existing Medicaid related actuarial 
models mentioned above were created by our own team in the last few years while solving various types of challenging 

problems for our clients. 

Data Collection and Validation 
After appropriate models have been determined and/or created, our team will work with Hilltop's team to collect the data 
needed as model inputs. In general, there are three major types of data available we employ for Medicaid actuarial work: 

Medicaid Data Collection and Validation 

:· .~ .: ) . . . . . . .. 
Publicly 

available data 
State provided 

fee-for-service data 
and encOlmter data 

Health plan 
provided 

financial data 

Aon's team members are experts with extensive experience collecting and validating all types of data for actuarial work. 

Data available to the public (typically available online) is generally census data or financial data summarized at category 
level instead of claim or member level. In a recent actuarial project, Aon used US population survey data available in the 
census website to identify population distribution by federal poverty level and age group in a particular state for Medicaid 

expansion analysis. We also used health plan level NAIC financial data reported in the CMS website to calculate the 
benchmark of quality improvement activity expenses for MLR calculation purposes. Other work involved use of the waiver 
applications publicly available in the CMS website to help inform various waiver program design initiates. These are just a 
few examples of publicly available data we have employed for on-call actuarial services. 

State provided fee-for-service data and encounter data are generally claim data at procedure code level or enrollment 
data at the member level. These data are generally used for capitation rate setting. demographic migration analysis, 
diagnosis based risk score calculation, provider level or procedure code level reimbursement analysis. In some recent 
actuarial work, Aon has used detailed hospital claim data including revenue codes and diagnosis codes to perform 
hospital DRG weight and rate rebasing calculations. We have also used provider level and procedure level claim data to 
analyze the impacts of Medicaid fee schedule changes to capitation rates. Other examples include the use of detailed 
claim data to estimate budget impact of legislative program changes. the use of detailed claim data to estimate the 
utilization and cost trend at service category level, the use of detailed Rx claims to estimate the impact of Rx 
reimbursement changes from WAC based approach to NADAC based approach, and the use of member level L TSS 
enrollment data to perform L TSS members duration analysis and migration analysis from HCBS setting to NF setting 

analysis, among other purposes. 

Health plan provided financial data is generally data summarized at the rate cell and service category level. The data is 
generally used for encounter data completion analysis, administrative data analysis, sub-capitation service analysis, plan 
level MLR analysis and risk corridor calculation. In some recent actuarial work, Aon collected and validated health plan 
financial data to develop the administrative cost component and non-system benefit cost component of the capitation 
rates, health plan level MLR and risk corridor calculation, and health plan specific IBNR calculation. 

Based on our experience, data is the foundation of any actuarial analysis and plays a critical role in the ultimate credibility 
and usefulness of data driven actuarial service. However, it is not always apparent where to secure the most useful data 
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especially when public data is the only data choice. The Aon team has demonstrated great creativity in researching and 
collecting public data when performing recent Medicaid expansion analysis and quality improvement benchmarking 
analyses. On the other hand, when detailed claim data and enrollment data is determined to be the best data choice, 
Aon's dedicated data team is highly efficient in processing large data sets in the SQL platform for actuarial analysis in a 
strict HIPAA compliant manner. 

The Aon data team is led by Kory Wolf, who has over 15 years of experience in programing systems and loading and 
analyzing health care data. The team today intakes, manipulates and analyzes multiple data sources from multiple 
vendors for four States. The data includ~s but is not limited to eligibility files, MCO encounter data, FFS claim data. 
ancillary vendor encounter data, MCO financial data, pharmacy encounter data, non-emergency medical transportation 
(NEMT} data, Nursing Facility and HCBS payment information. Each year the data team intake over 1 billion records 
from various sources on 4+ million members and manipulates that data to develop actuarially sound rates and various 
type of actuarial analysis. The team is flexible and does not require a standard file format to upload the data. 

Actuarial Assumption Setting 

Many actuarial activities are focused on projecting future events. While actuarial models establish the algorithms for 
projection processes, actuarial assumption input plays an artistic role in the projections while the data input plays the 
scientific role. The design of the models, quality of the data, and soundness of the assumptions are the three integral 
parts of any valuable actuarial service. They collectively determine the ultimate credibility and usefulness of actuarial 

results. 

Aon's approach for setting actuarial assumptions follows the fundamental principles of actuarial science by being 
experience based. When relevant experience data is available, the assumptions will be generally developed based on 
experience data with data analytic techniQues such as regression analysis. Aon's capitation rate setting assumptions are 
generally developed in this way. When relevant data is not available, research, literature review. logical reasoning, and 
actuarial judgment are combined to set the assumptions. In developing HCBS carve-out cost benefit analysis for a 
capitated Medicaid waiver program for one of our Medicaid clients, Aon's team projected the net costs of a hypothetical 
scenario where HCBS services would be moved from managed care to FFS. The state Medicaid agency appreciated our 
assumptions and successfully presented our actuarial results to other stakeholders. 

Perform Actuarial Analysis 

After the model, the data, and assumptions are ready, our next step is to perform actuarial analysis. This process could be 
as easy as a click of the "run" button built into the model or as complex as a series of step by step calculations. The 
critical part of this step is to ensure the models function with no formula error or input error. That is where Aon's peer 
review process is in place to ensure accuracy and soundness. 

Aon has an established peer review process to ensure a high standard of service quality. Each actuarial project goes 
through at least two levels of review. The first level is technical checking of all formulas and inputs included in the model. 
The goal of this step is to ensure accuracy of model inputs and calculation algorithm. In general, this step will be 
performed by an experienced analyst. The second step is consistency and reasonableness review of the results produced 
by the model. The goal of this step is to have a second layer of quality control to ensure that the model produces 
reasonable results. In general, this step is performed by a subject matter expert or another senior actuary with experience 

in such analysis. 

Review preliminary results with the State team 

In this step, Aon's team will produce exhibits summarizing the key assumptions and actuarial results for a preliminary 
review with the State team. We will walk through the data sources and quality, the rationale of the assumptions, the 
actuarial calculation process, the interpretation, and implications of the results. We will also address all questions the the 
State team might have. The goal of this step is to ensure that the the State team has a chance to ask questions and 
provide their own perspective to soundness of the various components of the actuarial calculation process. This step is 
also designed to ensure that the the State team has a full understanding of how the actuarial analysis was performed and 
how to use or interpret the actuarial results. 
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Aon is experienced in communicating preliminary results to our Medicaid clients in a user-friendly way. Excel based 
exhibits are generally prepared with formulas laid out clearly at the top rows. After each discussion, we generally follow up 

with meeting notes documenting key decisions and actions plans for both Aon and client team to avoid any 
miscommunication or misunderstanding of the results from either party. 

Finalize actuarial assumptions and results 

After any additional changes are discussed and agreed by both the Aon team and the the State team, Aon will incorporate 
the changes into the calculation and finalize the model inputs and results. Our actuarial models are generally designed in 
a smart way to allow changes to mode inputs and produce updated results quickly. 

Deliver an actuarial report documenting the process 

Our final step for each actuarial analysis is to deliver an actuarial report which documents the data, assumptions, 
methodology (model}, and results consistent with the previously agreed to timing. In preparing the actuarial report, 
multiple versions can be produced with different levels of details for different audiences per the the State team's request. 
For example, when Aon prepares rate certifications for our Medicaid clients, there are generally two versions for 
communication purposes: MCO version and CMS version. CMS version is typically the most comprehensive 
documentation of the entire rate development process including explicit rate ranges and all MCOs' rates and fiscal 
impacts while MCO version may not include rate ranges and only includes their own rates and fiscal impact. 

The end result of this thorough process is Aon·s expectation that we will meet and exceed the State's needs based on our 
track record to delivering similar work for other agencies. 
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VI. Proposal Instructions 

2. Corporate Overview (Delete Corporative Overview if Cost Only) 
The Corporate Oveiview section of the Technical Proposal should consist of the following subdivisions: 

a. Bidder Identification and Information 

The bidder should provide the fulf company or corporate name, address of the company's headquarters, entity 

organization (corporation, partnership, proprietorship), slate in which the bidder is incorporated or otherwise organized to 

do business, year in which the bidder first organized to do business and whether the name and form of organization has 
changed since first organized. 

Aon Overview 

Aon pie (NYSE: AON), a publicly traded corporation. is a leading global professional services firm providing a broad range 
of risk, retirement and health solutions. Our 50,000 colleagues in 120 countries empower results for clients by using 

proprietary data and analytics to deliver insights that reduce volatility and improve performance. State of Incorporation is 

New Jersey in 1978. 

Across our organization, we invest $400 million in data and analytics on an annual basis to meet our clients current and 

future needs. 

Aon's client-focused approach has brought consistently strong year-over-year growth and stability to our firm. Some 

highlights of our recent financial performance include: 

~9~ ' ~ @ ®$ ~ AON 
$2908 

50,000 $108 500+ $34.14B NYSE Symbol 
Worldwide 

Market 
Colleagues 2017 Annual Offices In 120 Premium Capitalization 

Revenue Countries Placements (as of April. 2018) 

Health & Benefits Expertise 
Our Health & Benefits team includes the top talent and thought leaders in the industry. For example, since 2008 we have 
had more colleagues named 'Top Employee Benefits Consultants' on Risk & Insurance magazine's annual list than any of 

our competitors. Our team of 1,500 U.S. health care experts includes specialized actuaries, physicians, clinicians, 

pharmacists, attorneys and consultants. 

With more than 70 years of human resources experience and the ability to provide a comprehensive range of consulting 

services, our Health & Benefits capabilities include: 
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Health & Benefits Capabilities 

• • • Advise I Design I Execute 

strategy and design 

financial/actuarial consulting 

vendor management, renewal, RFPs 

wellness and health transformation 

plan performance and benchmarking 

compliance and claims audits 

data warehouse and analytics 

As your partner, you can be assured that we understand the health and benefits market and client needs: 

• Our health and benefits practice serves approximately 5,000 U.S.-based clients (10,000 clients globally) 

• 80% of our clients are in the middle market] 

• We provide advice to clients on how to direct more than $100 billion in annual health care spend 

• We have.more than $30 billion in health premium placed annually 

· The following graphic is a snapshot of our health and benefits practice: 

61 I 1,500 Specialty 

offices in the U.S. 

~ 

U.S. colleagues 

2 70 + heallh care actuaries and 

acluaria I students 

150 underwriters 

2 0 0 colleagues focused on 

innovation 

Solutions 

500+ colleagues 

) Absence 
Management 

) Health 
Transformation 
Team 

) Data Forensics & 
Intel lige1Ke 

) leyal & Compliance 

) Volunt.ary Benefits 

) Pharmacy 

) Audits 

) Lile &: Dis.ibility 

) Executive Benefit~ 

Shaping Health Care Trends 

In health care, we help shape emerging trends in a variety of ways: 

• 

• 

We are highly active in organizations like the ERISA Industry Committee, Catalyst for Payment Reform and other 
multi-stakeholder activist groups; we are the sole consulting firm on the Board of the National Business Group on 
Health (NBGH) Institute on Innovation in Workforce Wellbeing 

We are the only consulting firm with a designated Health Care Innovation Team, tasked with shaping market direction 

around health and health care 
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• We hold monthly training calls for all of our health & benefits consultants to ensure that our market shaping activities 

are broadly understood 

• We have an intense culture of sharing, enabled by a variety of technology tools used internally to share best 
practices, case studies, and external vendor learning 

Aon History 

Aon is a Gaelic word meaning "oneness." We chose the name Aon in 1987, and it perfectly captures the essence of our 

history with roots that go back more than 100 years. 

Today, Aon pie is a leading global professional services firm providing a broad range of risk, retirement and health 

solutions enabled by data and analytics. Building strength through oneness has been a singular focus for Aon since the 
modern-day organization was launched with the merger of Ryan Insurance Group and Combined International 

Corporation in 1982. 

Aon's rapid expansion and success in the global marketplace over the last quarter century is a testament to hard work. 
organic growth. and investment that is unprecedented in the industry. Strategic acquisitions have enabled Aon to broaden 
our ability to deliver integrated risk, retirement and health solutions to multinational clients while enhancing global client 
services and capabilities. From Hudig-Langeveldt, Benfield Group and Hewitt Associates, to our most recent acquisitions 
of cut-e, Stroz Friedberg and The Townsend Group, each is a building block allowing Aon to better address the needs of 

our clients. 

These choices. combined with tactical 
divestments, have put the firm in an 
ideal position to focus on our core 

capabilities: 

• Risk. We help clients improve their 
operating performance with 
solutions based on their unique 
risk profile that reduce exposure, 
minimize volatility, and account for 
emerging risks. 

• 

• 

Retirement. We help clients 

design and implement secure, 
equitable, and sustainable 
retirement programs that help 
minimize risk and maximize the 

value delivered to employees. 

Health. We provide consulting, 
brokerage, and scalable solutions 
to help clients mitigate rising 

• Risk 

We provide risk adv•sory. 
commerci.>I risk and reinsurance 
solutions to help clients better 
identify, qu.,,..tlty and mandy(< 

their ri:!.k exposure. 

health care costs and improve employee health and wellbeing. 

• Retirement 
\Ve provide .,ctuarial, inve~1ment 

and bundled retlrem«lt solutiOM to 
help clients design .and fmplemt:.-nt 
11!(urt, equitable •0(1 sust•inable 

retirement programs. 

ENABLEDBY 

• Data& 
Analytics 

We combine proprietary data, 
technology and advisory ,ervices to 

develop ln,ighh that h•lp <lienu reduce 
\!Olatility and improve performanc~. 

• Health 

We provide comultillCJ, 
global beneliu and exchange 

so,uhor,s. to ttelp c.lfents mitigate 
rising h~alth care costs and Improve 

employee health and well,being. 

• Data & Analytics. Underlying each of our solutions for risk, retirement, and health are data-driven insights made 
possible by our unmatched investment in proprietary data and analytics. 

At the heart of Aon's work is a mission to empower economic and human possibility for clients, colleagues and 
communities around the world. By enabling organizations to take risks, we create positive social impact every day
driving innovation and economic growth-to help millions of people recover and thrive even in the face of adversity. 

Aon has a long history of partnering with our clients to provide realistic and effective responses to rapidly evolving 
challenges and opportunities in an increasingly uncertain and complex world-reducing the cost of risk, ensuring secure 
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and sustainable retirement, and mitigating rising health care costs while improving the health and well-being of millions 

around the world. 

In 2012, Aon completed a relocation of our global headquarters from Chicago, Illinois to London. We made this decision to 

leverage proximity to the Lloyds of London insurance marketplace, recognize strategic advantages of domiciling our 

headquarters in the UK, and enable the organization to invest in additional client-facing colleagues. 

AonHQ 

Organizational Structure 

Global 
The Aon Centre 
122 Leadenhall Street 
London, EC3V 4AN 
United Kingdom 

Aon focuses on the following core capabilities: 

Risk 

Aon delivers leading-edge consulting, brokerage and data & 

analytics services to help clients reduce their cost of risk. As we 

account for new risks emerging out of global trends-including 

cyber risk, the sharing economy and autonomous vehicles-we 

place $110 billion in risk premium every year, driving economic 

growth and helping millions of people recover and thrive in the 

face of adversity. 

Aon invests more than $400 million annually in data & analytics, 

developing a suite of custom risk analysis tools that allows us to 

recognize patterns, identify opportunities, and enable better 

decision-making. Our industry-specific insights improve our 

clients' operating performance, reduce their total cost of risk and 

allow them to more efficiently allocate their capital. 

Retirement 

United States 
Aon Center 
200 E. Randolph 
Chicago, IL 60601 

V 
ENABLED BY 

Aon offers actuarial, investment and bundled retirement solutions to help clients design and implement secure, equitable, 

and sustainable retirement programs that are participant-friendly and help employees feel more accountable. We respond 

to client needs in an increasingly complex environment by helping to minimize employer risk and maximize the value 

delivered to employees. 

We track over 13 million data points on over 11,000 investment products across all major asset classes, allowing us to 

manage volatility and improve returns. By leveraging deep expertise and industry-leading benchmarking tools, Aon 

delivers new strategies for balancing the fiduciary responsibilities of employers with the best interests of plan participants. 

Health 
Aon provides consulting, brokerage and exchange solutions to help clients mitigate rising health care costs and improve 

employee health and wellbeing. Meeting the differing needs and expectations of five generations in the workplace while 

adapting to evolving regulation calls for Aon's deep subject-specific expertise and global network of expert consultants. 
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With the largest database of health plan information covering more than 100,000 unique designs and 60 million 
participants, Aon has the capacity to develop scalable health solutions and benefits strategies for employers of all sizes 
and sectors. We help individuals become fully empowered consumers of their health care with decision-support tools that 
assist tl:lem in making more informed choices. 

b. Financial Statements 

The bidder should provide financial statements applicable to the firm. If publicly held, the bidder should provide a copy of 
the corporation's most recent audited financial reports and statements, and the name, address, and telephone number of 
the fiscally responsible representative of the bidder's financial or banking organization. 

If the bidder is not a publicly held corporation, either the reports and statements required of a publicly held corporation, or 
a description of the organization, including size, longevity, client base, areas of specialization and expertise, and any other 
pertinent information, should be submitted in such a manner that proposal evaluators may reasonably formulate a 
determination about the stability and financial strength of the organization. Additionally, a non-publicly held firm should 

provide a banking reference. 

The bidder must disclose any and all judgments. pending or expected litigation, or other real or potential financial 
reversals, which might materially affect the viability or stability of the organization, or state that no such condition is known 

to exist. 

The State may elect to use a third party to conduct credit checks as part of the corporate overview evaluation. 

In our fiscal year 2017 (January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2017), Aon reported total revenues of $10 billion
1

• We 
provide the 2017 revenue breakdown by line of business below; please note we do not breakdown revenue by offerings 

within each line. 

2017 Total Revenue by Line1 

Reinsurance 

'RepresenfJ revenue from continuing operations. 

Commercial 
Risk 

Any additional information on our company's financial results can be found on our website at: http://ir.aon.com/about
aon/investor-relations/overview/default.aspx. 

1 On May 1, 2017 Aon pie (NYSE: AON) announce<! that it completed the sale of its benefits administration and HR BPO platform to private equity funds affiliateel with 

Blackstone. The 2016 revenue reflects this divestiture. 
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c. Change of Ownership 

If any change in ownership or control of the company is anticipated during the twelve (12) months following the proposal 

due date. the bidder should describe the circumstances of such change and indicate when the change will likely occur. 

Any change of ownership to an awarded vendor(s) will require notification to the State. 

To our knowledge, our firm is not involved in any organizational transformation that would inhibit our ability to provide 

service to the State. Your account team will always keep you informed of broader developments to our service delivery 

model. 

Aon continually assesses strategic acQuisitions to complement its current business or to expand related services. Please 

see Aon Corporation's public filings for any publicly announced transactions. Securities laws prohibit us from providing 

any additional information. 

d. Office Location 

The bidder's office location responsible for performance pursuant to an award of a contract with the State of Nebraska 

should be identified. 

The State will be served primarily by consultants who work out of Aon's Atlanta office. 

e. Relationships With the State 

The bidder should describe any dealings with the State over the previous ten (10) years. If the organization, its 

predecessor, or any Party named in the bidder's proposal response has contracted with the State, the bidder should 

identify the contract number{s) and/or any other information available to identify such contract(s). If no such contracts 

exist, so declare. 

None. 

f. Bidder's Employee Relations to State 

If any Party named in the bidder's proposal response is or was an employee of the State within the past twelve (12) 

months, identify the individual(s) by name, State agency with whom employed, job title or position held with the State, and 

separation date. If no such relationship exists or has existed, so declare. 

If any employee of any agency of the State of Nebraska is employed by the bidder or is a Subcontractor to the bidder, as 

of the due date for proposal submission, identify all such persons by name, position held with the bidder, and position held 

with the State (including job title and agency). Describe the responsibilities of such persons within the proposing 

organization. If, after review of this information by the State, it is determined that a conflict of interest exists or may exist, 

the bidder may be disqualified from further consideration in this proposal. If no such relationship exists, so declare. 

None. 
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g. Contract Performance 

If the bidder or any proposed Subcontractor has had a contract terminated for default during the past ten (10) years, alf 

such instances must be described as required below. Termination for default is defined as a notice to stop performance 

delivery due to the bidder's non-performance or poor performance, and the issue was either not litigated due to inaction 

on the part of the bidder or litigated and such litigation determined the bidder to be in default. 

It is mandatory that the bidder submit full details of all termination for default experienced during the past ten (10) years, 
including the other Party's name, address, and telephone number. The response to this section must present the bidder's 

position on the matter. The State will evaluate the facts and will score the bidder's proposal accordingly. If no such 

termination tor default has been experienced by the bidder in the past ten (1 O) years, so declare. 

If at any time during the past ten (10) years, the bidder has had a contract terminated for convenience, non-performance, 

non-allocation of funds, or any other reason. describe fully all circumstances surrounding such termination, including the 

name and address of the other contracting Party. 

As might be expected, an organization the size and complexity of Aon pie ("Aon") has a range of litigation pending in the 
ordinary course of its business. Details of litigation filed against Aon are available in Aon's annual Form10-K filing (Note 
16) and Aon's quarterly Form 10-Q filing (Note 16) which is available on Aon's website (www.aon.com). Although the 
ultimate outcome of all such matters cannot be ascertained, it is the position of Aon pie that the disposition or ultimate 
determination of such claims wilt not have a material effect on the financial position of Aon or any of its subsidiaries. nor 

impact our ability to perform services. 

h. Summary of Bidder's Corporate Experience 

The bidder should provide a summary matrix listing the bidder's previous projects similar to this RFP in size, scope, and 

complexity. The State will use no more than three (3) narrative project descriptions submitted by the bidder during ils 

evaluation of the proposal. 

The bidder should address the following: 

i. Provide narrative descriptions to highlight the similarities between the bidder's experience and this RFP. These 

descriptions should include: 

a) The time period of the project; 

b) The scheduled and actual completion dates; 

c) The Contractor's responsibilities; 

d) Each project description should identify whether the work was performed as the prime Contractor or as a 

Subcontractor. If a bidder performed as the prime Contractor, the description should provide the originally scheduled 

completion date and budget, as well as the actual (or currently planned) completion date and actual (or currently 

planned) budget. 

e) Experience with risk adjusted rate setting techniques in general and specifically with variovs risk group models. 

such as the Clinical Risk Group (CRG), Hierarchical Condition Categories (HCCs), etc 

f) Provide detailed experience with Prepaid Inpatient Health Plan (PIPHP) 
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g) Provide detailed experience with All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly Program .. 

h) Provide detailed experience with Long-Term care Managed Care Program. 

i) Experience in evaluating plan encounter data including what tools have been used to assess the completeness 
and accuracy of the dara. 

)) Experience of sraff assigned for providing technical assistance regarding these techniques. Include a description 

of the technique(s) used, applicable Medicaid populations and an assessment of the effectiveness of the risk adjusted 

methodology. 

k) Provide information shown below for a minimum of three (3) current or former clients that can provide references 
for activities related to risk adjusted rate setting techniques. This should include references for work perlormed by a 
subcontractor for this task if applicable. 

1). Name and telephone number of contact 

2). Organization name and address 

3). Description of services perlormed 

4). Dates when services were perlormed 

5). Staff assigned to this proposal, who worked on the referenced project, including a description of their role on the 

referenced project. 

State 

Georgia 

Tennessee 

Kentucky 

Agency and Contact 

Department of Community 

Health (OCH} 

Margaret Betzel 
404.463.0176 

2 Peachtree St, NW, 391
h Fl. 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

Health Care Finance and 

Administration {HCFA) or 

TennCare 

William Aaron 
615.507.6755 

310 Great Circle Rd., Ste. 

400West 
Nashville, TN 37243 

Department for Medicaid 

Services (DMS} 

Justine Detzel 

502.564.4321 x2260 

275 East Main St., 6W-A 

Frankfort, KY 40621 

Time Period 

2007 to 

current 

2004 to 

current 

Populations served and types of service 

Capitation rates for TANF, CHIP, Foster care 

children. family planning, NEMT 

Risk adjustment design and implementation 

IBNR actuarial services conducting annual 

valuation of all Medicaid programs 

Capitation rates for TANF. CHIP, ABD. Medicare
Medicaid dual eligible, and L TSS services 

ASO rate support for IDD population 

Annual comptroller report covers all Medicaid 

programs 

2014 to 2017 TANF, CHIP, ABO, ACA Expansion adults, Former 

foster care children, NEMT, Medicare-Medicaid 

dual eligibles, Mental and Behavioral Health 

Services 

Analysis for 1115 waiver development 

Risk adjustment of all populations, including 
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State Agency and Contact Time Period Populations served and types of service 

implementation of risk adjustment for ACA 

expansion population 

Kansas Kansas Department of Health 2014 to 2017 Capitation rates for comprehensive Medicaid 

and Environment (KDHE) covered services and all Medicaid/CHIP 

PaulEndacott populations including TANF, CHIP, Foster Care, 

785.291.3169 ABD Non-Dual, Medicare-Medicaid dual eligible, 

900 SW Jackson St. Medically Needy/Spend Down, 1915c HCBS 

Topeka KS waivers, and other LTSS populations. 

66612 Risk adjustment design and implementation 

DRG Weight and Rate Development 

Medicaid Expansion enrollment and budget 

analysis 

North Office of the State Auditor 2014 to IBNR actuarial services and auditing of all 

Carolina Jordan Chippewa current Medicaid programs 

919.807. 7691 

2 South Salisbury St. 
Raleigh, NC 27601 

Staffing information is detail for these projects is detail in the Aon staffing section, within the provided biographical 

information. 

ii. Contractor and Subcontractor(s) experience should be listed separately. Narrative descriptions submitted for 
Subcontractors should be specifically identified as Subcontractor projects. 

Aon was the contractor for all projects. 

iii. If the work was perlormed as a Subcontractor. the narrative description should identify the same information as 

requested for the Contractors above. In addition, Subcontractors should identify what share of contract costs, 

project responsibilities, and time period were performed as a Subcontractor. 

Not applicable. 

i. Summary of Bidder's Proposed Personnel/Management Approach 

The bidder should present a detailed description of its proposed approach to the management of the project. 

The bidder should identify the specific professionals who will work on the State's project if their company is awarded the 
contract resulting from this RFP. The names and titles of the team proposed for assignment to the State project should be 
identified in fulf, with a description of the team leadership, interface and support functions, and reporting relationships. The 

primary work assigned to each person should also be identified. 
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The bidder should provide resumes for all personnel proposed by the bidder to work on the project. The State will 

consider the resumes as a key indicator of the bidder's understanding of the skill mixes required to carry out the 
requirements of the RFP in addition to assessing the experience of specific individuals. 

Resumes should not be longer than three (3) pages. Resumes should include, at a minimum, academic background and 

degrees, professional certifications, understanding of the process, and at least three (3) references (name, address, and 
telephone number) who can attest to the competence and skill level of the individual. Any changes in proposed personnel 

shall only be implemented after written approval from the State. 

To meet the State's short-term and long-term strategic needs, we will deploy our strategic planning tools and 
benchmarking data. We review your current strategy and work with you on any necessary modifications. This written 
strategy links the State's business and benefits strategies, and includes a mission statement and guiding principles to be 
used to define ongoing benefits tactical decisions. We revisit this strategy annually and update it based on changes in 

your business and emerging trends. 

We frame the strategic process as Discover, Develop, Deliver, and Review: 

• Discover: We will collaborate to understand specific location needs for both your near- and long-term business 
priorities, how we can add value to your organization, and help you respond to changing market dynamics. 

Understand your business climate and priorities 

Discover health and benefits challenges and priorities 

Define ideal outcomes 

At the end of this phase, we will have a thorough understanding of how your 
business climate and employee benefits philosophy provide a framework to 

alternative strategies that make sense for your organization. 

• Develop: We will jointly author a plan to define how we will work together 
during the year, outline our commitments to you, and define how we will 

measure our success. 

Assess, plan, design, and measure 

Provide alternatives to address the new health care era 

Develop a multiyear health and benefits plan strategy 

A comprehensive employee benefits plan and strategy will be developed to 
meet both your short and long term goals 

• Deliver: We will follow through on our plan. execute with excellence and track 

outcomes. 

Provide a comprehensive, cost competitive health and benefits program 

Use Aon leverage and execution 

Meet your deadlines 

A detailed project plan with key deliverables, roles and responsibilities. and milestones will provide you with a clear 
roadmap of how and when we will deliver our commitments to executing your strategy. 

• Review Continuously: We will seek your input on how we are doing both through informal feedback sessions and 

annual surveys. 

Evaluate Aon team and program performance 

Align with your changing business priorities and challenges 

Deliver the Aon Client Promise 
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An outstanding client stewardship requires frequent validation that we are keeping our commitments and meeting 
your needs. Our regularly scheduled client meetings, fonnal feedback from you and our client surveys will help us to 

make sure we continue to meet and exceed your expectations. 

Account Team Assignment 

We are committed to meeting your standards for responsiveness, quality, and stability-and to do so cost-effectively. We 

achieve this objective by maintaining one of the largest health and benefits consulting practices with 1500 colleagues, 
including more than 270 health care actuaries and actuarial students. 

At the end of the day, it is the combined talents of experienced individual team members who make the difference for our 
clients. Our client teams are carefully matched to each proposed engagement. with senior consultants leading each team. 
Our proposed team will offer best-in-class value by providing the State not only their expertise, but also flexibility, 
openness. and a whatever-it-takes attitude. We have developed a team comprised of the members outlined below that will 
be further supported by our industry-leading analytic tools. databases, and other resources. 

You will find biographies for each team member in Appendix B. The additional team members supporting the State will 

be finalized once we are awarded the work. 

j. Project Planning and Management 

The bidder shall provide a single Principal that will be in charge of all Scope of Work (SO\lv? projects proposed and 
accepted. The Principal must actively participate in all daily, weekly, and I or monthly deliverables in conjunction with all 
SOW projects performed by the contractor. The proposed Principal must have a minimum of ten {10) years actuarial 
consulting experience in the public sector and must have a Bachelor's Degree in Actuarial Science and a minimum of five 
(5) years consulting experience in governmental managed care programs and must have worked with entities of the size 
of Nebraska's Medicaid Program. The Department reserves the right to have complete approval rights to the Principal 
assigned. Changes in the assigned Principal must be approved by the Department. 

Each Scope of Work (SOW) project may require a Consultant or Analyst to perform the work required. All SOW project 
work products performed by a Consultant or Analyst are to be coordinated through the Principal. Each Consultant or 
Analyst mu_st have a minimum of five (5) years' experience in the SOW project they are assigned. The Bidder must 
identify the Consultant or Analyst assigned to each project. 

Aon Response 

k. Subcontractors 

If the bidder intends to Subcontract any part of its performance hereunder, the bidder should provide: 

iv. name, address, and telephone number of the Subcontractor(s); 

v. specific tasks for each Subcontractor(s); 

vi. percentage of performance hours intended for each Subcontract; and 

vii. total percentage of Subcontractor(s) perlormance hours. 
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As a full-service consulting firm, we expect to provide all services without the use of a partner or subcontractor. 

3. Technical Approach 

The technical approach section of the Technical Proposal should consisr of the following subsections: 

a. Understanding of the project requirements; 

b. Proposed development approach; 

c. Technical considerations; 

d. Detailed project work plan; and 

e. Deliverables and due dates. 

D. SOW 1 - Capitation Rate Setting 

Understanding of the Project Requirements 
The Aon Medicaid team has extensive experience developing actuarially sound capitation rates or actuarial models using 
a broad variety of data sources for various types of Medicaid managed care programs in many states (including the 
District of Columbia): TN. GA, KY, KS, MA, OH, MN, ID, FL, NC, WV. VT, CO. NJ, MO. NH, and DC. We are intimately 
familiar with all sources of Medicaid data, have deep expertise in actuarially sound capitation rate development for 
virtually all types of Medicaid populations, and we employ actuarial consultants that have extensive experience with State 
Medicaid agencies in various stages of Medicaid managed care implementation. 

Additionally, as the State is developing a Long-Term Managed Care program, we note that our team has extensive and 
prolonged experience developing capitated rates for members requiring Long Term Services and Supports (L TSS). In 
fact, Aon assisted the State of Tennessee's Medicaid program with the development of their CHOICES program for L TSS 
members. The CHOICES program includes individuals in nursing facilities, individuals receiving Home and Community 
Based Services (HCBS}, and individuals whose health status indicates that they may require HCBS in the near future. 
Aon has developed capitated rates for Tennessee's CHOICES program for L TSS members ever since its inception in 
2010. In general, the rate development for an L TSS program follows the same basic steps as rate development for more 
standard Medicaid populations, listed in the following sections. However. data collection. rate setting, analysis, and 
program management for L TSS populations often require additional expertise, which Aon possesses. 

Our actuaries are fully compliant with all the following rate certification and submission requirements per the Final Rule: 

• 

• 

• 

Actuarial soundness. 42 CFR §§438.4(a) and (b) 

Actuarial certification to capitation rate per rate cell, 42 CFR §438.4(b) (4) 

Capitation rates adequate to meet 42 CFR §§438.206, 438.207, 438.208 

• Ability to increase or decrease certified capitation rate (per rate cell) by 1.5 percent without revised rate certification, 
42 CFR §438.7(c)(3} 

• 
• 

Rate development standards, 42 CFR §438.5 (data, trend, non-benefit component of the rate) 

Risk adjustment standards, 42 CFR §438.5{g) 
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• Special provisions related to payments, 42 CFR §438.6 (incentive arrangements, withholds, IMD. pass through 

prohibition, etc.) 

• CMS approval process changes of the rate certification, 42 CFR §438.7(a} 

• Medical Loss Ratio standards, 42 CFR §438.8 

• Encounter data, 42 CFR §438.818 

• Corresponding CMS guidance 

• 2019 Managed Care Rate Development Guide 

Aon's Proposed Development Approach 

Below we describe our general method, for developing actuarially sound capitation rates for programs similar to 
Nebraska's programs. which confonns to applicable actuarial standards of practice, CMS Medicaid Managed care 
capitation rate development guide, and applicable provisions including 42 CFR 438.4-438.5 in Medicaid and the 
Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) Managed Care Final Rule. The method will be revised or modified as 
needed as we learn more about the programs, what data is available, and as the programs are further developed or 
modified by the State. 

We recognize that Department staff may be at various levels of understanding regarding the rate setting process including 
the actuarial processes and standards that form the foundation of actuarial practice. It is with this knowledge that we will 
consistently strive to ensure all State participants comprehend the discussion topics and are comfortable asking clarifying 
questions. Without hesitation, if needed, Aon would be more than happy to provide scheduled in-depth training. 

Capitation rate setting is generally composed of five main tasks as shown in the following Gantt chart. 

1.2 
1.3 

1.4 

1.5 
1.5 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Identify Data Needs (Data Request} 

Data Collection 

Data Validation 
Assign rate cells and service 
categories to the validated data 

Develop base data adjustments 

Produce Base Databook and Report 

Rates Kickoff Meeting with MCOs 
Actuarial Assumption Development 

Draft Rate Development 

Final Rate Development 

Ongoing Support 
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Detailed Project Work Plan and Technical Considerations 
Aon has an established approach for project management. After the project starts, Aon sets up regular meetings, typically 
weekly, between the state team and your Aon team. The purpose of these meetings is to discuss parameters, priorities, 
methodology, timelines, and ongoing results of the capitation rate setting cycle. For each regular meeting. Aon provides 
meeting agendas as well as other reports and documentation reQuested by the Department and follows up with meeting 

notes after the meeting. In order to manage the timeline of complex projects like Medicaid managed care rate setting, Aon 
works with the Department team to establish appropriate project timelines and key tasks as a management tool to 
interactively track and continually improve our progress and ensure on-time delivery of rates. 

We maintain local training programs at all staff levels to ensure that all employees possess updated knowledge and skills 
that conform to current regulations. We also hold regular in-house practice meetings for our staff. Many of our consultants 

also attend national professional conferences and seminars. 

Major step 1: Base Data Development 

A critical part of developing capitation rates is base data development. Ensuring that we have quality base data available 
to develop rates will require rigorous data validation and extensive communication between Aon and applicable 
stakeholders including health plans, so we anticipate this will be a very interactive process. Fortunately, Aon has an 
established data collection and validation process to help identify and produce the best data available for rate setting in an 
efficient and budget effective manner to the State. 

Detailed steps included in this major step include: 

1. 1. Identify data needs 

The primary data sources. used as base data for capitation rate development, include: 

• 

• 

• 

FFS data for unmanaged populations 

Encounter data and, where necessary, further MCO claim data for managed populations 

Financial data for managed populations 

Based on the start dates of these programs, we would expect to collect financial and encounter data at a minimum as a 
primary data source to develop appropriate base data for each program's future rate development. 

1.2 Collect and validate the needed data 

Aon will develop data requests for the State and health plans after the data needs are determined. For FF$ data and 
encounter data requests, we will specify the incurred periods, paid through periods, and data fields needed for base data 
development. For financial data. we will develop customized financial data templates for all health plans to report data 
consistently in a prescribed manner. Detailed data instructions will be provided as well to data providers. 

While encounter data is a critical element in setting capitation rates and understanding cost and utilization trends within a 
Medicaid population, encounter data alone cannot provide a complete picture of the financial standing of a Medicaid 
managed care program. Encounter data needs to be supplemented and cross-validated with MCO financial reports and 
filings. To this end, Aon works with MCOs to collect needed data elements with sufficient granularity to allow proper 
analysis. Aon also acquires MCO filings (i.e. NAIC filings) to provide another view of the MCO data. 

With input from our state counterparts, Aon develops an MS Excel workbook to serve as the MCO reconciliation template 
(MRT). Line items typically captured in the MRT are membership and revenue by aid category, claim expense by aid 

category and service level, non-system and sub-capitation expense, IBNR (incurred but not reported) expense by service 
category, detailed health care quality expenses, and administrative costs by functional category. Each of these data 
elements is collected by incurred month (usually for 36 months) and by geographic reporting regions. Space is 
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incorporated into the template so that MCOs can document abnormalities related to their data and/or provide greater 

detail if they so deem necessary. 

Once the template is created, we will prepare instructions to accompany the template that the MCOs will use to populate 
the template appropriately. The instructions also serve as a way to document the necessity of certain data elements per 

federal regulation or MCO contracts. 

Our state counterpart will perform a final review of the MRT prior to distribution to the MCOs. 

The State will normally distribute the MRT to the MCOs with a request to return the populated MRT and other requested 

items within two to three weeks. 

The MRT will include a requirement that the MCO submit a signed attestation that the MRT data is appropriate and 
accurate. An officer of the MCO - typically the chief financial officer (CFO) or chief actuary - should provide the signature. 

In addition to the MRT, the MC Os should submit copies of their audited financial statements (typically the last three years 
of statements). These statements will initially serve as a means to reconcile the populated MRTs. 

Sometimes MCOs will have follow up questions about the MRT, or need reminders about the submission deadline. Aon is 

prepared to deal with these instances. 

The frequency with which Aon will request that the MCOs repopulate the MRT (e.g. quarterly, annually) will depend on the 
desired use of the MRT data (e.g., rate setting, tracking developing populations. monitoring MCO financial status, etc.). 

As the MCOs return the populated MRTs, Aon reviews them for completeness. Additionally, we reconcile the MRT data 
with the MCO financial statements. Based on these reviews and reconciliations, questions arise that need to be 

addressed by the MCO. 

These questions can range from a confirmation that two data elements are mutually exclusive (no double counting) to 

seeking understanding about abnormal patterns in the administrative expenses. Aon will compile these questions, and 
work with the state and the MCOs to receive appropriate responses to ensure the integrity of the data collected. This 

could be an iterative process, and typically will happen independently with each MCO. 

Once a comfort level with the MRT data is achieved, the data can be used for various purposes. If the desire is to use the 
data in the rate setting process, summaries are created to compare the MRT data to the encounter data set, and identify 
differences between the two. If the desire is to develop a medical loss ratio (MLR) analysis. the components are available 
to not only calculate the medical loss ratio (the percent of revenue used to pay medical claims). but also the administrative 
loss ratio (the percent of revenue used to cover the MCOs administrative costs) and undeiwriting ratio (the amount of 
revenue the MCO would retain for profit and risk). Having the MRT data set available also facilitates answering ad hoc 

questions and requests in a timelier fashion. 

As mentioned above, MRT updates could be requested quarterly from the MCOs. Another option would be to acquire 
MCO financial reports from the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) website. MCO will typically 
submit quarterly fillings with the NAIC, which will in turn make these filling available for download. 

One caution with using quarterly claim data, whether obtained through the MRT, the NAIC, or elsewhere, is that quarterly 
estimates of IBNR {used to provide a complete picture of claim expense prior to all claims being processed and paid) will 
change over time as we become further removed from the incurred period. Also, year-end IBNR estimates are typically 
scrutinized by the actuary more than are monthly and quarterly IBNR estimates. Another source of data to consider is 
provider cost reports, which Aon is adept at collecting and analyzing. 

Please note that Aon's data team today intakes, manipulates and analyzes FF$ and encounter data using relational 
database software primarily via Structured Query Language (SOL} technologies for our clients. This structure allows the 
Aon data team to in-file data in nearly any form which provides ideal flexibility working with the various types of Medicaid 
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data that Nebraska has available to Aon to work with. The claim data we collect include: institutional claims, physician 

claims, pharmacy claims, mental health claims, L TSS claims and other ancillary service claims. Our data team is made up 

of experts with intimate familiarity with al/ types of detailed claims and enrollment data. They are also highly experienced 

in identifying and resolving data issues effectively and efficiently in appropriate consultation with all stakeholders. 

After receiving relevant data. the Aon learn validates it for accuracy, completeness, and consistency, keeping in mind all 

CMS guidance, Medicaid department requirements. and actuarial standards of practice. Aon Medicaid actuaries and 

related Medicaid data resources adhere to a strict approach to data validation. All collected data require validation and 

signoff for completeness, accuracy and integrity at the data element level. FFS data and encounter data will primarily be 

validated by our data team with the actuarial team's guidance. Financial data will be validated by the actuarial team. 

Encounter data, MCO submitted claim data, and financial data are compared against each other to identify any potential 

gaps or inconsistencies. The validation process is an iterative process between the Aon Medicaid team, the State, and 

data providers. If data issues are identified during validation, a meeting with the State and data providers is held to 

determine a corrective action plan or actions required to remedy any data issues. 

We note that L TSS data often exhibits inconsistencies that require additional considerations, which Aon regularly 

performs for current clients. 

) AON EXAMPLE . , .............................................................................................................................................................................. , 
SFY16 Kentucky Medicaid managed care rate setting 

In 2014, the Kentucky's Department for Medicaid Services (KY-DMS) contracted with Aon to provide actuarial services, 

including rate setting for their traditional and expansion Medicaid populations. Aon started by preparing the SFY 2016 

Medicaid managed care rate setting process. In addition to receiving encounter data from KY-DMS' fiscal intermediary, 

Aon developed a customized MRT for KY-DMS, incorporating various unique elements of Kentucky's Medicaid managed 

care program (Kentucky had just expanded its Medicaid program at the beginning of 2014). After KY-DMS feedback was 

incorporated into the MRT, it was distributed to the MCOs. Once the populated MRTs were returned and appropriately 

vetted, the MRT data served as an integral part of the rate setting process. However, its value did not stop there as the 

dataset was later used as a framework for analyzing financial reports for KY-DMS. This following tables are used to 

ensure MCO financial report accuracy, particularly regarding encounter and claim information for PMPM costs and in 

aggregate. 
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Along with this type of reconciliation for encounter and claim cost accuracy, we do analytical comparisons of non-claim 
costs, such as general administrative costs, care coordination costs, ensure reinsurance costs are accurate (often they 
can be excluded, and compare these results across MRTs, statutory filings, and benchmark data. Our financial and cost 
report analysis has been very successful for our state Medicaid clients in determining the accuracy of MCO financials in 
comparison with other data sources from the State and the MCOs. Our work with our current state Medicaid clients has 
also been extremely useful as appropriate and defendable decision-making information for our clients to set appropriate 

standards for encounter. claim data, and financial report accuracy and integrity. 

1.3 Assign rate cells and service categories to the validated data 

The Aon data team will apply the rate cell assignment logic and service category bucketing logic lo summarize the 
validated data in a structure consistent with the rate cells used by each program. The coding logic for rate cell 
assignments and service category bucketing will be discussed and confirmed by the State. In this step, the validated data 
will be summarized as unadjusted base data by region, rate cell, and service category. This applies not only to standard 
Medicaid populations, but also L TSS populations. 

1.4 Develop base data adjustments 

In this step, a series of calculations will be performed to develop the appropriate base data adjustments when applicable 
to the unadjusted base data. Typical adjustments needed for raw base data include: 

• Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) factors to reflect the incurred but not paid claims 

• Under-reported encounters or claims 

Payments made outside the encounter system 

Settlement payments made outside the FFS data system 

Applicable pass through lump sum payments paid to specific providers 

Removal of costs for value-added services 

Other adjustments may be needed if there is a rate cell structure change or benefit addition or removal. The goal of base 
data adjustment is to develop a base data representative of the covered benefits and covered population in the contract 
period. 

1.5 Produce base databook and report 

The various data adjustments will then be applied to the unadjusted base data in Aon's customized base databook model 
to develop the final base data for rate development. Aon will deliver the base databook and its corresponding report 
documenting the data sources and adjustments to the State as an interim deliverable for rate development. The State can 
also decide whether it is beneficial for the rate development process to share this base databook and its report with 
participating health plans. 
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Major step 2: Actuarial Assumptions Development 
There are five major types of actuarial assumptions needed for rate development: 

• Trend factors 

• Incremental managed care savings factors 

• Program change factors 

• For applicable populations, appropriate mix assumptions 

For example, within blended Long Term Services and Support (L TS$) rates, include mix assumptions tor 
Nursing Home (NH) versus Home and Community Based Services (HCBS) 

• Risk scores for rate risk adjustment 

Trend Factors 

Trend factors are used to project the base data to the contract period to estimate the impact of cost inflation, health care 
provider practice changes and member utilization changes. The Aon actuarial team has extensive expertise with rate 
setting trend development. Our general approach is to derive the data driven trend when credible managed care data is 
available. Absent the availability of credible managed care data. Aon relies on collected trend studies and other states' 
comparable experience for trend development. 

Recognizing that trend analysis approaches vary by service categories (for example, pharmacy trend differs from medical 
trend in terms of cost drivers). purposes of trend use, and availability of data for trend analysis, the following is Aon's 
standard approach. Our approach includes a combination of quantitative detailed data analysis and qualitative 
characteristics involving research of industry wide-trend forces along with understanding market specific dynamics and 

trend drivers. 

Aon will typically hold meetings with the State team to clarify the scope of trend analysis and understand the intended 
trend uses. Trend analysis can be done at very high level, which is typical for budget forecast purposes. It can also be 
done at a very detailed level, which is typical for rate setting purposes. There are also cases where both the actuarial 
team and the State team will need to work together to determine the appropriate scope of the trend analysis based on its 
intended use or stakeholder/audience understanding. This step will help the State to get the trend analysis in an efficient 

and cost-effective manner. 

In general, at least four years of historical claim data and enrollment data will be collected for quantitative trend analysis. 
Using multiple years of data is appropriate because variations in the data such as changes in both demographic and 
service mix can be accounted for along with seasonal variation in claim experience. The Aon actuarial team will work with 
Nebraska on determining the FFS and managed care data that is most applicable to the analysis. There are different 
quantitative trend analysis approaches which require different levels of data detail. For example, trend analysis using a 
regression method only requires monthly claim data and enrollment data summarized by major service category and 
major population group while trend analysis using a claim level re-pricing approach method requires claim details at 
procedure code level or provider level. The re-pricing method is typically preferred for service categories with known fee 
schedules and reimbursement formulas such as nursing home services. This allows the data to be normalized for 
changes that have occurred over time and ensure that program changes and major demographic mixes do not add 'noise' 

to the data. 

Unlike data needs for a quantitative approach, qualitative approaches usually require literature review of relevant trend 
studies performed by research entities, governmental entities, professional organizations, or businesses. Typical trend 

studies available to the public include: 

• CMS reports on Medicaid cost and enrollment projection 

• Pharmacy trend study performed by leading PBMs 
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• Medicare fee schedule changes, and 

• Other relevant sources, depending on population, service, and purpose . 

The Aon team also has exclusive access to our robust proprietary national trend studies and cost projection trend 

guidelines. 

Regression is a powerful statistical tool for trend analysis and is commonly used by health actuaries. Aon typically applies 
a regression method to detailed claim data when available to produce the data driven trends. Please note that it is Aon's 
standard procedure to conduct a series of data preparation work before they are used for regression analysis. Such 

preparations include: 

• Completion of monthly claim data for IBNR 

• Normalization of completed data for monthly rate cell and region mix differences, and 

• Further normalization of the data for interim program changes with material impact to the observed utilization and unit 

cost trend 

During the regression analysis, various statistics will be used to assess the statistical significance of the regressed trends. 
For example, p-value is often set at 5% as the threshold to determine whether the regressed trend is statistically 

significant or likely a random variation. 

While a quantitative approach reflects the scientific aspect of trend modeling, we also apply a qualitative approach to 
recognize the artistic aspect of sound trend development. Based on collected national and state-specific trend studies and 
their knowledge of the program, the senior actuaries on the team will develop ''expert" trends based on our collective 

actuarial judgment. This may include reports from: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Aon's own National Trend Council 

CMS Office of the Actuary 

National Health Expenditure data 

State Health Care Spending on Medicaid from Pew Charitable Trusts, and 

• Reports from associations (including Medicaid subgroups that"our actuaries belong to), MCOs, and PBMs . 

Such expert trends are important to validate the reasonableness of the data driven trends and sometime become the 

single source of trends when quality data is not available to produce data driven trends. 

Next. data driven trends and expert trends are compared to each other to determine the best preliminary trend for the 
Department's review. Large differences between the two approaches are investigated to understand the reasons behind 
those differences. If there is no error found in both approaches, a weighted average of the two trend values may be used 
to set preliminary trend assumptions. Alternatively, a range of trends can be recommended. Based on our experience. any 
large variance between data driven trends and expert trend assumptions are often driven by data issues uncovered in the 

base data used for quantitative trend analysis. 

In communicating trend results with the Department, Aon will typically hold a meeting to walk through the major 
components of our trend analysis and share key findings with Department staff to ensure the ultimate user has a full 
understanding of how the trends have been developed. Aon is proud of our transparency with to our clients regarding 
actuarial services including artistic trend development. We believe that such transparency is critical and mutually 
beneficial to both the actuarial team and the Department. One benefit is that the State team will have an opportunity to 
learn actuarial data analytic and solving problem techniques and therefore become more informed users of the trend 
results. A second benefit is that the actuarial team learns from the State team's unique perspective and knowledge about 

program-specific trend drivers. 
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Next. we estimated the cost reduction impact of brand to generic conversion based on a list of drugs either being or 
anticipated to be off-patent at specific dates in the upcoming contract period. These drugs included Abilify, lntuniv, 
Tamiful, Proair HFA, Seroquel XR, and Straterra. The overall Rx cost reduction due to the brand to generic conversion 
was estimated based on observed cost reduction levels of drugs becoming generic in the base period, and the timing of 

drugs going off-patent. 

Finally, an estimated amount based on the best estimates of Aon·s Rx team and the State's Rx team was added to the 
projected CY17 Rx expenditure to recognize the potential incremental increase to Rx spending from new to market high 

cost drugs. 

With all three major cost drivers considered, the resulting overall annual Rx unit cost trend stays between 6% and 7%. As 
detailed in this process, a lot of expert opinions and actuarial judgments were used to derive the final unit cost trend for 
this service, and our services allowed the State to be successful in affecting MCO capitation rates accordingly. 

Incremental Managed Care Savings Factors 

Incremental managed care savings factors are developed to reflect the expected ongoing improvement of managed care 
efforts leading to incremental cost savings to the program. For programs recently implemented, in which FF$ data is used 
as the base for rate development, material managed care savings factors are usually needed and developed. Where more 
specific in-state data is not available, these factors are usually based on our experience with other states· manage care 
savings programs. For programs having a longer established history, which rely on managed care data as the basis for 
rate development, a moderate level of managed care savings is expected. In determining incremental managed care 
savings, comparative efficiency analysis among participating plans with specific efficiency benchmarks are used. These 
benchmarks may include the prevalence of ER uses for non-ER needs, generic drug dispensing rate, readmission rate, 
among others. Analyses of these benchmarks are performed to identify improvement areas and quantify an appropriate 
range of incremental managed care savings for the programs. · 

Program Change Factors 

Program change factors are typically treated as separate factors from trend to explicitly quantify the impact of one-time 
program adjustments. Such changes include the addition or removal of specific benefits, reimbursement approach 
changes for certain providers, member enrollment process changes, managed care contractual changes, and additional 
CMS compliance requirements. In developing program change factors, Aon collects au program change information from 
the State and uses relevant experience data to quantify the financial impact on the program. In most cases, the 
appropriate approach is to develop factors at the region, rate cell and service category level to ensure that the developed 

rates at each level are actuarially sound. 

Appropriate Mix Assumptions 

Where applicable, for blended L TSS rates, a NH versus HCBS mix assumption is imperative. For managed L TSS 
programs, we generally recommend states to use a blended rate structure. Under a blended rate structure, participating 
health plans are paid with the same regional capitation rates for all long term care eligible members. regardless of their 
service settings (NH or HCBS). Since it is usually more cost effective to deliver L TSS in community settings, the blended 
rate structure creates a strong incentive for MCOs to keep members out of nursing facilities. As a result, blended rates are 
a popular choice for managed L TSS rates. Such rate structures require an appropriate NH versus HCBS mix assumption 
to reflect past and current program-specific NH versus HCBS mix improvement experience under managed care, and 
desired mix improvement goals established by the State. 
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Risk Adjustment 

For managed care programs with risk adjusted rates. risk scores are calculated under specific risk adjustment 

approaches. Aon is experienced with various types of episodic-grouper risk adjustment software packages, including 

UCSD's Chronic Illness and Disability Payment System (CDPS+MedRx) and Johns Hopkins Adjusted Clinical Groups 

(ACG). Aon has successfully advised states on design and implementation of risk adjustment approaches for both acute 

care populations and long term care populations. Recently, Aon worked with the State of Georgia and participating 
Medicaid managed care plans to implement a risk adjustment process for its core managed care program. Aon's data and 

actuarial team was able to successfully manage requests from the plan and come to an agreed-upon methodology that 
satisfies the State's budget neutrality needs as well as the plans' concerns over budgeting and timing. If requested, Aon is 

ready to review and revise the State's existing risk adjustment approach or develop brand new approaches for programs 

with no previous risk adjustment. 

The structure below describes Aon's current approach in calculated risk adjusted rates using CDPS+Rx. The 

methodology would be similar if other software was used instead of CDPS+Rx. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Identify Data Needs (Data 
Request) 

Calibration of weights 

Application of risk adjustment 

Internal peer review 

Communication and monitoring 
of results 

Risk Adjustment Task 1: Identification of data needs, selection of risk adjustment model, an~ 
development of assumptions 

Aon recognizes that some risk adjustment methodologies are functioning well, requiring no major changes. However, for 

Medicaid programs that require risk adjustment implementation, recognizing different populations may require different 

risk adjustment approaches based on program specific needs, Aon will work with the Department to design the optimal 

risk adjustment approach for the given population. We will then identify data elements needed to apply risk adjustment, 

and discuss the results with the Department. Aon will first determine the base period used lo score members, and the 

membership period used to attach risk scores from the scoring period. Once the Department and Aon agree on an 

approach, Aon will request encounter data and eligibility data to kick off the risk adjustment process. 

Assumptions will be discussed with the Department before settling on a final methodology. Assumptions may include: 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

The risk adjustment model used 

Category of service exclusions 

Eligibility exclusions 

Supplemental data allowance 

Number of diagnosis codes allowed 

Ordering of diagnosis codes 
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• Concurrent versus prospective weight development 

• 

• 

State-based versus national-based weights (may depend on strength of available encounter or claim data) 

Minimum eligibility requirements 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Unscored members 

Rate cell versus Category of Aid scoring 

Limitations on the percentage impact, and 

Risk adjustment of non-medical cost, where appropriate 

While not listed as a major assumption for rate development, the final rates also need to be adjusted for any quality 

withhold provisions. As part of the recent 'Mega Rule' regulations from CMS, States' actuaries can now forecast how 

much of a withhold an MCO would earn back, and therefore how many of the measures a plan is expected to reasonably 

achieve in a rating period. Recently, Aon has hands-on experience working with the State of Georgia on developing 

withholds fora sub-set of their Medicaid capitation rates. 

Risk Adjustment Task 2: Calibration of weights 

The Department may choose to use national weights or local weights in the application of risk adjustment. For example, 

the CDPS+Rx software includes weights that are calculated based off of data that spans multiple states. National weights 

may be used when there is not enough relevant experience to develop local weights. However, if it is determined that 

national weights are not suitable for Nebraska's Medicaid populations, Aon will calculate local weights based off 

Nebraska's own encounter data. 

Aon will also help the Department assess whether concurrent or prospective weights are more suitable for the population 

in question. Prospective weights are developed by regressing one year's conditions on a subsequent year's costs, tend to 

capture more chronic conditions, and are associated with individual-based payments. Concurrent weights are developed 

by regressing one year's conditions on the same year's costs, have better predictive power, and are associated with 
aggregate-based payments. Each method presents its own advantages, and because every population's situation is 

different. Aon will help the Department assess and select the weighting approach that is most appropriate for the situation. 

Risk Adjustment Task 3: Application of risk adjustment 

While the development of risk adjustment factors is actuarial in nature, the implementation is heavily data driven. which 

results in a need for an integrated understanding of both the data elements and the actuarial assumptions to most 

accurately develop risk adjusted rates. 

Aon's Medicaid staff offers the unique advantage of having a very tight-knit team of actuaries and data consultants who 

work hand-in-hand to complete all areas within the rate setting and financial management process. Risk adjustment is no 

exception to our standard. 

The first step in calculating risk adjusted rates is to filter the data down to the categories of services and eligible 

individuals applicable for risk adjustment. Once this step is complete, the data is formatted for the grouper and run 

through the risk adjustment model. For example, with CDPS+Rx this involves categorizing diagnosis codes and national 

drug codes into classification systems. and ultimately outputting member level risk scores. The process leading up to the 

development of member level risk scores is technical and nuanced in nature. It is essential that actuaries and data 

consultants work together to ensure that the intended designs are captured in the modeling. 

Member level risk scores are then placed into Excel, where further modeling is done. The methods will vary depending on 

the assumptions. but all methods should yield results that are budget neutral to the stale. Task 1 includes a list of 

additional assumptions that may be taken into consideration here. 
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Risk Adjustment Task 4: Internal peer review 

All deliverables that goes out to external stakeholders follow Aon's robust peer review process, where results are 

reviewed both for technical accuracy and overall reasonableness. All elements and results of risk adjustment will be peer 

reviewed before delivery to the Department. 

Risk Adjustment Task 5: Communication and continued monitoring of results 

Once risk adjusted rates are finalized, results will be delivered to the Department. As determined appropriate by the 
Department, Aon and the Department will concurrently share the results with the MCOs and upon discussion and 

agreement. Aon can make final modifications where warranted. 

Depending on the population and the program structure, Aon may revise risk adjusted rates on an annual, semi-annual, or 
even quarterly basis. 

Major step 3: Rate Development and Communication 

After we have completed the development of base data and actuarial assumptions, our next step is to construct 
customized actuarial model for rate calculation. In general, the actuarial rate models consist of input labs and calculation 
tabs. Recognizing quick turnaround is often required when changes need to be made to base data or assumptions. we 
build automatic features within the customized model to allow for quick rate updates when changes are needed for base 
data or assumptions. while at the same time ensuring very high quality results through both automated and (where 
necessary) manual peer review formula checks. 

The following is brief description of the inputs tabs and calculation tabs in our rate models: 

• Inputs tabs: 

Base Data Inputs 

Actuarial Assumption Inputs 

• Calculation tabs: 

Benefit Cost Projections 

Non-Benefit Cost Projections 

Risk Neutral Rates 

Selection of Risk Neutral Payment Rates 

Proposed Risk Adjusted Rates 

Fiscal impact to the State and health plans for the rate changes from previous payment rates 

Calculation tabs are constructed to be formula driven. They look up values from input tabs and perform all needed 
calculations automatically in the projection tabs to produce rates. Aon then assists the Department in selecting the risk 
neutral payment rates to ensure payment rate actuarial soundness. As appropriate, the selected risk neutral rates also will 
be compared to any applicable benchmark plans. and adjusted as needed to maintain actuarial equivalence with such 
benchmark plans. The selected risk neutral payments rates are then used to calculate risk adjusted payment rates. where 
applicable, for each MCO using their own risk scores calculated for the appropriate contract period. Finally, the risk 
adjusted payment rates are compared to previous payment rates in order to calculate the revenue impact to the MCOs 
and fiscal impact to the State. Please note that all formulas and calculation mechanics built into the model go through 
Aon's robust peer review process. which includes both technical checking and consultative review processes to ensure 
error-free rate calculation and high quality results. This peer review process is mandatory for all of Aon's actuarial work 
and provides a strong quality control mechanism resulting in Aon's Medicaid practice having a history of exceptionally 
high-quality work. 
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The calculated rates are then communicated to the Department and, upon Department review and decision, to the MCOs. 
To facilitate communication with appropriate stakeholders, Aon typically prepares the following meeting materials for the 
State and the MCOs: 

• Materials for the State: 

Rate exhibits with proposed rates for all MCOs 

Rate development presentations 

• Materials for the MCOs: 

Rate exhibits with plan specific rates 

Rate development presentations 

To reflect appropriate transparency of the rate setting process in accordance with applicable actuarial standards of 
practice (AS0Ps), CMS checklists and rate setting guidance, and as required by the Department, rate exhibits generally 

include an data, assumptions. and calculation steps necessary to allow users to replicate rate calculation from base data 
to payment rates. Rate development presentations are technically a simplified actuarial rate report. It describes the base 
data choice, itemized base data adjustments, each actuarial assumption, data and methodology used to develop each 
assumption, and resulting rates according to the documentation requirements as established in applicable CMS Medicaid 

managed care capitation rate development guidance. 

We generally have rate meetings first with the Department either in person or via conference call, and then with the MCOs 
and the Department together through on-site meetings. Any remaining issues beyond previously anticipated concerns, 

that may be identified during rate meetings with the Department are addressed before final materials are sent to the 
MCOs prior to an on-site combined Department and MCO rate meeting. 

The Aon team is prepared to answer anticipated questions from MCOs that arise during the on-site rate meeting. For any 
outstanding questions posted by MCOs during the meeting (or up.on Department discretion, after the meeting), Aon 
prepares written responses for the Department to share with the MCOs. If any inconsistencies in the use of data or 
assumption development surfaces during the MCO meeting, we discuss the new information with the Department and 
determine if any revisions to the initial rates would be appropriate to reflect the new information. 

Major step 4: Prepare Final Rate Package 
Once the Department agrees that rates are final, Aon prepares a final rate package in electronic format for the 
Department. The final rate package is then submitted to CMS for review and approval. CMS may have questions related 
to the rate setting process and certifications; as needed, Aon will assist the Department in answering any questions. 

Based on Department decisions, the rate certification is often the main document or narrative included in final rate 

packages. It includes a detailed description of the rate development process consisting of data, assumptions, 
methodologies and results. It also includes a detailed rate exhibit as an appendix which allows the reviewer to replicate 
the entire calculation from base data to payment rates. To facilitate CMS rate review, our rate certifications are structured 

to exactly align with the applicable CMS rate development guide. 

Other documents included in final rate packages can be plan specific payment rate schedules for contracting purposes. 
payment rate spreadsheets to load into the state's capitation payment system, an estimate of Health Insurer Fee payment 

for state budgeting purpose, and any other needed calculations based on the final rates. 

As part of final rate package, we also provide all other relevant reports, data sets, documents and analysis used in setting 
the capitation rates as requested by the Department to meet the State's documentation requirements. 

Additionally, our rate setting models are developed to not only produce individual rates for each rate cell. but also rate 

ranges should the need arise. 
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Major step 5: Ongoing Support 
Since 2015, CMS has started a formal rate review process for all Medicaid managed care capitation rates. Aon will assist 
the Department in responding to all rate review questions from CMS until the rate approval. Thanks to our transparent 
approach on rate development and detailed documentation included in our rate certifications, the rate approval process 
has been very smooth for all of our Medicaid clients. To date, Aon's experience has been excellent, ultimately resulting 
in 100% CMS approval for all of our Aon Medicaid Practice's submitted rate certifications. Additionally, CMS has 
approved every Aon submitted certification amendment required by relevant program changes in the middle of a contract 

year. 

The above represents our standard steps, and outlines what Aon expects to follow when building actuarially sound rates 
for Nebraska's comprehensive Medicaid programs. We will adjust where necessary as we integrate with the Department's 
unique requirements. Aon has a deep appreciation for the fact that every State program is different and requires additional 

protocols. 

We look forward to discussing the above detailed description of our actuarial work process and methodology for rate 
development. Our approach highlights Aon's attention to detail and our collaborative approach to actuarial modeling. Our 
actuaries, data analysts and policy consultants have significant expertise in this area. To augment our expertise, we will 
rely on the knowledge and insight of the Department relative to your programs. covered members and cost drivers as we 
become trusted advisors and subject matter experts for the State of Nebraska. 

Aon is proactive in refining our rate setting methodology to meet evolving state and federal requirements, and promoting 
partnership among all stakeholders. We are responsive to the needs of all stakeholders and remain alert to changes in the 

capitation rate development environment. For example, we proactively initiated reviews of cost differences for the 
managed IDD populations at the MCO level for Kansas. This was necessary because IDD risk corridors consistently 

resulted in a significant payout to the same MCO each year. Being responsive to program needs, we promote a 
partnership between the State and the MCOs that allow Medicaid programs to thrive. Being alert to environmental 

changes, we are able to build our credibility with CMS and make the rating approval process easier and quicker for our 

States. 

Ongoing Quality Control and Project Management 
Aon's approach to quality is incorporated in our client service model, which embodies our commitment to providing clients 
with performance satisfaction aligned with their expectations. This quality assurance program consists of established 
professional standards that enable us to meet and exceed these expectations. Aon's client service model provides the: 

• Discipline, support tools and measurements needed to achieve quality 

• Structure for setting performance metrics in concert with our clients 

• Means for establishing a partnership that is built on expectation, performance and routine measurement via 
stewardship meetings, conference calls and daily interactions 

• Standards for collaborating with our clients to achieve mutually agreed upon goals and overall value and benefit the 

client's programs 

To ensure a high level of quality. we have established several measures of quality control. Examples include: 

• 

• 

Mandatory peer review for all professional services provided to our clients. Peer review plays an active role in our 
work process. Because actuarial work is calculation intensive and peer review will help to minimize error and 
omissions. Aon requires that all consultants abide by our mandatory peer review requirements. Each consultant must 
solicit the comments, observations, and expertise of associates during the day-to-day preparation of client work. 
When preparing work plans, consultants must incorporate a reasonable amount of time for peer review. 

We have professional Practice Councils that set standards and guidelines for project.tasks. These national in-house 

groups routinely meet to review and update these guidelines. 
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• We maintain local training programs at all staff levels to ensure that all employees possess updated knowledge and 
skills that conform to current regulations. We also hold regular in-house practice meetin_gs for our staff. Many of our 

consultants also attend national professional conferences and seminars. 

Example of Adding Populations 
Beginning in 2014, the ACA expansion population was a new category of Medicaid recipients covered in states that 
expanded Medicaid eligibility. Aon team members have helped plan. and developed capitation rates for expansion 
populations in various states, including Massachusetts {also an early adopter of forms of Medicaid expansion), Ohio, West 
Virginia, and Kentucky. For example, in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Medicaid expansion was implemented for 
eligible members (sometimes referred to as "Group 8" members) in January 2014. A primary challenge in developing 
capitation rates for the ACA population included a lack of historical claim data upon which to base the rates. 

In this specific situation, upon discussion with and agreement across Kentucky's Department for Medicaid Services (OMS) 
and CMS regarding appropriate actuarially sound methodologies, to develop actuarially sound rate ranges for the ACA 
population, we started with a similar framework used to develop capitation rate ranges for their traditional TANF Medicaid 
managed care population. We then adjusted for the ACA expansion population to reflect actuarially appropriate 
differences in risk and benefits between the two population groups. Basing the initial ACA expansion population projected 
claim costs on demographically similar rate cells from the traditional population, adjustments were made for the exclusion 
of maternity, differences in morbidity, risk selection, and pent-up demand. These adjustments were developed based on 
several sources including emerging experience. We also accounted for "woodwork" effects within existing Medicaid 
managed care populations, where members who were currently eligible but not enrolled in Medicaid started enrolling 
because of becoming more aware of program availability. 

Regarding how maternity adjustments were developed, all delivery events in the base period were identified by using 
delivery-related diagnosis codes to identify members who had a delivery, along with their delivery month. Using this list of 
members and their corresponding delivery dates, all maternity-related claims 8 month prior to and two months following 
each member's delivery month were identified. Maternity-related claims were identified using a combination of maternity
related diagnosis, revenue, and procedure codes across all base period claims. All identified delivery and maternity
related claims then were removed from the base period data set. 

In subsequent rate settings, even though the aggregate ACA expansion population·s overall claim experience was 
credible, credibility at the rate cell level became a concern. The Kentucky Medicaid Managed Care program has 8 
regions, along with 27 traditional and 12 ACA expansion rate cells. Membership in some rate cells was as small as a 
dozen members. Consequently, due to credibility concerns for several of the regional ACA expansion rate cells, we 
aggregated results at a higher "aid category" level. This approach was consistent with the application of risk adjustment 
for the traditional Kentucky Medicaid Managed Care population. As the ACA expansion population's claim experience 
grew, Aon transitioned from utilizing demographically-similar, traditional population rate cells and other external data
driven studies for appropriate adjustments. to building rates based on the ACA expansion ·population's specific claim 
experience and membership. And, in like manner with risk adjustment, Aon continued to monitor results for Kentucky until 
sufficient credible experience was available. and upon arriving at that point, began risk adjusting the capitation rate 
ranges. Kentucky's ACA expansion population claim experience is now fully credible and being used to the full extent for 

setting current and future actuarially sound capitation rates. 
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Deliverables and Due Dates 
In addition to the Gantt chart provided above, a sample alternative global rate setting project timeline as below may be 
used for the Department's various capitated managed care programs. This specific timeline sample is based on a SFY 

2019 rate setting schedule. 

Major Tasks Detailed Tasks Target Completion Dates 

1. Base Data Development 
1.1 Develoo data reauests 8/6/2018 
1.2 Intake all reauested data 9/4/2018 
1.3 Perform data auality review 9/17/2018 

1.4 Resolve identified data issues 10/1/2018 

1.5 Develoo IBNR factors and other data adiustments 10/15/2018 
1.6 Create completed and adiusted base databook 11/5/2018 
1.7 Deliver base data oackaae 11/19/2018 

2. Actuarial Assumptions Development 
2.1 Intake all orogram/policy change items 11/5/2018 

2.2 Develoo trend factors 11/30/2018 
2.3 b eveloo manaaed care savinas factors 11/30/2018 
2.4 Develon oroaram chance factors 11/30/2018 
2.5 Develoo L TC mix assumptions for ML TSS (if aoolicable) 11/30/2018 

2.6 Develoo oroiected administration costs 11/30/2018 
2.7 Develoo olan specific risk scores 11/30/2018 
2.8 Summarize all actuarial assumptions 12/7/2018 

3. Rate Development and Communications 
3.1 Develoo actuarial rate model 12/14/2018 
3.2 Produce draft rates 12/21/2018 
3.3 Discuss draft rates with State 1/4/2019 
3.4 Preoare meeting materials for on-site plan meetina 1/11/2019 
3.5 Hold on-site rate rneetina with MCOs 1/16/2019 
3.6 Finalize rates based on meetina results 1/28/2019 

4. Prepare Final Rate Package 
4.1 Preoare rate certification for submission to CMS 2/1/2019 
4.2 Preoare other documents for State's other needs As needed 

5. Onaoing Suoport 
5.1 Resoond to CMS rate review questions As needed 

5.2 Other miscellaneous support As needed 

E. SOW 2 - Capitation Rate Rebasing 

Understanding of the Project Requirements 

As we have demonstrated in this proposal, Aon·s Medicaid team members have worked with many state Medicaid 
agencies over the years while having assessed, addressed, and solved many challenging actuarial-related problems. 
Through these experiences, consistent application of certain success principles has proven beneficial in achieving positive 
results. These principles include transparency, proper planning, collaborative feedback and thorough review. Additionally, 
Aon has a plurality of experience helping State clients understand the impact of federal regulations as well as proposed 
State legislation on their Medicaid managed care programs. It is imperative to understand the impact that new program 
changes and regulations can have on Medicaid managed care capitation rate setting. The significance of these changes 

sometimes requires reassessment of the capitation rate setting methodology as well as fully understanding long term 
impacts on future rate setting. Applying the information gathered through this process, along with using more recent base 

data, updating assumptions, and assessing the current relevance of previous assumptions is what Aon considers 
capitation rate rebasing. Please consider the following example to understand Aon's experience in this area. 
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Aon became the actuary for the Commonwealth of Kentucky's Department for Medicaid Services {KY-DMS} in 2014. 

From the beginning of the contract, the work with Kentucky required an ability to adapt to new and unique circumstances, 

while still applying the success principles. Kentucky's SYF 2015 capitation rates for their traditional population were 

initially developed by their previous actuarial firm, in addition to CY 2014/SFY.2015 capitation rates for their new. ACA

expansion population. Unfortunately, these rates were found to have been insufficiently developed and were not approved 

by CMS. Aon was asked to help KY-OMS resolve this dilemma and was able to creatively accomplish all objectives 

related to resolving the problems and redeveloped actuarially sound capitation rate ranges allowing for minimal impact to 

previously contracted MCO rates. Through that, Aon successfully re-developed and re-certified both SFY 2015 
traditional and CY 2014/SFY 2015 ACA-e:xpansion rate 

ranges. 

Once the decision was made that the actuarial certifications 

from the previous actuarial firm would not be approved, Aon 

was asked to expand the scope of our contract with KY-DMS 

and re-rate and re-certify the rate ranges. To accomplish this 

task, we applied Aon's actuarially sound rate development 

methodology. Although supplemental data was needed from 

the MCOs, applying Kentucky's unique situation to the Aon's 

traditional Medicaid model was a straight-forward exercise. 

For the newly eligible ACA-expansion population. Aon 

considered claims and eligibility data from similar, existing 

populations in Kentucky's managed care program to estimate 

initial expected claims levels. Aon then calculated adjustment 

factors based on national studies to adjust for anticipated 

levels of acuity and utilization. Considerable effort put into 

ensuring that the new rate ranges bracketed the rates that 

were already contracted with the MCOs. Ultimately, the re

certified rate ranges were approved by CMS, and the originally 

contracted rates with the MCOs were maintained. Along with 

our success during the rate setting transition, Aon provide KY

DMS with risk adjustment services. 

Aon's policy approach consists of the 
following services, including but not limited 
to: 

• Discussion of new policies and 
provisions proposed by the state 
legislature; 

• Examination of new federal Medicaid 
regulations and CMS guidelines; 

• Federal Waiver compliance support; 

• Assessment of the financial impact of 
policies and regulations included for 
rate setting; 

• Communication of new regulations to 
external stakeholders; and 

• Continued monitoring of existing 
regulations and guidelines used for 
rate setting. 

Furthermore, Aon understands the importance that proposed and existing federal laws and regulations have on the rate 

setting process, state plan and a federal waiver compliance. Administration of flexible and complex Medicaid managed 
care programs brings unexpected changes, which can impact both program design and capitation rates, particularly in 

upcoming years. These changes require quick response to ad hoc requests to estimate impacts to Nebraska's program. 
Aon has expertise and capacity to respond to any needs the Department will have. The Aon's policy team monitors 

various sources, including CMS guidance, the federal register, state regulations, NAMD and MACPAC publications, every 

day to ensure that policy changes are communicated to our clients and stakeholders in a timely and accurate manner. 

Aon's capitation rate ranges have historically complied with all Actuarial Standards of Practice, annually released CMS 

Medicaid Managed Care Rate Development Guides, the Medicaid and CHIP Managed Care Federal Rule, and applicable 

state laws. Over the years, our team members have provided expertise on all current health care issues and are capable 

of quickly processing the implications of new policy changes and legislation. We have worked with our clients to immerse 

and analyze every major piece of federal legislation affecting the Medicaid and CHIP programs, including: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA); 

Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 (MMA); 

Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA}; 

Affordable Care Act of 2010 (ACA); 

• Mental Health Parity Act and Addiction Equity Act of 2008 (MHPAEA) and its supplemental CMS rule 
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• Children's Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2009 {CHIPRA); 

• Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) Final Rule; 

• Various State Medicaid Director letters; and most recently 

• American Health Care Act of 2017 {AHCA). recognizing it ultimately failed to become law. 

With Medicaid policy experts, our State Medicaid clients have provided custom solutions to questions concerning not only 
fiscal impacts of pending legislation but also questions regarding regulatory compliance. Aon·s regulatory review 
continues to evolve as the breadth of regulatory actions expands in the coming years. 

Aon's Proposed Development Approach 

A critical part of developing and rebasing capitation rates is gathering accurate and complete data to use in the claim and 
administration estimates of the rates. Aon's standard approach entails working the State and participating MCOs to 
reconcile submitted data sources against internal reports and expected results. When deficiencies are noted, Aon will 

suggest and implement agreed upon alternate methodologies. 

Aon is at the very forefront in innovative ways to help our clients monitor and improve encounter data. Our expert actuarial 
and data team offer our Medicaid agency clients the AonPulse tool to monitor data. The AonPulse dashboards provide 
interactive, visual representations of various data items for self-service analytics. Using these robust dashboards, the 
State can also mitigate the need for interdepartmental requests to the State's own internal analytic departments. The 
State is then able to conduct internal data-dives and drilldowns without programming knowledge. 

Aon works collaboratively with our clients to track policies and regulations promulgated by the state and federal 
legislature. Aon will maintain a level of understanding of the Department's rate setting criteria, statutes, administrative 
rules and regulations, and policies. This will enable the actuaries to provide effective Medicaid actuarial services for the 
Department through discussions and interactions with the state team members and review of posted documentation on 
the program. 

Our plan is to monitor and examine any new federal legislation being considered that may have material impact on 
Nebraska Medicaid managed care programs. Aon will estimate the financial impact of policies that are determined to be 
necessary and material to rate setting. The financial impact of these new policies will be provided to the state prior to rate 
setting. The level of detail performed to produce the fiscal impacts will depend upon the project, the time required and 
available to perform the analysis, and the time available to produce the communication to the Department. Steps we 
expect to use to perform this work item are: 

1. Meet with the Department's staff to discuss the proposed change and how it will impact the program. Discuss time 
available and what level of analysis can be completed in the time frame. Set expectations for the deliverable. 

2. Gather data needed to analyze the impact of the change. Sometimes we will already have the data in house from the 
rate setting process and sometimes we will need to collect additional data to develop the analysis. 

3 . Perform analysis of the change determining fiscal impact to the program. 

4. Review preliminary results and documentation with the Department and discuss the assumptions used in the analysis 
and the format of the documentation. 

5. Make any needed updates based on the discussions with the Department. 

6. Produce final documentation for the deliverables which may be in the form of an email, a letter, or an actuarial 
opinion, depending on the request and timing. 

7. Send final results and deliverables to the Department. 
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In compliance with ASOP 41. Aon will communicate the impact of new regulations to the Department as well as any 
external stakeholders. Communication can be with the state, MCOs. subcontractors, public stakeholders, state 
government employees, or elected officials. Communications may be in any of the following formats: 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Actuarial Reports; 

Actuarial Opinions; 

White Papers or Opinion Letter; 

Power Point Presentations; 

Over the Phone or In-Person Meetings; 

Other, as requested by the Department. 

Our team members have been involved in the early review process of Medicaid Managed Care regulations and latest 
CMS guidance and have a deep understanding of the new "Mega Rule", its deadlines for implementation, programmatic 
impacts and how it strengthens actuarial soundness. Our recent experience covers various topics critical to our clients: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Pass-through payments phase-out; 

Medicaid Institutions for Mental Diseases (IMD) reimbursement policy; 

Medical Loss Ratio (MLR); 

Updated Encounter Data Standards; 

Medicaid Work Requirements 

Our experience with the phase out of the pass-through payments is tailored for each client. CMS requires a specific 
approach when phasing-out hospital payments. The total amount of pass-through payment paid by MCOs to hospitals 
during a contract year may not exceed a percentage of the "base amount" calculated for that year, beginning with 100 
percent for contracts starting on or after July 1, 2017 and decreasing by 10 percentage points each successive year. The 
base amount must be calculated on an annual basis and must be recalculated annually. CMS has not promulgated 
specific phase-out language for the physicians or nursing facilities unlike for the hospital providers. In ad~ition, the rule 
does not stipulate what would be the pass-through payment cap per contract year. It simply stipulates a timeframe of five 

years to accomplish a phase-out. Aon has experience recommending a phase out approach individually tailored to each 
stale agency based on non-hospital providers receiving pass through payments as part of the capitated rates to MCOs. 

With the release of the Final Rule, CMS reinforced that actuarial soundness requires the capitation rates to cover only 
appropriate and attainable costs that are required to provide services under the contract and associated administrative 
costs. CMS moved to phase-out supplemental payments not meeting the definition of actuarial soundness. As an 
alternative, Final Rule 42 CFR 438.6(c) provides flexibility to implement delivery system and provider payment initiatives 
under the various risk arrangements. Specifically, 42 CFR 438.6(c){1) describes types of payment arrangements that 
states may use to direct expenditures under the managed care contract. Many states are seeking approval for various 
innovative arrangements to preserve access for members and secure funds. 

Aon is currently working with Tennessee on their special payments that would allow continued payments to categories of 
hospitals and other providers tying those payments to performance and utilization rather than unreimbursed costs. To 
preserve access for TennCare members to high quality and appropriate care, the directed payment will provide a uniform 
percentage payment increase for hospitals included in the eligible class. There will be a percentage adjustment made to 
the reported inpatient and outpatient costs based on actual claims payments submitted by TennCare's MCOs. In its 
design, Aon complied with the new Federal Rule standards regarding innovative payment arrangements: 

• Payments are based on the utilization and delivery of services for enrollees covered under the contract 

• Fall within a certain category of providers 
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• Direct expenditures equally, using the same terms of performance 

• Advance at least one of the goals and objectives in the quality strategy 

• Assure that such goals were met 

• Does not condition network provider participation 

• Not renewed automatically 

Assisting TennCare with practical implementation, Aon has provided technical assistance to the program by ensuring the 
use of directed payments would be actuarially sound and compliant to CMS within the rate development process. The 
result of this was similar to how the HIF is reimbursed by the State. in which an add-on amount is incorporated into the 
rate in the event that payments need to be made. Aon Team brings these experiences, along with experience in several 
other states to support the Department in developing special payment provisions. 

Our Aon staff provides ongoing reviews of MCO MLRs for our Medicaid clients and on monthly or annual bases to 
determine the appropriateness of ongoing contract rates, and develops summaries of the results. Aon also has taken the 
lead in analyzing prior MCO reports and modifying them to incorporate the new CMS rules for MLR calculation. as well as 
address existing inconsistencies therein. In doing so, Aon has ensured that the various MLR components (many of which 
are newly required} are more clearly disclosed in accordance with CMS guidelines. We work with States and their MCOs, 
providing trainings to ensure instructions for completion of the MLR reports are clear for all parties and ensure that any 

concerns are addressed and changes made as needed. 

In addition, Aon performed various studies for our clients on various topics such as TPL payment assessment. transplant 
research, carve-in of bone anchored hearing aids to managed care Medicaid programs, carve-in of LT ACs and IRFs to 
managed care Medicaid programs, carve-in of group prenatal care services to managed care Medicaid programs, carve-in 
of asthma assessment to managed care Medicaid programs, hospital billing requirements and out-of-network billing, 

analyzing the financial impact of the proposed AHCA, BCRA, and Graham-Cassidy bill to state Medicaid programs . Aon 
also provided states with fiscal modeling of different scenarios for how the states' budget would be impacted by potential 

legislative changes to federal Medicaid funding. 

i AON ixAMPLE i , ........................................................................................................................................................................... , 
FY18 Managed Care Capitation Withhold Mechanism for Georgia Families 360° 

Prior to the announcement of the Final Medicaid and CHIP Managed Care Final Rule. the Georgia Families 360• program 
had already included a capitation withhold arrangement, which declared that the plan would be paid at a fixed percentage 
above the low end of the developed rate range. The amended Medicaid and CHIP Managed Care Final Rule states that a 
withhold arrangement must be structured such that the capitation payment minus any portion of the withhold that is not 
reasonably achievable must be actuarially sound. This necessitated a change in the methodology used to determine the 

amount withheld from the rates. 

Aon's policy and actuarial teams guided Georgia's Department of Community Health (OCH) through revising the withhold 
formula to comply with the language in the Final Rule. The first step involved calculating the amount that was reasonably 
achievable. Aon evaluated the plan's historic ability to meet quality measures (such as preventive care visits or network 
adequacy). and translated the results into quantifiable numbers that could be separated from the rates. Aon then updated 
the withhold methodology and determine of the rate within the rate range to initially pay the plan below the low end of the 
rate range as determined by the historic reasonably achievable performance rate, and allow the plan to earn back up to 

the low end of the rate range. 
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By revising the withhold formula, Aon achieved significant savings for DCH while fully complying 
with the CMS updated regulation, timely and with minimal MCO pushback. This example 
demonstrates just one of many situations where Aon integrated its policy capabilities with 
actuarial prowess to interpret federal law that advantageously Impacted the Department. 

Detailed Project Work Plan and Technical Considerations 

The following table summarizes our key steps used to validate data sources. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Kickoff meeting and data request 

Obtain, summarize and review 
eligibility and claim data by rate 
cate ories 

Validate data and prepare initial 
findings 
Meet with the State to discuss 
identified data issues and explore 
alternatives 

Prepare actuarial models and 
communicate findings to the State 

Step 1: Kickoff meeting and data request 

In this step, Aon requests a project kickoff meeting. We review the draft project plan and confirm timelines and 
deliverables. We develop an understanding of the expected program design including who is or will be covered under the 
program. what benefits and services are to be included, where the data for these claims are housed today. and how the 
data will be transferred to Aon for intake. summarization, validation and reconciliation, review, and analysis. 

Within a few days of our initial meeting with the state agency and subsequent discussions, Aon submits a detailed data 

request to include: 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Multiple years of claims and/or encounter data 

Eligibility and enrollment data 

Plan design 

Policy changes 

1915b waiver documents or other relevant program specific authority information 

Invoices or accounting records 

Reimbursement history, and 

Expected changes . 
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Step 2: Obtain, summarize and review eligibility and claim data by rate category 

Aon typically loads at least three years of claims experience {and often up to four years of data for trend analysis) in order 
to accurately project expenses and thoroughly review past experience. With other Medicaid clients this includes MCO 
encounter data and FFS data. Upon receipt of the data, the Aon data team led by Kory Wolf, and supported by Kate Mone 
and Ryan Esslinger, compiles all the relevant infonnation. This includes creating a unique database to house all the 
various claims and eligibility information and reconciling against control totals to ensure all data is received and loaded 
properly. The data management team builds a subset of Aon's Medicaid database system to be dedicated to the State's 
data. Aon receives data in multiple formats from multiple vendors. Aon is willing to adapt to various data formats (SOL, flat 
files. SAS etc.), at no additional cost, with the understanding that the format must contain all critical data elements needed 

to support the development of actuarially sound rates or ranges. 

Aon also captures and adds any pre-paid capitation (i.e., managed care plan members), off-system (waiver populations}. 
and past capitation experience information into the data summaries. This includes capturing information on non-system 

expenses and GME payments. We discuss results with the Department to understand and anticipate where anomalies in 
utilization and costs may be expected. Upon final review. Aon works with the Department to verify that all data loaded into 
the system is an accurate representation of the program. 

Aon uses the eligibility files to develop member months corresponding with the claim data. Members are flagged in the 
data files by potential rate cell characteristics so they can be split into population groups. Eligibility information for some 
population types can be complex as members sometimes move retroactively between rate cells. These intricacies of 

eligibility data are thoroughly assessed through conversations with Department staff about current administration and 
operational characteristics of the program, and regarding MCO administration and operations. 

Step 3: Validate data and prepare initial findings 

To validate clinical and financial data received, it is first and foremost necessary to understand appropriate data and 
benchmarks so variations or potential errors can be easily identified. We analyze the data received against summary 
totals to determine high level issues. We also analyze the various fields provided to determine missing, incomplete or 
unexpected values. Aon next summarizes the data at category of service level to identify trends and outliers at a high 
level, as well as data that warrant further investigation, prior to linking with other sources. 

Aon processes data provided to the resources through mutually agreed upon data reporting and management reports in 
order to validate the reporting of costs. Through interactive discussions with those who submitted the actual data, we 
reconcile and bridge any deviations to ensure baseline data is complete. accurate and adheres to outlined definitions. Aon 
compares the data reports to: 

• 

• 

State expenditure reports 

MCO financial reports 

• 

• 

MCO reconciliation reports (which Aon often refers to as MCO Reconciliation Templates or MRTs) 

Invoices or accounting records 

These reports help us determine if all data is accurately captured for the covered program and population. As a further 
validation step, we reconcile with the Department any deviations that arise. Aon then summarizes the data by region and 
expected rate cell and through our robust peer review process, assesses the summarized results for reasonableness. 

Based on the initial data, Aon prepares the initials findings and meets with the State to discuss. 
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Step 4: Meet with the State to discuss identified data issues and explore alternatives 

By this step, Aon has reviewed all results for reasonableness, tied the results to available reports, and looked at historical 
rates and trends. Through this entire process, data anomalies that may have emerged have been corrected or explained. 
The different data sources loaded could generate different data anomalies. It is important to smooth out fluctuations and 

normalize data sources where necessary. 

If problems persist. Aon generates a detailed write-up of any issues and works with Department staff {and State IT 
resources where needed) to uncover root cause. In this scenario, we send a detailed data problem report and then bring 
our team to discuss alternatives and solutions. By the end of the meetings, members of the project team have adequate 

information and direction to complete the project. 

Step 5: Prepare actuarial models and communicate findings to the State 

As the final step, Aon implements any required solutions to complete the base data for actuarial models, and for review 

with the Department. Final agreements on methodology are then outlined as part of final reports provided. 

( AON EXAMPLE : 
, ............................................................................................................................................................................ , 

Encounter Data Reconciliations for the Commonwealth of Kentucky 

During Aon's initial rate setting work for Kentucky's Medicaid program, our initial scope intended to use fee-for-service and 
encounter data provided by the Commonwealth to perform rate setting. Upon receiving the information and comparing to 
the MCO financial reports, Aon determined that the encounter data was incomplete for most MCOs, and thus insufficient 
for rate setting. Aon prepared reports to illustrate for whom and where the encounters were deficient. 

Aon prepared a follow-up data request to the MCOs for claims and eligibility information. While a specific data layout and 
format was requested, each MCO responded with their own specific layouts, field information and formats as available to 
their organization. Aon accepted each and customized specific coding and data reviews to each submission. 

Aon successfully cross-walked all MCO claims submissions with Kentucky's eligibility information to verify coverage and 
compiled the information with encounters where needed, to complete the base data that was necessary for rate setting. 
The following exhibit shows the summary analysis and results of this exercise, which was very useful in conversations 
with Kentucky's Medicaid team in making decisions for the most appropriate data to use in our rate setting processes. 
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Kentucky Medicaid 
Cabinet for Health and Family Ser11lces 

Encounter, Clalms, and MCO MRT Reconciliation 

Base Period June 2014 through May 2015 

lnc:urrt'd June :WW - Mav 2015 and Paid Throu,h Au ust 201.S 

Se,,,ia, Cate.torv E.tl(ounte, Oat.a 1 Claim, Data' DataBook,s MRT' 

Anthem 

Medic.I s 171,%0,782 $ 183, 192,20S s 180,592,011 $ 183,227,406 

RX s 52,024,467 s 53,608,155 s 53,259,915 $ 53,604.986 

Dental $ 556.358 s 3.629,778 s 3.622,288 $ 3,627,992 

Anthem Total s 224,041,607 s 240,430,138 s 237,474,213 s 240,460,384 

Coventry 
Medi(al $ 742,601,196 N/A s 737,511.3B $ 744,898,759 

RX s 206. 398. 106 N/A $ 205,707,009 s 206,911.963 

Dental $ 41,781.583 N/A s 41,474,691 s 41,838,434 

Coventry Total s 990,780,886 N/A $ 984,693,073 $ 993,649,156 

Humana 
Medial s 99,160.726 s 328.128.444 s 324,980.740 $ 328,895,366 

RX s 103,677,925 $ 105,465,444 s 104.629,471 s 105,486,461 

Dental s 7,845,444 s 8,204,160 $ 8,173,965 s 8,374,086 

Humana To1:al $ 210,684,096 s 441, 798.048 s 437,784,176 $ 442,755,913 

Passpott 
Medical s 741.473.523 s 793.923,866 $ 790,175,502 s 793, 722. 34S 

RX s 257,681,314 $ 261,506,157 s 260,122,792 s 261,502,243 

Dental s 37,495.268 s 37.304,106 s 37,186,724 s 37,304,081 

Passport Total $ 1,036,650,105 s 1,092,734,128 s 1,087,485,018 s 1,092,52$,669 

Wellcare 
lvledical s 1,309. 323.353 $ 1,342.559,666 $ 1,333,603,243 s 1.343,712,384 

RX s 451,704,660 s 466, 782.939 s 463.285,586 s 463,794,720 

Dental s 59,282,737 $ 63,316,420 s 73,399,022 $ 74,301,173 

WellCare Total s- 1,820,310,751 $ 1,872.659,026 $ 1,870,287,851 s 1,881.808,277 

AIIMCO$ 
Medical s 3,064,019,580 $ 2,647,804,181 $ 3,366,862,868 $ 3,394,456,260 

RX s 1,071.486,472 s 887.362,695 s 1,087,004,773 $ 1.091,300,373 

Dental s 146,961,391 s 112,454.464 s 163,856,690 $ 165,445,767 

All MCOs Tot>I s 4.282.467,4,44 s 3,647,621..340 $ 4,617J 724,.330 s 4 651 202.400 

% Difference 

Encounter vs MRT Clalms vs MRT 

-6.4% 0.0% 
-2.9% 0.0% 

-84.7% 0.0% 

•6.8% 0.0% 

-0.3% NIA 

•0.2% N/A 
-0.1% N/A 
-0.3% N/A 

-69.9% -0.2% 

-1.7% 0.0% 

-6.3% -2.0% 

-52.4% -0.2% 

-6.6% 0.0% 

-1.5% 0.0% 

0.5% 0.0% 

-5.1% 0.0% 

•2.6% -0.1% 

-2.6% 0.6% 

-20.2% -14.8% 

•3.3% -0.5% 

-9.7% -0.1% 

·l.8% 0.3% 

-11.2% •9,0% 

-7,91{i -0.3% 

1 Provided by OMS; inc1udesdaims by members not in the capitation file for the month~claims in<:urred (about S24.9M or 0.6% of total). 

' Provided by tvtCOs; includes c:lalms by rn&rnb&rs not in the capitation file for the months c:lalm$ in,urred (about $25.6M or 0. 7°.A of total}. 

Data Sook v, M~T 

-1.4% 

-0.6% 

-0,2% 

-1.2% 

•1.0% 

-0.6% 

-0.9% 

•0,9% 

-1.2% 

-0,8% 

-2.4% 

-1.1% 

-M% 

-0.5% 

-0.3% 

-0.5% 

-0.8% 

-0.1% 

-12% 

-0.6% 

·0.8% 

-0.4% 
-1.0% 

·0,7% 

~ Based on encounter data for Coventry and <:lai,ns data for other MC Os; exc.lude claims by members not Int.he opltation fil& for the months claims incurred .. 

"Provided by tvtCOs; eJu::1..-des Non-System Expenses 

~ WellCare dent.al was switchQd to subcapitation arrangement effective 1/1/2014. WeUcare dental claims have been adjusted to match the dental sub<:apltatlon payment in the MRT. 

Rate Cell Consolidation for the Commonwealth of Kentucky 

When Aon became Kentucky's actuary, their membership was assigned to 39 distinct aid categories across 8 separate 
regions. This translated to 312 unique rate cells. In addition to concerns about the rate cell volume, Aon had concerns 
about the credibility within many of the rate cells due to low membership. Upon discussing our concerns with KY-OMS, we 
learned that KY-DMS was reluctant to decrease the number of rate cells due to the information technology burden 
required to make such changes to their payment system. Upon further studying the matter, we proposed collapsing 
various homogeneous and low membership rate cells within our rating models, but then populating the original rate cells 
in KY-DMS's payment system with the new, collapsed rates. CMS agreed with the approach, and we were able to achieve 

a more actuarially sound rating structure. 
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Deliverables and Due Dates 
In addition to the Gantt chart provided above, a sample alternative global rate rebaslng project timeline as below may be 
used for the Department's various capitated managed care programs. This specific timeline sample is based on a $FY 

2019 rate rebasing schedule. 

Major Tasl<s Detailed Tasks Target Completion Dates 

1. Base Data Development 
1.1 Develoo data reauests 2/4/2019 

1.2 Intake all r=uested data 3/5/2019 

1.3 Perform data nualitv review 3/18/2019 
1.4 Resolve identified data issues 4/1/2019 
1.5 Develoo IBNR factors and other data adiustments 4/15/2019 
1.6 Create comoleted and adiusted base databook 5/6/2019 
1.7 Deliver base data ru:ickaae 5/20/2019 

2. Actuarial Assumptions Development 
2.1 Intake all oroaram/oolicv change items 5/6/2019 
2.2 Oeveloo trend factors 5/31/2019 
2.3 Develoo manaaed care savings factors 5/31/2019 
2.4 Develoo oroaram change factors 5/31/2019 
2.5 Develoo LTC mix assumptions for MLTSS {if aoalicable) 5/31/2019 
2.6 Develoo oroiected administration costs 5/31/2019 
2.7 Develoo olan soecific risk scores 5/31/2019 

2.8 Summarize all actuarial assumotions 6/7/2019 

3. Rate Develooment and Communications 
3.1 Develoo actuarial rate model 6/14/2019 
3.2 Produce draft rates 6/21/2019 

3.3 Discuss draft rates with State 7/5/2019 
3.4 Preoare meetino materials for on-site olan meeting 7/12/2019 
3.5 Hold on-site rate meetin!l with MCOs 7/17/2019 
3.6 Finalize rates based on meeting results 7/29/2019 

4. Prepare Final Rate Package 
4.1 Preoare rate certification for submission to CMS 8/2/2019 
4.2 Preoare other documents for State's other needs As needed 

5. Onaoina Support 
5.1 Resoond to CMS rate review questions As needed 

5.2 Other miscellaneous support As needed 
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F. SOW 3 - 1915(b) Waiver 

Understanding of the Project Requirements 
State plan amendments, program and demonstration waivers are all various options to design the most efficient delivery 

system for the state's Medicaid program. 1915(b) waiver is known as a program waiver authority used by the states to 

implement freedom of choice and a contracted provider option, while using the enrollment broker and cost savings for 

additional services. Nebraska operates statewide Heritage Health under the 1915(b) authority. This renewal is currently 

running for a period of two years, effective January 1, 2017 and ending June 30, 2019 with addition of the dental benefits 

manager in October 2017. We understand 1915(b) application in its entirety, from program overview, access, operations 

and program integrity to monitoring plan and cost effectiveness, Our team has experience with the following 1915 9b) 

waiver activities: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Use and modifications of CMS preprint form: 

Public notice, if state law requires so, and mandatory tribal consultations; 

Monitoring access and networks; 

Submitting and monitoring cost effectiveness; 

Assisting with the Enrollment broker RFP; 

Assuring continuity of waiver implementation across all systems and vendors; 

Operational desk and contractual readiness reviews of the MCOs; 

On-site reviews of the MCOs; 

Member rights and communications; 

Reviewing marketing materials; 

Program integrity; 

Monitoring quality . 

Aon's Proposed Development Approach 

Aon will support the Department throughout any new waiver applications, implementation. amendments to the existing 

waiver, and the waiver renewal process. In order to increase transparency and efficiency, CMS standardized the 1915(b) 

waiver application. Aon is experienced in working with CMS preprints, toolkits, technical requirements, approval timelines. 

and cost elements of the 1915(b} waiver. A vital aspect of preparing a waiver application is the research and analysis 

associated with the cost-effectiveness portion of the waiver. Cost effectiveness for the section 1915(b) is a requirement for 

each renewal or initial approval. It is used to demonstrate to CMS that the waiver is providing cost savings. Aon actuaries 

have performed this task multiple times over the course of our work with our state clients. In doing this, we calculated 

retrospective waiver costs using enrolment, claims, capitation, and administration data and then projected that cost to 

future periods. similar to tasks involved in rate setting. The analysis compares waiver performance over time, as the 

current retrospective data is compared to the projected data from the previous renewal. 

We understand that cost effectiveness projections would be normally submitted to CMS bi-annually, for the renewal or in 

the event of a significant change in coverage, health plans, geographic regions or MCO populations. Waiver approvals 

and renewals when enrolling individuals dually eligible for Medicare and Medicaid can be requested up to five years. We 

also expect that Nebraska will require budget projections for the legislators and other stakeholders on the annual basis. 

Aon will prepare the necessary documentation and cost effectiveness analysis 120 days prior to the effective date and 

work with the Department submit requests to CMS, modify the request if necessary, obtain approval and comply with the 

CMS terms and conditions. 
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Nebraska must demonstrate that their waiver cost projections are reasonable and consistent with regulations and 
guidance. Specifically, that capitation rates are actuarially sound under the new Final Rule, accuracy is attested, 
capitation is based only on approved 1915(b)(3) services and their administration is approved by CMS's regional office. 
Aon will project waiver expenditures for the two-year prospective waiver periods or amended periods as required. Critical 
to such waiver is that the State must then spend equal or under that projection for the duration of the waiver. As part of 
the required monitoring, the states usually submit a quarterly actual member month enrollment statistics by MEG in 

conjunction with the states' submitted CMS-64 forms. 

The cost effectiveness assessment will be developed in such a way as to allow the final production of the cost
effectiveness portion of the waiver application to be easy for the Department to utilize while using CMS 1915(b) format. 
This process involves the inclusion of databook extracts from actuarial analysis and supporting documentation for the 
waiver application. It will also need to include a description of the analytic approach. Ultimately, Aon's approach will be 

modified, if necessary, based on cost effectiveness guidelines released by CMS in the future. 

Standard elements of the cost effectiveness include: 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Member Months; 

Included (Excluded) Services in the Actual Waiver Cost; 

Administration in the Actual Waiver Cost; 

Actual Waiver Cost; 

Unique Program Elements (e.g., cost sharing), 

Non-neutral Programmatic Changes; 

Adjustments in Projection; 

Waiver Cost Projection; 

Targets: and 

Summaries and Monitoring . 

~ AON°EXAMPLE 1 · .............. .............................................................................................................................................................. · 
West Virginia Medicaid Waiver Cost Effectiveness Preparation 

Our recent example includes West Virginia where our team members submitted multiple waiver documents to CMS 
related to the waiver renewals and amendments. including cost effectiveness calculations. West Virginia had multiple 
program changes. such as ACA expansion, SSI population, behavioral health, and dental and pharmacy benefits 
integration into managed care. Aon team members drafted the entire portions of the 1915{b) application related to 
changes in services. choice, network capacity and enrollment broker operations. Our team members led implementation 
and monitoring oversight for those expansions and conducted MCO desk and on-site readiness reviews, transitional 
reporting to CMS, stakeholder engagement. enforcement and program evaluation. They served as a principal MCO 
contract and waiver drafters for West Virginia ensuring consistency between the waiver protections and MCO operations. 
Our team member, Mr. Schaeffer, drafted cost effectiveness documents for renewals and amendments while also serving 
as an actuary for a rate setting team. Our policy expert, Ms. Barzilla, drafted amendments for the service, population and 
MCO area expansions, and conducted successful readiness reviews for the carve-in of dental, pharmacy, SSI benefits 

and expansion adults into managed care. 
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Detailed Project Work Plan and Technical Considerations 
Aon·s proposed team members not only have expertise in capitation rate development, but also in supported waiver 

development, renewals, and amendments in a variety of ways. This includes cost effectiveness projections and 

summarizing information by category of aid to support our State clients' completion of documents required by States that 

have 1915(b} waivers. Through our Medicaid capitation rate-setting and cost-effectiveness evaluation work in over 20 

states, Aon has extensive experience with Medicaid FFS claim data and managed care encounter data. 

The steps that Aon proposes for waiver cost effectiveness are as follows: 

1. Discuss data needs with the State - As part of regular project planning meetings, Aon will go over benefit design, 

covered services, and cost effectiveness in our work plan and determine if any additional data is needed. We expect 

that most data will already be received as it will be used for rate setting. However, we will need data such as FFS 

claims, state administrative costs, CMS-64 reports. and assumptions on future enrollment. We will also discuss if any 

program changes are needed from the prior cost effectiveness, such as the inclusion of new populations. 

2. Base data development - In comparing FFS populations to the managed care program, both historical FFS data and 

encounter data may be needed. These will be done on a PMPM basis across different eligibility groups. Data will be 

reconciled to CMS-64 reports. 

3. Apply base data adjustments - Similar to rate setting, any program changes will have to be taken into account 

between the base data and projection periods. 

4. Project with trend - Assumptions from Aon's actuaries as well as state staff will be applied to the adjusted base data 

to project the data forward to the evaluation period. Up-to-date unit cost and utilization trends per service category 

and population will be taken from rate setting. In addition, Aon will confer with the state staff regarding FF$ trends 

and enrollment projections. Since waiver cost effectiveness projections are on a two-year basis, assumptions will be 

applied to both projection years. 

5. Project population enrollment and enrollment growth- For enrollment projections, Aon will work with the State to 

identify the appropriate Medicaid Eligibility Groups (MEGs) and then combine both historic regression analysis of 

population changes for those MEGs along with known programmatic changes that impact eligibility and census data 

based on those demographics. The results will then be used to differentiate growth rates for each MEG. 

6. Administrative expenses - State administrative expenses, which are provided from the Department in Step 1, will be 

needed to cover all costs of the program to conduct proper comparisons. 

7. CMS form completion - Depending on the agreed-upon work plan, Aon will either complete the form for the 

Department or provide the necessary information for the Department's staff to complete this final step. As shown in 

the example below. Aon's actuaries have completed CMS cost effectiveness forms and waiver preprints for other 

states. 

8. Documentation and follow-up - Regardless of the form being completed in Step 6, Aon will document our process, 
the methodology, and data used to develop the cost effectiveness projections. As needed, we expect to have follow

up with the Department, revise any projections, and provide additional documentation to CMS. 

In addition to the broad scope of work for the 1915 (b) waiver activities, Aon is knowledgeable about ongoing process 

developments in the other 1915 waivers submission process, including the 1915{c) waiver preprint forms, instructions and 

Appendix J. Aon is experienced in working with CMS preprints, toolkits, technical requirements, approval timelines, HCBS 

rule and cost neutrality elements of the 1915( c} waiver. Intellectually and developmentally dis a bled ( I DD) 

Aon is one of the few actuarial firms with capitation rate development experience for managed IDD populations covering 

both acute services and HCBS waiver services. Aon has assisted Kansas in developing capitation rates for IDD for the 

past three years. IDD was first included in the State's managed care program in 2013. The initial rates did not cover 

HCBS services provided to this population. After February 2014. the IDD rates covered an Medicaid covered services for 

this population, including physical and behavioral services, and L TSS. During Aon's first rate development for IDD for 

contract period 2015, a combination of encounter data, financial data, and FFS data was used as data sources for rate 
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development. Now the rates are developed based on encounter data and financial data. Other than usual rate 
development, our experience with IDD. rate development includes unique data adjustments related to DD HCBS 
underutilization, refinement of IDD rate cells to recognize the material cost difference between children and adults, and 
the risk corridor program design specifically for 100. We also learned that residential support and day support services are 
the key cost drivers for IDD rates and the reimbursement approach for these two services can have a significant financial 
impact to either the providers or health plans. 

We have also worked with Medicaid programs which have included HCBS and similar services for IDD populations, such 
as Tennessee where Aon developed rates for the ECF CHOICES program. With ECF, Tennessee became the first state 
in the country to develop and implement an HCBS program that coordinates all health and long-tenn services and 
supports, aligning incentives toward promoting and supporting integrated, competitive employment and independent living 
as the first and preferred option for people with IDD . 

....................................................................................................................... ......................................................... 
) AON EXAMPLE l . . ·············································································································································································· 

Rate Cell Consolidation for the Commonwealth of Kentucky 

When Aon became Kentucky's actuary, their membership was assigned to 39 distinct aid categories across 8 separate 
regions. This translated to 312 unique rate cells. In addition to concerns about the rate cell volume, Aon had concerns 
about the credibility within many of the rate cells due to low membership. Upon discussing our concerns with KY-DMS, we 
learned that KY-OMS was reluctant to decrease the number of rate cells due to the information technology burden 
required to make such changes to their payment system. Upon further studying the matter, we proposed collapsing 
various homogeneous and low membership rate cells within our rating models, but then populating the original rate cells 
in KY-DMS's payment system with the new, collapsed rates. CMS agreed with the approach, and we achieved a more 

actuarially sound rating structure. 

Deliverables and Due Dates 
Aon will prepare documentation, spreadsheets, and narrative portions of waiver renewal or amendment applications to be 
delivered 6 months prior to renewal date for applicable waivers. Aon will prepare the necessary exhibits related to 
1915(b} waiver 120 days prior to the effective date and work with the Department submit requests to CMS, modify the 

request if necessary, obtain approval and comply with the CMS terms and conditions. 
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G. SOW 4- Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE) 
Rate Setting 

Understanding of the Project Requirements 

As previously stated, Aon's Medicaid team has extensive and prolonged experience developing capitated rates for 
members requiring Long Term Services and Supports (L TS$). For example, Aon has developed the capitated rates for 
Tennessee's CHOICES program for LTSS members ever since its inception in 2010. 

Aon's Proposed Development Approach 

In general, the CHOICES rate development, just like the PACE rate development, follows the same basic steps as rate 

development for more standard Medicaid populations, listed in detail in Aon's response to SOW 1. As stated in that 
response, Aon has considerable experience gathering. completing, and adjusting base data to develop PMPM costs, 
developing models to account for program changes and determine appropriate trend and non-claim loads to determine 
appropriate capitation rate levels by rate cell and communicating these actions in a manner that minimizes CMS question 

of certifications. 

Detailed Project Work Plan and Technical Considerations 
However, setting rates for Tennessee's LTSS population, just like those for Nebraska's PACE population, requires 
additional considerations of State goals. data limitations. and methodologies. For example, Aon has developed 
customized methods to identify and correct for the inconsistencies inherent in some forms of L TSS data. Additionally, Aon 
has developed methods that incentivizes lower levels of care to the MCOs (providing home and community based 
services (HCBS} instead of Nursing facility seivices}, where appropriate, similar to the general goal of the PACE program. 
In doing so, Aon has balanced historical trends in site of service utilization with reasonable efficiency goals for each MCO. 

In developing the L TSS rates for Tennessee, Aon prepares historical PMPM and trend analyses and projections that 
incorporate cost completion and program changes. Written reports are delivered to the State to communicate general 
trends. A similar process would be natural to adopt to draft written reports to Nebraska detailing the development of UPLs. 

Currently, the L TSS rates for Tennessee are developed based directly from encounter data, but development of PACE 

rates based off UPLs would be natural for our team. 

The development of trend assumptions and incorporation of costs made outside of the FFS claims system, as well as risk, 
case mix, and service area adjustments are alt competencies Aon has developed after years of performing similar work 

for current clients. 

Deliverables and Due Dates 
Aon takes pride in developing actuarial certification letters that are tailored to CMS' Medicaid Managed Care Rate Setting 
Guidance and anticipate CMS questions and concerns so that follow up questions from CMS are minimized. Our team 
shall undertake to do the same with the actuarial certification of the PACE rates, which require additional explanation, 

considerations, and exhibits. 
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H. SOW 5 - 1115 Waiver Development and Submission 

Understanding of the Project Requirements 

The process of designing 1115 waiver and developing the supporting documentation for application submission is 
complex. can be confusing, and often is iterative. Demonstration waivers are flexible in design, yet subject to broad 
discretion from CMS resulting in lengthy negotiation process and rigorous terms and conditions. In addition to the 
oversight terms, ACA outlined public process and transparency requirements, which entail broad stakeholder 
engagement. proper notices, and negotiations with various provider and advocacy groups. 

Currently, Nebraska operates waivers under the authority of 1915 section. Aon understands that Nebraska is seeking to 
evaluate new delivery designs, including but not limited to the opioid use disorder and substance use disorder (OUD/SUD} 
services. CMS has granted such additional flexibilities for OUD/SUD per the State Medicaid Director letter SMD # 17-003. 
Aon will prepare the necessary 1115 waiver documentation and budget neutrality analysis and work with the State to 

submit requests to CMS, modify the requests if necessary, and obtain approval of the change. 

Aon's Proposed Development Approach 

A well-prepared waiver application or amendment that features clear and accurate descriptions of the program, 
accompanied by comprehensive financial analysis, will reduce the number of questions CMS may have for the State. 
Nonetheless, there will be some questions and requests for clarifications from CMS staff. Aon will assist the Department 
in any way necessary to respond quickly to requests from CMS regional and central offices. Our team will draft responses 
to CMS questions and participate in meetings or conference calls with the federal officials as needed. Aon has a long and 

successful history working with CMS and Office of the Chief Actuary on behalf of states. 

The Aon team will support any drafting or evaluation of a waiver that addresses the minimum areas below as well as any 

additional items required: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Developing of 1115 design and strategy; 

Conducting policy research and informing policy decisions; 

Identifying provisions of the federal law that Nebraska seeks to waive or new policy options to implement; 

Assuring compliance with CMS State Medicaid Director letter SMD # 17-003 for Strategies to Address the Opioid 

Epidemic; 

Assuring compliance with 42 CFR 431.412 and 42 CFR 431.408; 

Addressing CMS goals and milestones as required for the OUD/SUD initiative; 

Developing a timeline, including ongoing budget evaluation; 

Providing actuarial certifications, budget neutrality and economic analysis; 

Addressing public comments and tribal consultations; 

Analyzing waiver application's impact on existing programs; and 

Planning for required reports and monitoring . 
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Detailed Project Work Plan and Technical Considerations 

Federal Authority and Design 

1115 waiver authority can be used for many purposes and have various designs. Demonstration waivers are used to 
explore delivery systems, test cost-sharing and eligibility strategies. modify coverage or to integrate 1915 waiver services. 

Latest policy developments from CMS suggested testing personal financial responsibility incentives, like work 
requirements and premiums beyond federal limits for Medicaid. As a separate subject of concern to the national opioid 
crisis, CMS proposed a more streamlined approach for the substance abuse treatment demonstration opportunities. 
Through this new CMS initiative, states now have an opportunity to receive FFP for services that treat addiction to opioids 
or other substances, including services provided to Medicaid enrollees residing in residential treatment facilities or 
institutions for mental diseases (IMDs). Normally, IMDs are excluded from the FFP up to 15 days stay but CMS allows 
funds that are not ordinarily matchable. Aon has been working with our state clients since 2016 to implement IMD 
payment changes based on the federal rule. We are prepared to assist Nebraska with application and implementation of 
the core requirements and six milestones tor the OUD/SUD waiver. Aon will produce all necessary analysis and data 
review to assist with early stages of design as well as the implementation plan. 

Public Comments 

The state must assure a meaningful public comment period and input opportunities. In doing so, the state must provide a 
30-day public notice and comment period with a clear description of the reforms proposed, public hearings held and web 
site published. In addition, a 30-day federal public comment period is required with no federal decision taking place at 
least 45 days after the receipt of the application by CMS. Aon will assist the Department with production of the materials 
for public notice, any hearings participation as requested, and refining final waiver application based on the public 

feedback received. 

Stakeholder Engagement 

Reforms and initiatives do not operate in isolation and, therefore, must be considered in the social, political, and economic 
context in which they operate. Aon will assure that the waiver process and evaluation are designed to allow for active 

participation from stakeholders. Sufficient time will be allocated to allow for stakeholders to review the appropriate 
materials and providing feedback that can be incorporated into implementation and evaluation documents. Aon will work 
collaboratively with the managed care organizations. providers, tribal representatives, legislators. CMS and state staff to 
ensure that the vision of the 1115 waiver is realized. Because our team brings expertise on both the government and 
commercial systems, our staff experience encompasses both policy and operations experience that will greatly assist 
during the waiver implementation and evaluation process. Our staff members have conducted multiple readiness reviews. 
drafted stakeholder communication plans, corrective actions plans, negotiated terms and conditions with CMS and 
translated waiver requirements to the stakeholder groups. Our team is committed to understanding and integrating 

stakeholder feedback in our consulting process. 

Budget neutrality 

One of the most critical elements of 1115 waivers is calculating and evaluating budget neutrality. Aon is knowledgeable of 
various budget neutrality models including the per capita method, the aggregate method, cost diversion or cost 
effectiveness model, and a pass-through model as well as the recent 2016 CMS changes to the budget neutrality 
methodology adjustments and rigorous requirements for the demonstrations on services in IMDs. Aon will assist state 
officials with understanding the complex budget neutrality compliance and evaluation with the current waiver. In case of 
the waiver amendments, Aon will help detennine which model will best represent the state's future proposals. 

Implementation, reporting, compliance 

While flexible, 1115 demonstrations are designed to serve a research purpose. As a part of demonstration. the state will 
have to comply with numerous CMS terms and conditions. in addition to those SSA provisions that are not waived. Part of 
the compliance effort is ongoing monitoring and reporting with periodic public input. Aon will assist the state with the 
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development of the evaluation strategy, monitoring efforts and quarterly and annual reports to CMS, incl~ding financial 

data and any audits. 

In addition to the standard 1115 and 1915 waiver processes, some of the analysis and valuation of the program costs that 

the Aon Team has recently provided to various State Medicaid agencies include: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Integrating 1915(b) and (c) waivers under 1115 waiver design (KS}; 

Calculating impact of the various 1115 waiver initiatives (KS. KY); 

Evaluating IMD costs (KS, KY. GA, TN); 

Modeling per capita caps and block grant impacts (GA}; 

Developing special payment methods for the Mega-Rule provisions (KS, KY. GA, TN); 

Designing a payment methodology for a Care Coordination and Medical Home programs (TN); 

Developing state budget savings estimates and preparing budget projections for entire Medicaid programs (KS, KY, 

GA, TN}; 

Modeling cost-sharing options for various populations (KS, KY, WV); 

Analyzing the impact of federal and state health care legislation for various clients; 

Developing non-capitation reimbursement arrangements, such as ASOs, to cover small and unique populations (such 

as IDD) for both medical and non-medical services (KS}; 

Evaluating pass-through payments that are made to MCOs outside of capitation (KS, KY, GA, TN); 

Advising on the cost and benefits of carving in or carving out pharmacy services from managed care and the impact 

of PBM-MCO relationships (WV); 

Conducting feasibility studies of a particular initiative; 

Completing research and analysis of a complete array of health care issues . 

Deliverables and Due Dates 
Aon will work with the Department to plan the entire waiver development process from concept paper design, public 

communication, CMS submission and negotiations to monitoring and reports. 
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I. SOW 6- Dental Capitation Rate Setting 

Understanding of the Project Requirements 

While the major steps described in Aon's response to SOW 1 address generally the calculations required to determine 
actuarial sound rates for dental benefits managed care plan, our actuaries, based on experience, realize that certain 
aspects will differ for dental plans. For example: dental claims wiil have a unique completion pattern; unique benefit 
categories like orthodontia and the impact of banding on benefit payment; trend assumptions will be different than medical 
trend assumptions; dental administrative costs will be lower than medical administrative costs; and the dental vendors will 
likely be different entities than the medical MCOs. 

Aon's understanding is that the Department is currently contracted with MCNA Dental to administer dental benefits for 
eligible children and adults enrolled in the Nebraska Medicaid Dental program. Those benefits range from those that are 
preventive and diagnostic in nature (i.e., dental cleanings, exams, x-rays) to those that are on the therapeutic end of the 
spectrum of dental services {i.e., filings, root canals, dental emergencies). 

Aon's Proposed Development Approach 

Below we describe our general method, for developing actuarially sound dental capitation rates for programs similar to 
Nebraska's, which conforms to applicable actuarial standards of practice. CMS Medicaid Managed care capitation rate 
development guide, and applicable provisions including 42 CFR 438.4-438.5 in Medicaid and the Children's Health 
Insurance Program (CHIP) Managed Care Final Rule. The method will be revised or modified as needed as we learn 
more about the programs, what data is available, and as the programs are further developed or modified by the State. 

We recognize that Department staff may be at various levels of understanding regarding the rate setting process including 
the actuarial processes and standards that form the foundation of actuarial practice. It is with this knowledge that we will 
consistently strive to ensure all State participants comprehend the discussion topics and are comfortable asking clarifying 
questions. Without hesitation, if needed, Aon would be more than happy to provide scheduled in-depth training. 

As with capitation rate setting for medical plans, dental capitation rate setting is generally composed of five main tasks as 
shown in the following Gantt chart. 

1.2 Data Collection 
1.2 Data Validation 

1.3 Assign rate cells and service 
categories to the validated data 

1.4 Develop base data adjustments 

1.5 Produce Base Databook and Report 
1.5 Rates Kickoff Meeting with MCOs 

2 Actuarial Assumption Development 

3 Draft Rate Development 

4 Final Rate Development 

5 Ongoing Support 
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Detailed Project Work Plan and Technical Considerations 
Aon has an established approach for project management. After the project starts, Aon sets up regular meetings, typically 
weekly, between the state team and your Aon team. The purpose of these meetings is to discuss parameters, priorities, 

methodology, timelines. and ongoing results of the dental capitation rate setting cycle. For each regular meeting, Aon 
provides meeting agendas as well as other reports and documentation requested by the Department and follows up with 
meeting notes after the meeting. To manage the timeline of complex projects like dental benefits rate setting, Aon works 
with the Department team to establish appropriate project timelines and key tasks as a management tool to interactively 

track and continually improve our progress and ensure on-time delivery of rates. 

We maintain local training programs at all staff levels to ensure that all employees possess updated knowledge and skills 
that conform to current regulations. We also hold regular in-house practice meetings for our staff. Many of our consultants 

also attend national professional conferences and seminars. 

Major step 1: Base Data Development 
A critical part of developing dental capitation rates is base data development. Ensuring that we have quality base data 
available to develop rates will require rigorous data validation and extensive communication between Aon and applicable 
stakeholders including dental management organization (OMO), so we anticipate this will be a very interactive process. 
Fortunately, Aon has an established data collection and validation process to help identify and produce the best data 

available for rate setting in an efficient and budget effective manner to the State. 

Detailed steps included in this major step include: 

1.2. Identify data needs 

The primary data sources, used as base data for capitation rate development. include: 

• FF$ data for unmanaged populations 

• Encounter data and, where necessary, further OMO claim data for managed populations 

• Financial data for managed populations 

Based on the start dates of these programs, we would expect to collect financial and encounter data at a minimum as a 
primary data source to develop appropriate base data for each program's future rate development. 

1.2 Collect and validate the needed data 

Aon will develop data requests for the State and DMO(s) after the data needs are determined. For FFS data and 
encounter data requests, we will specify the incurred periods, paid through periods, and data fields needed for base data 
development. For financial data, we will develop customized financial data templates for all DMO(s) to report data 
consistently in a prescribed manner. Detailed data instructions will be provided as well to data providers. 

While encounter data is a critical element in setting capitation rates and understanding cost and utilization trends within a 
Medicaid population, encounter data alone cannot provide a complete picture of the financial standing of a Medicaid 
dental managed care program. Encounter data needs to be supplemented and cross-validated with DMO financial reports 
and filings. To this end, Aon works with DMOs to collect needed data elements with sufficient granularity to allow proper 
analysis. Aon also acquires OMO filings (i.e. NAIC filings) to provide another view of the OMO data. 

With input from our state counterparts, Aon develops an MS Excel workbook to serve as the OMO reconciliation template 

(DRT). Line items typically captured in the ORT are membership and revenue by aid category. claim expense by aid 
category and service level. non-system and sub-capitation expense, IBNR (incurred but not reported) expense by service 
category, and administrative costs by functional category. Each of these data elements is collected by incurred month 
(usually for 36 months) and by geographic reporting regions. Space is incorporated into the template so that OMO can 

document abnormalities related to their data and/or provide greater detail if they so deem necessary. 

AON 
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Once the template is created, we will prepare instructions to accompany the template that the DMO will use to populate 
the template appropriately. The instructions also serve to document the necessity of certain data elements per federal 

regulation or DMO contracts. 

Our state counterpart will perform a final review of the DRT prior to distribution to the DMOs. 

The State will normally distribute the DRT to the DMO(s) with a request to return the populated DRT and other requested 
items within two to three weeks. 

The DRT will include a requirement that the OMO submit a signed attestation that the DRT data is appropriate and 
accurate. An officer of the DMO- typically the chief financial officer {CFO) or chief actuary- should provide the signature. 

In addition to the ORT. the DMOs should submit copies of their audited financial statements (typically the last three years 

of statements). These statements will initially serve to reconcile the populated DRTs. 

Sometimes DMOs will have follow up questions about the DRT. or need reminders about the submission deadline. Aon is 
prepared to deal with these instances. 

The frequency with which Aon will request that the OMO(s) repopulate the ORT (e.g. quarterly, annually} will depend on 
the desired use of the DRT data (e.g., dental rate setting. tracking developing populations, monitoring DMO financial 

status, etc.). 

As DMOs return the populated DRTs, Aon reviews them for completeness. Additionally, we reconcile the ORT data with 
the DMO financial statements. Based on these reviews and reconciliations, questions arise that need to be addressed by 

the DMO. 

These questions can range from a confirmation that two data elements are mutually exclusive (no double counting} to 
seeking understanding about abnormal patterns in the administrative expenses. Aon will compile these questions, and 
work with the state and the DMOs to receive appropriate responses to ensure the integrity of the data collected. This 

could be an iterative process, and typically will happen independently with each DMO. 

Once a comfort level with the DRT data is achieved, the data can be used for various purposes. If the desire is to use the 
data in the dental rate setting process, summaries are created to compare the DRT data to the encounter data set, and 
identify differences between the two. If the desire is to develop a loss ratio analysis. the components are available to not 
only calculate the loss ratio (the percent of revenue used to pay dental claims). but also the administrative loss ratio (the 
percent of revenue used to cover the DMOs administrative costs) and underwriting ratio (the amount of revenue the OMO 
would retain for profit and risk). Having the DRT data set available also facilitates answering ad hoc questions and 

requests in a timelier fashion. 

As mentioned above, ORT updates could be requested quarterly from the DMOs. Another option would be to acquire 
OMO financial reports from the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC} website. OMO will typically 

submit quarterly fillings with the NAIC, which will in tum make these filling available for download. 

One caution with using quarterly claim data, whether obtained through the DRT, the NAIC, or elsewhere, is that quarterly 
estimates of IBNR (used to provide a complete picture of claim expense prior to all claims being processed and paid) will 
change over time as we become further removed from the incurred period. Also, year-end IBNR estimates are typically 
scrutinized by the actuary more than are monthly and quarterly IBNR estimates. Another source of data to consider is 

provider cost reports, which Aon is adept at collecting and analyzing. 

Please note that Aon's data team today intakes. manipulates and analyzes FFS and encounter data using relational 
database software primarily via Structured Query Language (SOL) technologies for our clients. This structure allows the 
Aon data team to in-file data in nearly any form which provides ideal flexibility working with the various types of Medicaid 
data that Nebraska has available to Aon to work with. The claim data we collect include: institutional claims, physician 
claims, pharmacy claims, mental health claims, L TSS claims and other ancillary service claims. Our data team is made up 
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of experts with intimate familiarity with all types of detailed claim and enrollment data. They are also highly experienced in 
identifying and resolving data issues effectively and efficiently in appropriate consultation with all stakeholders. 

After receiving relevant data, the Aon team validates it for accuracy, completeness, and consistency, keeping in mind all 
CMS guidance, Medicaid department requirements, and actuarial standards of practice. Aon Medicaid actuaries and 
related Medicaid data resources adhere to a strict approach to data validation. All collected data require validation and 
signoff for completeness, accuracy and integrity at the data element level. FF$ data and encounter data will primarily be 
validated by our data team with the actuarial team's guidance. Financial data will be validated by the actuarial team. 

Encounter data, DMO submitted claim data, and financial data are compared against each other to identify any potential 
gaps or inconsistencies. The validation process is an iterative process between the Aon Medicaid team, the State, and 
data providers. If data issues are identified during validation, a meeting with the State and data providers is held to 
determine a corrective action plan or actions required to remedy any data issues. 

1.3 Assign rate cells (or dental benefit manager cohorts) and service categories to the 
validated data 

The Aon data team will apply the rate cell assignment logic and service category bucketing logic to summarize the 
validated data in a structure consistent with the rate cells used by each program. The coding logic for rate cell 
assignments and service category bucketing will be discussed and confirmed by the State. In this step, the validated data 
will be summarized as unadjusted base data by region, rate cell, and service category. 

1.4 Develop base data adjustments 

In this step, a series of calculations will be performed to develop the appropriate base data adjustments when applicable 
to the unadjusted base data. Typical adjustments needed for raw base data include: 

• Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) factors to reflect the incurred but not paid claims 

• Under-reported encounters or claims 

Payments made outside the encounter system 

Settlement payments made outside the FFS data system 

Applicable pass through lump sum payments paid to specific providers 

Removal of costs for value-added services 

Other adjustments may be needed if there is a rate cell structure change or benefit addition or removal. The goal of base 
data adjustment is to develop a base data representative of the covered benefits and covered population in the contract 

period. 

1.5 Produce base databook and report 

The various data adjustments will then be applied to the unadjusted base data in Aon's customized base databook model 
to develop the final base data for rate development. Aon will deliver the base databook and its corresponding report 
documenting the data sources and adjustments to the State as an interim deliverable for rate development. The State can 
also decide whether it is beneficial for the rate development process to share this base databook and its report with 

participating DMOs. 
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Major step 2: Actuarial Assumptions Development 
There are five major types of actuarial assumptions needed for rate development: 

• Trend factors 

• Incremental managed care savings factors 

• Program change factors 

• For applicable populations, appropriate mix assumptions 

For example, within blended Long Term Services and Support (LTSSJ rates, include mix assumptions for 
Nursing Home (NH) versus Home and Community Based Services (HCBS) 

• Risk scores for rate risk adjustment 

Trend Factors 

Trend factors are used to project the base data to the contract period to estimate the impact of cost inflation, dental 
provider practice changes and member utilization changes. The Aon actuarial team has extensive expertise with dental 
rate setting trend development. Our general approach is to derive the data driven trend when credible dental managed 
care data is available. Absent the availability of credible dental managed care data, Aon relies on collected trend studies 

and other states' comparable experience for trend development. 

Recognizing that trend analysis approaches vary by service categories (for example, preventative trend differs from 
orthodontia trend in terms of cost drivers), purposes of trend use, and availability of data for trend analysis, the following is 
Aon's standard approach. Our approach includes a combination of quantitative detailed data analysis and qualitative 
characteristics involving research of industry wide-trend forces along with understanding market specific dynamics and 

trend drivers. 

Aon will typically hold meetings with the State team to clarify the scope of trend analysis and understand the intended 
trend uses. Trend analysis can be done at very high level, which is typical for budget forecast purposes. It can also be 
done at a very detailed level, which is typical for rate setting purposes. There are also cases where both the actuarial 
team and the State team will need to work together to determine the appropriate scope of the trend analysis based on its 
intended use or stakeholder/audience understanding. This step wilt help the State to get the trend analysis in an efficient 

and cost-effective manner. 

In general, at least four years of historical claim data and enrollment data will be collected for quantitative trend analysis. 
Using multiple years of data is appropriate because variations in the data such as changes in both demographic and 
service mix can be accounted for along with seasonal variation in claim experience. The Aon actuarial team will work with 
Nebraska on determining the FFS and managed care data that is most applicable to the analysis. There are different 
quantitative trend analysis approaches which require different levels of data detail. For example, trend analysis using a 
regression method only requires monthly claim data and enrollment data summarized by major service category and 
major population group while trend analysis using a claim level re-pricing approach method requires claim details at 
procedure code level or provider level. The re-pricing method is typically preferred for service categories with known fee 
schedules and reimbursement formulas such as nursing home services. This allows the data to be normalized for 
changes that have occurred over time and ensure that program changes and major demographic mixes do not add 'noise' 

to the data. 

Unlike data needs for a quantitative approach. qualitative approaches usually require literature review of relevant trend 
studies performed by research entities, governmental entities, professional organizations, or businesses. Typical trend 

studies available to the public include: 

• CMS reports on Medicaid cost and enrollment projection and 

• Other relevant sources, depending on population, service, and purpose. 
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The Aon team also has exclusive access to our robust proprietary national trend studies and cost projection trend 

guidelines. 

Regression is a powerful statistical tool for trend analysis and is commonly used by health actuaries. Aon typically applies 
a regression method to detailed claim data when available to produce the data driven trends. Please note that it is Aon's 
standard procedure to conduct a series of data preparation work before they are used for regression analysis. Such 

preparations include: 

• Completion of monthly claim data for IBNR 

• Normalization of completed data for monthly rate cell and region mix differences, and 

• Further normalization of the data for interim program changes with material impact to the observed utilization and unit 

cost trend 

During the regression analysis, various statistics will be used to assess the statistical significance of the regressed trends. 
For example, p-value is often set at 5% as the threshold to determine whether the regressed trend is statistically 

significant or likely a random variation. 

While a quantitative approach reflects the scientific aspect of trend modeling, we also apply a qualitative approach to 
recognize the artistic aspect of sound trend development. Based on collected national and state-specific trend studies and 
their knowledge of the program, the senior actuaries on the team will develop "expert" trends based on our collective 

actuarial judgment. This may include reports from: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Aon's own National Trend Council 

CMS Office of the Actuary 

National Dental Expenditure data 

State Health Care Spending on Medicaid from Pew Charitable Trusts, and 

• Reports from associations (including Medicaid subgroups that our actuaries belong to} and DMOs . 

Such expert trends are impor1ant to validate the reasonableness of the data driven trends and sometime become the 

single source of trends when quality data is not available to produce data driven trends. 

Next, data driven trends and expert trends are compared to each other to determine the best preliminary trend for the 
Department's review. Large differences between the two approaches are investigated to understand the reasons behind 
those differences. If there is no error found in both approaches, a weighted average of the two trend values may be used 
to set preliminary trend assumptions. Alternatively, a range of trends can be recommended. Based on our experience, any 
large variance between data driven trends and expert trend assumptions are often driven by data issues uncovered in the 

base data used for quantitative trend analysis. 

In communicating trend results with the Department, Aon will typically hold a meeting to walk through the major 
components of our trend analysis and share key findings with Department staff to ensure the ultimate user has a full 
understanding of how the trends have been developed. Aon is proud of our transparency with to our clients regarding 
actuarial services including artistic trend development. We believe that such transparency is critical and mutually 
beneficial to both the actuarial team and the Department. One benefit is that the State team will have an opportunity to 
learn actuarial data analytic and solving problem techniques and therefore become more informed users of the trend 
results. A second benefit is that the actuarial team learns from the State team's unique perspective and knowledge about 

program-specific trend drivers. 

After communicating preliminary trend results, we expect the Department's team to provide their comments and input, 
which the actuarial team will review and incorporate into final trend determinations. The goal of this step is to ensure that 
final trends are set to reflect all available ar:id relevant information, and the perspectives that both Aon's actuarial team 
and the State's team have. Aon will then develop a summary report that documents our approach for trend development 
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as well as the data sources used. This will outline specific base data adjustments that are used and which supplemental 
data sources are most valuable. 

Incremental Managed Care Savings Factors 

Incremental managed care savings factors are developed to reflect the expected ongoing improvement of managed care 
efforts leading to incremental cost savings to the program. For programs recently implemented, in which FFS data is used 
as the base for rate development, material managed care savings factors are usually needed and developed. Where more 
specific in-state data is not available, these factors are usually based on our experience with other states' manage care 
savings programs. For programs having a longer established history, which rely on managed care data as the basis for 
rate development, a moderate level of managed care savings is expected. In determining incremental managed care 
savings, comparative efficiency analysis among participating plans with specific efficiency benchmarks are used. 
Analyses of these benchmarks are performed to identify improvement areas and quantify an appropriate range of 
incremental managed care savings for the programs. 

Program Change Factors 

Program change factors are typically treated as separate factors from trend to explicitly quantify the impact of one-time 
program adjustments. Such changes include the addition or removal of specific benefits, reimbursement approach 
changes for certain providers, member enrollment process changes, managed care contractual changes, and additional 
CMS compliance requirements. In developing program change factors, Aon collects all program change information from 
the State and uses relevant experience data to quantify the financial impact on the program. In most cases, the 
appropriate approach is to develop factors at the region, rate cell and service category level to ensure that the developed 
rates at each level are actuarially sound. 

Risk Adjustment 

For dental managed care programs with risk adjusted rates. risk scores are calculated under specific risk adjustment 
approaches. Aon is experienced with various types of episodic-grouper risk adjustment software packages, including 
UCSD's Chronic Illness and Disability Payment System {CDPS+MedRx) and Johns Hopkins Adjusted Clinical Groups 
(ACG). Aon has successfully advised states on design and implementation of risk adjustment approaches for both acute 
care populations and long term care populations. Recently. Aon worked with the State of Georgia and participating 
Medicaid managed care plans to implement a risk adjustment process for its core managed care program. Aon's data and 
actuarial team successfully managed requests from the plan and came to an agreed-upon methodology that satisfies the 

State's budget neutrality needs as well as the plans' concerns over budgeting and timing. If requested, Aon is ready to 
review and revise the State's existing risk adjustment approach for dental benefits or develop brand new approaches for 

programs with no previous risk adjustment. 

The structure below describes Aon's current approach in calculated risk adjusted rates using CDPS+Rx for medical 
benefits. The methodology would be similar for dental benefits and if other software was used instead of CDPS+Rx. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Identify Data Needs (Data 
Request} 

Calibration of weights 

Application of risk adjustment 

Internal peer review 

Communication and monitoring 
of results 
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Risk Adjustment Task 1: Identification of data needs, selection of risk adjustment model. and 
development of assumptions 

Aon recognizes that some risk adjustment methodologies are functioning well, requiring no major changes. However, for 
Medicaid programs that require risk adjustment implementation, recognizing different populations may require different 
risk adjustment approaches based on program specific needs. Aon will work with the Department to design the optimal 
risk adjustment approach for the given population. We will then identify data elements needed to apply risk adjustment. 

and discuss the results with the Department. Aon will first determine the base period used to score members, and the 
membership period used to attach risk scores from the scoring period. Once the Department and Aon agree on an 
approach, Aon will request encounter data and eligibility data to kick off the risk adjustment process. 

Assumptions will be discussed with the Department before settling on a final methodology. Assumptions may include: 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

The risk adjustment model used 

Category of service exclusions 

Eligibility exclusions 

Supplemental data allowance 

Number of diagnosis codes allowed 

Ordering of diagnosis codes 

Concurrent versus prospective weight development 

• 

• 

State-based versus national-based weights {may depend on strength of available encounter or claim data) 

Minimum eligibility requirements 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Unscored members 

Rate cell versus Category of Aid scoring 

Limitations on the percentage impact, and 

Risk adjustment of non-medical cost, where appropriate 

While not listed as a major assumption for rate development, the final rates also need to be adjusted for any quality 
withhold provisions. As part of the recent 'Mega Rule' regulations from CMS, States' actuaries can now forecast how 
much of a withhold an MCO would earn back, and therefore how many of the measures a plan is expected to reasonably 
achieve in a rating period. Recently, Aon has hands-on experience working with the State of Georgia on developing 
withholds fora sub-set of their Medicaid capitation rates. 

Risk Adjustment Task 2: Calibration of weights 

The Department may choose to use national weights or local weights in the application of risk adjustment. For example, 
the CDPS+Rx software includes weights that are calculated based off of data that spans multiple states. National weights 
may be used when there is not enough relevant experience to develop local weights. However, if it is determined that 

national weights are not suitable for Nebraska's Medicaid populations, Aon will calculate local weights based off 
Nebraska's own encounter data. 

Aon will also help the Department assess whether concurrent or prospective weights are more suitable for the population 
in question. Prospective weights are developed by regressing one year's conditions on a subsequent year's costs, tend to 
capture more chronic conditions, and are associated with individual-based payments. Concurrent weights are developed 
by regressing one year's conditions on the same year's costs. have better predictive power, and are associated with 
aggregate-based payments. Each method presents its own advantages, and because every population's situation is 
different, Aon will help the Department assess and select the weighting approach that is most appropriate for the situation. 
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Risk Adjustment Task 3: Application of risk adjustment 

While the development of risk adjustment factors is actuarial in nature, the implementation is heavily data driven, which 
results in a need for an integrated understanding of both the data elements and the actuarial assumptions to most 

accurately develop risk adjusted rates. 

Aon's Medicaid staff offers the unique advantage of having a very tight-knit team of actuaries and data consultants who 
work hand-in-hand to complete all areas within the rate setting and financial management process. Risk adjustment is no 

exception to our standard. 

The first step in calculating risk adjusted rates is to filter the data down to the categories of services and eligible 
individuals applicable for risk adjustment. Once this step is complete, the data is formatted for the grouper and run 
through the risk adjustment model. For example, with CDPS+Rx this involves categorizing diagnosis codes and national 
drug codes into classification systems, and ultimately outputting member level risk scores. The process leading up to the 

development of member level risk scores is technical and nuanced in nature. It is essential that actuaries and data 
consultants work together to ensure that the intended designs are captured in the modeling. 

Member level risk scores are then placed into Excel, where further modeling is done. The methods will vary depending on 
the assumptions, but all methods should yield results that are budget neutral to the state. Task 1 includes a list of 

additional assumptions that may be taken into consideration here. 

Risk Adjustment Task 4: Internal peer review 

All deliverables that goes out to external stakeholders follow Aon's robust peer review process, where results are 
reviewed both for technical accuracy and overall reasonableness. All elements and results of risk adjustment will be peer 

reviewed before delivery to the Department. 

Risk Adjustment Task 5: Communication and continued monitoring of results 

Once risk adjusted rates are finalized, results will be delivered to the Department. As determined appropriate by the 
Department, Aon and the Department will concurrently share the results with the MCOs and upon discussion and 

agreement, Aon can make final modifications where warranted. 

Depending on the population and the program structure, Aon may revise risk adjusted rates on an annual, semi-annual, or 
even quarterly basis. 

Major step 3: Rate Development and Communication 
After we have completed the development of base data and actuarial assumptions, our next step is to construct 
customized actuarial model for rate calculation. In general, the actuarial rate models consist of input tabs and calculation 
tabs. Recognizing quick turnaround is often required when changes need to be made to base data or assumptions, we 
build automatic features within the customized model to allow for quick rate updates when changes are needed for base 
data or assumptions, while at the same time ensuring very high-quality results through both automated and (where 

necessary) manual peer review formula checks. 

The following is brief description of the inputs tabs and calculation tabs in our rate models: 

• Inputs tabs: 

Base Data Inputs 

Actuarial Assumption Inputs 

• Calculation tabs: 

Benefit Cost Projections 
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Non-Benefit Cost Projections 

Risk Neutral Rates 

Selection of Risk Neutral Payment Rates 

Proposed Risk Adjusted Rates 

Fiscal impact to the State and DMOs for the rate changes from previous payment rates 

Calculation tabs are constructed to be formula driven. They look up values from input tabs and perfonn all needed 
calculations automatically in the projection tabs to produce rates. Aon then assists the Department in selecting the risk 
neutral payment rates to ensure payment rate actuarial soundness. As appropriate, the selected risk neutral rates also will 
be compared to any applicable benchmark plans, and adjusted as needed to maintain actuarial equivalence with such 
benchmark plans. The selected risk neutral payments rates are then used to calculate risk adjusted payment rates, where 
applicable, for each DMO using their own risk scores calculated for the appropriate contract period. Finally, the risk 
adjusted payment rates are compared to previous payment rates to calculate the revenue impact to the DMOs and fiscal 
impact to the State. Please note that all formulas and calculation mechanics built into the model go through Aon's robust 
peer review process, which includes both technical checking and consultative review processes to ensure error-free rate 
calculation and high-quality results. This peer review process is mandatory for all of Aon's actuarial work and provides a 
strong quality control mechanism resulting in Aon's Medicaid practice having a history of exceptionally high-quality work. 

The calculated rates are then communicated to the Department and, upon Department review and decision. to the DMOs. 
To facilitate communication with appropriate stakeholders, Aon typically prepares the following meeting materials for the 

State and the DMOs: 

• Materials for the State: 

Rate exhibits with proposed rates for all DMOs 

Rate development presentations 

• Materials for the DMOs: 

Rate exhibits with plan specific rates 

Rate development presentations 

To reflect appropriate transparency of the rate setting process in accordance with applicable actuarial standards of 
practice (ASOPs), CMS checklists and rate setting guidance, and as required by the Department. rate exhibits generally 
include all data, assumptions, and calculation steps necessary to allow users to replicate rate calculation from base data 
to payment rates. Rate development presentations are technically a simplified actuarial rate report. It describes the base 
data choice, itemized base data adjustments, each actuarial assumption, data and methodology used to develop each 
assumption, and resulting rates according to the documentation requirements as established in applicable CMS Medicaid 
managed care capitation rate development guidance. 

We generally have rate meetings first with the Department either in person or via conference call, and then with the DMOs 
and the Department together through on-site meetings. Any remaining issues beyond previously anticipated concerns, 
that may be identified during rate meetings with the Department are addressed before final materials are sent to the 
DMOs prior to an on-site combined Department and DMO rate meeting. 

The Aon team is prepared to answer anticipated questions from DMOs that arise during the on-site rate meeting. For any 
outstanding questions posted by DMOs during the meeting (or upon Department discretion. after the meeting), Aon 
prepares written responses for the Department to share with the DMOs. If any inconsistencies in the use of data or 
assumption development surfaces during the OMO meeting, we discuss the new information with the Department and 
determine if any revisions to the initial rates would be appropriate to reflect the new information. 
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Major step 4: Prepare Final Rate Package 

Once the Department agrees that rates are final, Aon prepares a final rate package in electronic format for the 

Department. The final rate package is then submitted to CMS for review and approval. CMS may have questions related 

to the rate setting process and certifications; as needed, Aon will assist the Department in answering any questions. 

Based on Department decisions, the rate certification is often the main document or narrative included in final rate 

packages. lt includes a detailed description of the rate development process consisting of data, assumptions, 

methodologies and results. It also includes a detailed rate exhibit as an appendix which allows the reviewer to replicate 

the entire calculation from base data to payment rates. To facilitate CMS rate review, our rate certifications are structured 

to exactly align with the applicable CMS rate development guide. 

Other documents included in final rate packages can be plan specific payment rate schedules for contracting purposes, 

payment rate spreadsheets to load into the state's capitation payment system, and any other needed calculations based 

on the final rates. 

As part of final rate package, we also provide all other relevant reports, data sets, documents and analysis used in setting 

the capitation rates as requested by the Department to meet the State's documentation requirements. 

Additionally. our rate setting models are developed to not only produce individual rates for each rate cell, but also rate 

ranges should the need arise. 

Major step 5: Ongoing Support 

Since 2015, CMS has started a formal rate review process for all Medicaid managed care capitation rates. Aon will assist 
the Department in responding to all rate review questions from CMS until the rate approval. Thanks to our transparent 

approach on dental rate development and detailed documentation included in our rate certifications, the rate approval 
process has been very smooth for all of our Medicaid clients. To date, Aon's experience has been excellent, ultimately 
resulting in 100% CMS approval for all of our Aon Medicaid Practice's submitted rate certifications. Additionally, 

CMS has approved every Aon submitted certification amendment required by relevant program changes in the middle of a 

contract year. 

The above represents our standard steps, and outlines what Aon expects to follow when building actuarially sound rates 

for Nebraska's comprehensive Medicaid programs. We will adjust where necessary as we integrate with the Department's 

unique requirements. Aon has a deep appreciation for the fact that every State program is different and requires additional 

protocols. 

We look forward to discussing the above detailed description of our actuarial work process and methodology for rate 

development. Our approach highlights Aon·s attention to detail and our collaborative approach to actuarial modeling. Our 

actuaries, data analysts and policy consultants have significant expertise in this area. To augment our expertise, we will 
rely on the knowledge and insight of the Department relative to your programs, covered members an<;! cost drivers as we 

become trusted advisors and subject matter experts for the State of Nebraska. 

Aon is prpactive in refining our rate setting methodology to meet evolving state and federal requirements, and promoting 

partnership among all stakeholders. We are responsive to the needs of all stakeholders and remain alert to changes in the 

capitation dental rate development environment. Being responsive to program needs. we promote a partnership between 

the State and the DMOs that allow Medicaid programs to thrive. Being alert to environmental changes, we can build our 

credibility with CMS and make the rating approval process easier and quicker for our States. 
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Ongoing Quality Control and Project Management 
Aon's approach to quality is incorporated in our client service model, which embodies our commitment to providing clients 
with performance satisfaction aligned with their expectations. This quality assurance program consists of established 
professional standards that enable us to meet and exceed these expectations. Aon's client service model provides the: 

• Discipline, support tools and measurements needed to achieve quality 

• Structure for setting performance metrics in concert with our clients 

• Means for establishing a partnership that is built on expectation, performance and routine measurement via 

stewardship meetings, conference calls and daily interactions 

• Standards for collaborating with our clients to achieve mutually agreed upon goals and overall value and benefit the 

client's programs 

To ensure a high level of quality, we have established several measures of quality control. Examples include: 

• 

• 

• 

Mandatory peer review for all professional services provided to our clients. Peer review plays an active role in our 
work process. Because actuarial work is calculation intensive and peer review will help to minimize error and 
omissions, Aon requires that all consultants abide by our mandatory peer review requirements. Each consultant must 
solicit the comments, observations, and expertise of associates during the day-to-day preparation of client work. 
When preparing work plans, consultants must incorporate a reasonable amount of time for peer review. 

We have professional Practice Councils that set standards and guidelines for project tasks. These national in-house 
groups routinely meet to review and update these guidelines. 

We maintain local training programs at all staff levels to ensure that all employees possess updated knowledge and 
skills that conform to current regulations. We also hold regular in-house practice meetings for our staff. Many of our 
consultants also attend national professional conferences and seminars. 

Deliverables and Due Dates 
In addition to the Gantt chart provided above, a sample alternative global rate setting project timeline as below may be 
used for the Department's dental benefits managed care program. This specific timeline sample is based on an October to 

September dental rate setting schedule. 
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Major Tasks Detailed Tasks Target Comple tion Dates 
1. Base Data Development 

1.1 Develop data reauests 
1.2 Intake all reouested data 
1 .3 Perform data aualitv raview 
1.4 Resolve identified data issues 
1.5 Develop BNR factors and other data adiustments 
1.6 Create comoleled and adjusted base databook 
1.7 Deliver base data oackaoe 

2. Actuarial Assumotlons Develonment 
2.1 Intake all proaram/policv chance items 
2.2 Develoo trend factors 
2.3 Develop managed care savinos factors 
.2.4 Develop oroaram chanae factors 
2.5 Develoo LTC mix assumotions for 1-.11..TSS /if aoolicablel 
2.6 Develop projected administration costs 
2.7 Develoo clan soecific risk scores 
2.8 Summarize all actuarial assumotions 

3. Rate Development and Communications 
3.1 Develoo actuarial rate model 
3.2 Produce draft rates 
3.3 Discuss draft rates with State 
3.4 Prenare meetino materials for on-site olan meetina 
3.5 Hold on-site rate meetino with MCOs 
3.6 Finalize rates based on meetina results 

4. Prepare Final Rate Packaae 
4.1 f>cenace ra1e certification for submission to CMS 
4.2 Preoare other documents for State's other needs 

5. Onaoina Suooort 
5.1 Resoond to CMS rate review auestions 
5.2 Other miscellaneous suooort 

J. SOW 7 -Dental Capitation Rate Rebasing 

Understanding of the Project Requirements 

11/5/2018 
12/4/2018 

12/17/2018 
12/31/2018 

1/14/2019 
2/4/2019 

2/18/2019 

2/4/2019 
3/1/2019 
3/1/2019 
3/1/2019 
3/1/2019 
3/1/2019 
3/1/2019 
3/8/2019 

3/15/2019 
3/22/2019 

4/5/2019 
4/12/2019 
4/17/2019 
4/29/201 9 

5/3/2019 
As needed 

~ needed 
As needed 

As we have demonstrated in this proposal, Aon's Medicaid team members have worked with many state Medicaid 
agencies over the years while having assessed, addressed, and solved many challenging actuarial-related problems. 
Through these experiences, consistent application of certain success principles has proven beneficial in achieving positive 
results. These principles include transparency, proper planning, collaborative feedback and thorough review. Additionally, 
Aon has a plurality of experience helping State clients understand the impact of federal regulations as well as proposed 
State legislation on their Medicaid managed care programs. It is imperative to understand the impact that new program 
changes and regulations can have on Medicaid dental managed care capitation rate setting. The significance of these 
changes sometimes requires reassessment of the dental capitation rate setting methodology as well as fully 
understanding long term impacts on future rate setting. Applying the information gathered through this process, along with 
using more recent base data, updating assumptions, and assessing the current relevance of previous assumptions is 

what Aon considers dental capitation rate rebasing. 

Aon's Proposed Development Approach 

A critical part of developing and rebasing dental capitation rates is gathering accurate and complete data to use in the 
claim and administration estimates of the rates. Aon's standard approach entails working the State and participating 
DMOs to reconcile submitted data sources against internal reports and expected results. When deficiencies are noted, 
Aon will suggest and implement agreed upon alternate methodologies. 
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Aon is at the very forefront in innovative ways to help our clients monitor and improve encounter data. Our expert actuarial 
and data team offer our Medicaid agency clients the AonPulse tool to monitor data. The Aon Pulse dashboards provide 
interactive, visual representations of various data items for self-service analytics. Using these robust dashboards, the 
State can also mitigate the need for interdepartmental requests to the State's own internal analytic departments. The 
State is then able to conduct internal data-dives and drilldowns without programming knowledge. 

Our plan is to monitor and examine any new federal legislation being considered that may have material impact on 
Nebraska Medicaid managed care programs. Aon will estimate the financial impact of policies that are determined to be 
necessary and material to rate setting. The financial impact of these new policies will be provided to the state prior to rate 
setting. The level of detail performed to produce the fiscal impacts will depend upon the project. the time required and 
available to perform the analysis, and the time available to produce the communication to the Department. Steps we 

expect to use to perform this work item are: 

1. Meet with the Department's staff to discuss the proposed change and how it will impact the program. Discuss time 

available and what level of analysis can be completed in the time frame. Set expectations for the deliverable. 

2. Gather data needed to analyze the impact of the change. Sometimes we will already have the data in house from the 
rate setting process and sometimes we will need to collect additional data to develop the analysis. 

3. Perform analysis of the change determining fiscal impact to the program. 

4. Review preliminary results and documentation with the Department and discuss the assumptions used in the analysis 

and the format of the documentation. 

5. Make any needed updates based on the discussions with the Department. 

6. Produce final documentation for the deliverables which may be in the form of an email, a letter, or an actuarial 

opinion, depending on the request and timing. 

7. Send final results and deliverables to the Department. 

In compliance with ASOP 41, Aon will communicate the impact of new regulations to the Department as well as any 
external stakeholders. Communication can be with the state, MCOs, subcontractors. public stakeholders, state 
government employees, or elected officials. Communications may be in any of the following formats: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Actuarial Reports; 

Actuarial Opinions; 

White Papers or Opinion Letter; 

Power Point Presentations; 

Over the Phone or In-Person Meetings; 

Other, as requested by the Department. 
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Detailed Project Work.Plan and Technical Considerations 

The following table summarizes our key steps used to validate data sources. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Kickoff meeting and data request 

Obtain, summarize and review 
eligibility and claim data by rate 
cate ories 
Validate data and prepare initial 
findings 
Meet with the State to discuss 
identified data issues and explore 
alternatives 
Prepare actuarial models and 
communicate findings to the State 

Step 1: Kickoff meeting and data request 

In this step, Aon requests a project kickoff meeting. We review the draft project plan and confirm timelines and 
deliverables. We develop an understanding of the expected program design including who is or will be covered under the 
program, what benefits and services are to be included, where the data for these claims are housed today, and how the 
data will be transferred to Aon for intake, summarization, validation and reconciliation, review, and analysis. 

Within a few days of our initial meeting with the state agency and subsequent discussions, Aon submits a detailed data 
request to include: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Multiple years of claims and/or encounter data 

Eligibility and enrollment data 

Plan design 

Policy changes 

1915b waiver documents or other relevant program specific authority information 

Invoices or accounting records 

Reimbursement history, and 

Expected changes . 

Step 2: Obtain, summarize and review eligibility and claim data by rate category (dental benefit manager cohort) 

Aon typically loads at least three years of claims experience (and often up to four years of data for trend analysis) to 
accurately project expenses and thoroughly review past experience. With other Medicaid clients this includes DMO 
encounter data and FFS data. Upon receipt of the data, the Aon data team led by Kory Wolf, and supported by Kate Mone 
and Ryan Esslinger, compiles all the relevant infonnation. This includes creating a unique database to house all the 
various claim and eligibility information and reconciling against control totals to ensure all data is received and loaded 
properly. The data management team builds a subset of Aon·s Medicaid database system to be dedicated to the State's 
dental data. Aon receives data in multiple formats from multiple vendors. Aon is willing to adapt to various data formats 
(SQL, flat files, SAS etc.), at no additional cost, with the understanding that the format must contain all critical data 
elements needed to support the development of actuarially sound rates or ranges. 
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Aon also captures and adds any pre-paid capitation (i.e., managed care plan members). off-system (waiver populations). 
and past capitation experience information into the data summaries. This includes capturing information on non-system 
expenses payments. We discuss results with the Department to understand and anticipate where anomalies in utilization 
and costs may be expected. Upon final review, Aon works with the Department lo verify that all data loaded into the 
system is an accurate representation of the program. 

Aon uses the eligibility files to develop member months corresponding with the claim data. Members are flagged in the 
data files by potential rate cell characteristics so they can be split into population groups (dental benefit manager cohorts). 
Eligibility information for some population types can be complex as members sometimes move retroactively between rate 
cells. These intricacies of eligibility data are thoroughly assessed through conversations with Department staff about 
current administration and operational characteristics of the program, and regarding DMO administration and operations. 

Step 3: Validate data and prepare initial findings 

To validate dental and financial data received, it is first and foremost necessary to understand appropriate data and 
benchmarks so variations or potential errors can be easily identified. We analyze the data received against summary 
totals to determine high level issues. We also analyze the various fields provided to determine missing, incomplete or 
unexpected values. Aon next summarizes the data at category of service level to identify trends and outliers at a high 
level, as well as data that v,,arrant further investigation, prior to linking with other sources. 

Aon processes data provided to the resources through mutually agreed upon data reporting and management reports to 
validate the reporting of costs. Through interactive discussions with those who submitted the actual data, we reconcile 
and bridge any deviations to ensure baseline data is complete, accurate and adheres to outlined definitions. Aon 

compares the data reports to: 

• 

• 

State expenditure reports 

OMO financial reports 

• 

• 

OMO reconciliation reports (which Aon often refers to as DMO Reconciliation Templates or DRTs) 

Invoices or accounting records 

These reports help us determine if all data is accurately captured for the covered program and population. As a further 
validation step, we reconcile with the Department any deviations that arise. Aon then summarizes the data by region and 
expected rate cell and through our robust peer review process, assesses the summarized results for reasonableness. 

Based on the initial data, Aon prepares the initials findings and meets with the State to discuss. 

Step 4: Meet with the State to discuss identified data issues and explore alternatives 

By this step, Aon has reviewed all results for reasonableness, tied the results to available reports, and looked at historical 
rates and trends. Through this entire process, data anomalies that may have emerged have been corrected or explained. 
The different data sources loaded could generate different data anomalies. It is important to smooth out fluctuations and 
normalize data sources where necessary. 

If problems persist, Aon generates a detailed write-up of any issues and works with Department staff {and State IT 
resources where needed) to uncover root cause. In this scenario, we send a detailed data problem report and then bring 
our team to discuss alternatives and solutions. By the end of the meetings, members of the project team have adequate 
information and direction to complete the project. 

Step 5: Prepare actuarial models and communicate findings to the State 

As the final step, Aon implements any required solutions to complete the base data for actuarial models, and for review 
with the Department. Final agreements on methodology are then outlined as part of final reports provided. 
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Deliverables and Due Dates 
In addition to the Gantt chart provided above, a sample alternative global rate setting project timeline as below may be 
used for the Department's dental benefits managed care program. This specific timeline sample is based on an April to 
March dental rate rebasing schedule. 

Major Tasks Detailed Tasks Target Completion Dates 
1. Base Data Development 

1.1 Develoo data reauests 5/6/2019 
1.2 Intake all reouested data 6/4/2019 
1.3 Perform data oualilv review 6/17/2019 
1.4 Resolve identified data issues 7/1/2019 
1.5 Develop IBNR factors and other data adiustments 7/15/2019 
1.6 Create comoleted and adiusted base databook 8/5/2019 
1.7 Deliver base data oackaae 8/19/2019 

2. Actuarial Assumptions Development 
2.1 Intake all oroaram/oolicv chanae items 8/5/2019 
2.2 Develoo trend factors 8/30/2019 
2.3 Develoo manaaed care savinas factors 8/30/2019 
2.4 Develoo orooram chanoe factors 8/30/2019 
2.5 Develop L TC mix assumotions for ML TSS (if annlicable) 8/30/2019 
2.6 Develop oroiected administration costs 8/30/2019 
2.7 Develoo olan soecific risk scores 8/30/2019 
2.8 Summarize all actuarial assurnotions 9/6/2019 

3. Rate Development and Corrmunications 
3.1 Develoo actuarial rate model 9/13/2019 
3.2 Produce draft rates 9/20/2019 
3.3 Discuss draft rates with State 10/4/2019 
3.4 Prepare meetina materials for on-site olan meetina 10/11/2019 
3.5 Hold on-site rate meetina with MCOs 10/16/2019 
3.6 Finalize rates based on meetino results 10/28/2019 

4. Prepare Final Rate Package 
4.1 Prepare rate certification for submission to CMS 11/1/2019 
4.2 Preoare other documents for State's other needs As needed 

5. Ongoing Support 
5.1 Resoond to CMS rate review auestions As needed 
5.2 Other miscellaneous suooort As needed 
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K. SOW 8- Special Projects (Optional} 

Understanding of the Project Requirements 

Aon agrees and has experience providing numerous actuarial services regarding ad hoc complex matters similarly to our 
other clients. Beyond our dedicated Medicaid team, Aon has more than 250 health care actuarial consultants and 
actuarial students we can reach out to as additional actuarial experts and resources. These actuaries have experience 
providing services to many of our nation's state and local government entities and numerous Fortune 500 companies. 

Aon's Proposed Development Approach 

Our actuaries are very responsive and understand that Nebraska requires actuaries with additional insights into the data, 

histories with managed care organizations, other States' activities in rate setting and beyond. Our team will provide the 
Department with not only excellence in rate setting but a partnership with an understanding of the information and 
flexibility to anticipate and react to environmental changes. 

Aon works closely with State staff to understand the health care delivery challenges and the needs of the populations as 
we perform our analysis of the data. To develop the best assumptions for the populations and interpret the health care 
data correctly, it is imperative that we work closely with the Department's staff. Your knowledge of the encounter data and 

environmental factors affecting your membership cannot be understated. We believe that actuarial work requires 
collectively analyzing and discussing assumptions and review of the data with those who are on the "front line" working 
with the programs and initiatives. 

As previously outlined. your Aon team has worked with other states and local governments to develop risk-adjusted rates, 
rate certifications, cost-reduction strategies. forecasting, deficit management, and risk programs. Aon's actuaries have a 
rich collection of consultants, actuaries. analysts. policy, operations and compliance experts, pharmacy experts, and 
clinical experts. 

Aon is at the very forefront in innovative ways to help our clients monitor and improve encounter data. Our expert actuarial 
and data team offer our Medicaid agency clients the AonPulse tool to monitor data. The AonPulse dashboards provide 
interactive, visual representations of various data items for self-service analytics. Using these robust dashboards, the 
State can also mitigate the need for interdepartmental requests to the State's own internal analytic departments. The 
State is then able to conduct internal data-dives and drilldowns without programming knowledge. 
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Appendix A. Exceptions to Terms and Conditions 
Deviations from the RFP 5838 Z1 

State of Nebraska State Purchasing Bureau 

Aon Consulting. Inc. understands the contractual and regulatory requirements that the State of Nebraska State 
Purchasing Bureau ("State") must comply with, but we have generally found most government and quasi-governmental 
entities have enough flexibility in their terms to negotiate and address Aon's business and legal concerns. We have 
reviewed the RFP and all attachments, including the Personal/Professional Services Agreement. and have highlighted 
below certain key provisions contained therein that would require further negotiation if we are selected for the 
engagement. We would not be able to enter into any contract with the State without negotiating changes based on the 
comments included below. 

In the event that we are selected as the winning bidder, we would like to have a discussion with you about the contracting 

process and jointly determine the appropriate path forward to reaching an agreement. In any event, you should expect 
Aon to employ a very partnering and flexible approach to the contracting and negotiation process. 

II. TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

A. General. In our experience, Aon has found that RFPs and proposal responses lead to 
ambiguity when incorporated into a contract, as the services tend to be adjusted after the parties have 
discussed your needs and our capabilities. Instead, Aon expects the parties to agree upon a definitive 
contract and set forth the services in an appropriate schedule, though we would anticipate our proposal 
response to be consistent with such final agreement. 

B. Governing Law (Statutory). Aon will materially comply with all local, state and federal laws, 
ordinances, rules, orders and regulations applicable to it in its capacity as a service provider. 

E. Change Orders. Aon requests the deletion of the following: "The State shall not incur a price 
increase for changes that should have been included in the Contractor's proposal, were foreseeable, or result 
from difficulties with or failure of the Contractor's proposal or performance." Additionally, Aon will not be 
obligated to implement a requested change regardless of any immediate need if there is a dispute regarding 
the fee associates with the change. 

F. Notice of Potential Contractor Breach. To the extent Aon knowingly breaches or anticipates a 
material breach of the contract with regard to unauthorized use or disclosure of the State's confidential 
information only, Aon will provide prompt notice in the form requested. 

G. Breach. Aon requests this section be deleted and replaced with the following in its entirety: 

"Either party may terminate this Agreement or any Statement of Work (or any part thereof), for 
convenience at any time upon sixty (60) days pri?r written notice to the other party. 

Either party may terminate this Agreement or any Statement of Work {or any part thereof}, for cause 
upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to the other party, provided that such other party shall have the 
opportunity to cure any breach within such thirty (30) days." 

J. 
its entirety: 

Indemnification. Aon requests that this provision be deleted and replaced with the following in 

(a} "Aon will correct its work product without additional charge if any errors or omissions occur in 
its work. Aon shall indemnify and hold Client harmless from and against any and all damages, losses, 
liabilities, and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses} (collectively, a "Loss" or 
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"Losses") arising from Aon's failure to comply with the applicable terms and conditions of this 
Agreement (regardless of whether such Loss is based on breach of contract, tort, strict liability, 
breach of warranty, failure of essential purpose or otherwise): 

(i} for all Losses arising from Services performed in a particular Year, in an amount not 
to exceed the amount of the fees paid to Aon under this Agreement during such Year, and, 

(ii) without regard to the limitations of Section ll(J}(a)(i}, for Losses arising from (aa) 
Aon's willful, fraudulent or criminal misconduct, (bb) bodily injury, including death, or damage 
to personal or real property, (cc) infringement by Aon Information pursuant to Section lll(F)(d) 
hereof, and (dd) Aon's breach of its confidentiality obligations set forth in Section 11(0) hereof. 
Any claim under this Section ll(J) must be asserted before the date that is three (3) years 
following the act or omission giving rise to the claim. 

(b) Subject to Aon's indemnity obligations in Sections lll(F}(d) and (ll)(J)(a}, Client shall 
indemnify, defend, and hold Aon harmless from and against any and all Losses arising from (i) claims 
made by third parties, including, without limitation, Client's employees, affiliates, and plans with 
respect to the Services provided hereunder, or (ii) Client's failure to comply with the applicable terms 
and conditions of this Agreement, including without limitation, any infringement of Aon Information by 
Client in violation of Section lll(F) or any breach by Client of the confidentiality provisions of Section 
11(0). 

(c) In no event will either party be liable to the other party for incidental, consequential, special, 
or punitive damages (including loss of profits, data, business or goodwill, or government fines, 
penalties, taxes, or filing fees), regardless of whether such liability is based on breach of contract, 
tort, strict liability, breach of warranty, failure of essential purpose or otherwise, and even if advised of 
the likelihood of such damages. 

(d} Notwithstanding the foregoing, as applicable to the Client and the Services, Aon will not be 
liable to Client for any amounts for which Client or any of its employee benefits plans would have 
been responsible to pay irrespective of any act, error or omission by Aon, including interest 
adjustments. Each of Aon and Client agrees to use reasonable efforts to mitigate its own, as well as 
the other party's, liability, damages, and other losses suffered in connection with this Agreement." 

K. Attorney's Fees. In the event of any action to construe or enforce this Agreement or any 
portion thereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to recover, in addition to any charges fixed by the court, its 
costs and expenses of suit, including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. 

M. Contracting with Other Nebraska Political Sub-Divisions. Aon is generally agreeable to this 
provision, however, Aon would require that the other agencies enter into a separate contract with Aon. 

0. 
following: 

Confidentiality. Aon requests that this provision be deleted and replaced in its entirety by the 

{a) "For the purposes of this Agreement, "Confidential Information" includes: (i) the terms of this 
Agreement {including any Schedules); (ii) Client Information, as defined in Section lll{F); (iii) Aon 
Information, also defined in Section lll(F}; (iv} oral and written information designated by a party as 
confidential prior to the other party obtaining access thereto; and (v) oral and written information 
which should reasonably be deemed confidential by the recipient whether or not such information is 
designated as confidential. Each party's respective Confidential Information will remain its sole and 
exclusive property. 

(b) Each party will use reasonable efforts to cause its employees to minimize distribution and 
duplication and prevent unauthorized disclosure of the Confidential Information of the other party. 
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Each party agrees that only employees who have a need to know the Confidential Information of the 
other party will receive such Confidential Information. No party will disclose the other party's 
Confidential Information to a third party without the prior written consent of the other party, which 
consent may be conditioned upon the execution of a confidentiality agreement reasonably acceptable 
to the owner of the Confidential Information, except that Aon may use Client's Confidential 
Information in combination with other data, including the disclosure of such information to third 
parties, provided that no such Client Confidential Information is identifiable by Client or Client 
employee and that either party may disclose the other party's Confidential Information to its legal 
counsel and auditors. Aon may also disclose Client's Confidential Information to any subcontractor or, 
as instructed by Client, to any other third party providing services to Client under this Agreement as 
reasonably necessary for such subcontractor or third party to periorm its services, provided that any 
such subcontractor is subject to a confidentiality agreement. Aon may retain a copy of all Client 
Confidential Information for archival purposes. 

(c) Confidential Information does not include information if and to the extent such information: (i) 
is or becomes generally available or known to the public through no fault of the receiving party; (ii) 
was already known by or available to the receiving party prior to the disclosure by the disclosing 
party; (iii) is subsequently disclosed to the receiving party by a third party who is not under any 
obligation of confidentiality to the party who disclosed the information; or (iv) has already been or is 
hereafter independently acquired or developed by the receiving party without violating any 
confidentiality agreement with or other obligation to the party who disclosed the information. 

(d} The receiving party may disclose Confidential Information of the disclosing party if required to 
as part of a judicial process, government investigation, legal proceeding, or other similar process, 
provided that the receiving party has given prior written notice of such requirement to the disclosing 
party. Reasonable efforts will be made to provide this notice in sufficient time to allow the disclosing 
party to seek an appropriate confidentiality agreement, protective order, or modification of any 
disclosure, and the receiving party will reasonably cooperate in such efforts." 

P. Office of Public Counsel. Aon desires clarification as to whether it would be subject to the 
Office of Public Counsel based on the services it seeks to provide the State. If it is not, Aon requests deletion 
of this section. 

Q. Long-Term Care Ombudsman. Aon desires clarification as to whether it would be subject to 
the Long-Term Ombudsman Act based on the services it seeks to provide the State. If it is not, Aon requests 
deletion of this section. 

R. Bu·siness Associate Agreement. Aon has provided redline changes to the Business Associate 
Agreement attached to this proposal for your consideration. 

s. Early Termination. Aon restates lts alternative language provided in Section ll(G) above. 

T. Contract Closeout. Generally, the language in this provision is acceptable to Aon, however, 
Aon wishes to revise the Ownership provision of this Contract as outlined in Section lll(F) below. 

Ill. CONTRACTOR DUTIES 

A. Independent Contractor/ Obligations. Aon requests that this be deleted and replaced with the 
following in its entirety: "The relationship between the parties is that of independent contractors. Nothing in 
this Agreement will be deemed or construed to create a joint venture, agency, or partnership between the 
parties for any purpose or between the partners, officers, members, or employees of the parties by virtue of 
either this Agreement or actions taken pursuant to this Agreement. Aon personnel will remain Aon's 
employees for all purposes, including, but not limited to, determining responsibility for all payroll-related 
obligations." 
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B. Employee Work Eligibility Status. Aon is a corporation and wishes to understand fully its 
obligations under this provision. Please advise. 

F. Ownership of Information and Data/Deliverables.This provision is of paramount importance to 
Aon. As such, Aon requests that this provision be deleted and replaced in its entirety with the following: 

(a) "Aon has created, acquired or otherwise has rights in, and may, in connection with the 
performance of Services hereunder, employ, provide, modify, create, acquire or otherwise obtain 
rights in, various concepts, ideas, methods, methodologies, procedures, processes, know-how, 
and techniques (including, without limitation, function, process, system and data models); 
templates; software systems, user interfaces and screen designs; general purpose consulting and 
software tools; websites; benefit administration systems; and data, documentation, and 
proprietary information and processes ("Aon Information"). 

(b) All right, title and interest in and to any data, information and other materials furnished to Aon by 
Client hereunder ("Client Information") are and shall remain Client's sole and exclusive property. 
Client grants to Aon a license to use such Client Information to provide the Services. Except as 
provided below, upon full and final payment to Aon hereunder, any Aon work product which the 
parties expressly agree is created solely and exclusively to be owned by Client (the 
"Deliverables"), if any, shall become the property of Client. To the extent that any Aon Information 
is contained in any of the Deliverables. subject to the terms of this Agreement. Aon hereby grants 
to Client a paid-up, royalty-free, nonexclusive license to use such Aon Information solely for 
Client's internal use in connection with the Deliverables. 

(c} To the extent that Aon utilizes any of its property, including, without limitation, the Aon 
Information, in connection with the performance of Services, such property shall remain the 
property of Aon and, except for the limited license expressly granted in the preceding paragraph, 
the Client shall acquire no right or interest in such property. Client will honor Aon copyrights, 
patents, and trademarks relating to Services, Deliverables and Aon Information, and will not use 
Aon's name or other intellectual property without Aon's prior written consent. 

(d) Provided that Client promptly notifies Aon of a claim that the Aon Information infringes a presently 
issued U.S. patent or copyright. Aon will defend such claim at its expense and will indemnify 
Client for any costs and damages that may be awarded against Client in connection with such 
claim. Aon will not indemnify Client, however. if the claim of infringement results from (i) use of 
other than the most recent version of the Aon Information made available to Client by Aon; (ii) 
Client's alteration of the Aon Information; (iii) use of any Aon Information in combination with 
other software not provided by Aon; or (iv) improper use of Aon Information. 

(e) Nothing contained in this Agreement will prohibit Aon from using any of its general knowledge or 
knowledge acquired under this Agreement (excluding Client's Confidential Information} to perform 
similar services for others." 

G. 

K. 

Insurance Requirements. 

Site Rules and Regulations. 

L. Advertising. This provision is generally acceptable, however Aon requests the ability to 
use the State's logos and trademarks on Aon's customer lists. proposals and other communications not 
intended for general distribution. 

M. Nebraska Technology Access Standards. 
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JV. PAYMENT 

C. Invoices. The following shall be added to this provision: 

"Fees and expenses are due and payable within thirty (30) days of the invoice date. Client will 
promptly notify Aon of any questions regarding invoices so that Aon can expect timely payment. Interest at 
nine percent (9%} per year will accrue after the invoice due date until payment is received. If Client requests 
that Aon pay outside suppliers on Client's behalf, a ten percent (10%} administrative service charge will be 
added to the amount paid by Aon. 

Client shall pay all reasonable travel and related living expenses incurred by Aon's personnel in 
performing Services for Client. A seven percent (7%) charge for miscellaneous expenses not directly 
allocable to each client {such as copying, postage and internal communication networks and databases) is 
added to all service fees provided." 

D. Inspection and Approval. Aon is willing to support annual financial audits at the State's 
sole cost and expense. Aon assistance for such audits will be provided as additional services at our then 
standard billing rates. Documents will be retained in accordance with Aon's document retention policies, and 
any third party agents hired by the State to perform these audits would be subject to agreeing on audit 
procedures and a confidentiality agreement reasonably acceptable to Aon. 

G. Subject to Funding/ Funding Out Clause for Loss of Appropriations. Aon requests that 
the State confirm whether it has received appropriation for the entirety of the initial term. 

H. Right to Audit. Any audit right must be limited to a financial audit to occur no more 
than one time annually throughout the term of the Agreement. 

Additional Terms and Conditions 

OFAC: Aon consulting agreements typically have additional terms and conditions regarding OFAC 
compliance. We would like to work with the State to include these into the Agreement. 
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Appendix B. Team Biographies 

Russell H. Ackerman, ASA, MAAA, FCA 

SVP, H&B Actuarial Practice Leader (Medicaid) 

Three Alliance Center 

3550 Lenox Rd NE, Suite 1700 
Atlanta. GA 30326 
Office +1.480.318.9390 
Fax +1.404.264.3093 

russ.ackerman@aonhewitt.com 

Responsibilities 

Russ is a senior vice president and Aon's national practice leader for Medicaid. He 
assists states with Medicaid program development and rate setting efforts, and has 

consulted with states regarding their state innovation model {SIM) strategies, public 
exchanges, and ACO strategies. 

Experience 

Russ has been working in the health and benefits industry since 1992 and has 
experience with Medicaid since 2005. He has more than 25 years of experience 
working with clients of all sizes in the public and private sectors. 

Before joining Aon in 2014, Russ was a principal in Mercer's government human 
services consulting practice in Phoenix, Arizona. His prior employment includes the 
chief actuary role in a large regional health plan in the Midwest, along with prior 
experience with other major consulting firms and insurance companies. 

Expertise 

Russ has expertise with projects in numerous states including Georgia, Idaho, 
Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, North Carolina, Ohio, and 
Tennessee. Projects for these states and their agencies include Medicaid rate setting 
strategy, health care reform consulting, and development and implementation of 
ACOs and PCMHs to serve Medicaid and other higher risk populations. 
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Russ graduated from 
Brigham Young 
University with a 
degree in statistics. 

He is an Associate 
of the Society of 

Actuaries (ASA). a 
Member of the 
American Academy of 

Actuaries (MAAA). 
and a Fellow of the 
Consulting 
Conference of 
Actuaries (FCA). 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon SVP, H&B Actuarial Practice 2014 - Present 
Leader (Medicaid) 

Lead all activities related to Medicaid for the Company 

Strategy and actuarial leader specifically for Georgia. Tennessee, and West Virginia programs 

Managed care, state agency, legislative, and other stakeholder facilitation 

Oversight of all rate-setting, financial management, analytics, policy, and operations for all Medicaid clients 

Responsible for all Medicaid new business and current client activities 

Involvement in and support of State Innovation Model (SIM), 1915b, c, and combo waivers, 1115 waivers, ACO, and PCMH 
strategy, analysis, and implementation 

Mercer Principal and Client Leader 2012 - 2014 
Government Human Services 
Consulting Practice 

Client leader, with primary client and actuarial responsibility for Massachusetts managed care. Ohio financial analytics and 
healthcare reform. and Idaho SIM grant application oversight, strategy and development 

Practice leadership over all SIM and public exchange business 

Assisted states in developing strategies and applications to CMS for SIM grants. implementation of approved SIM funded programs. 
and development and implementation of various waiver demonstrations 

Actuarial leader for various clients, including Massachusetts rate setting 

Medica Financial Department Leader 2005 - 2012 

Corporate leadership and oversight over all government sponsored, commercial, and retail lines of business, including Medicaid, 
Medicare Cost and Medicare Advantage, Individual, Large and Small Group; built actuarial team from the ground up. 

Developed strategy and implemented company-wide improvements affecting all actuarial, reserving, capitalization, pricing, 
underwriting, financial reporting, and operations across all corporate lines of business 

Deloitte Consultant 2003 - 2005 

Responsible for executive, management, actuarial, pricing, reserving, underwriting. and financial consulting 

• Consulted health insurers. third party administrators, and managed care organizations including various for-profit and Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield not-for profit organizations nationally and in various states) 

Aon AVP, Consultant 2001 - 2003 

• Responsible for consulting large corporations on benefit design, pricing, underwriting activities, and healthcare funding mechanisms 

PacifiCare Corporate leader for National and 1995 - 2000 
Major Accounts 

Responsible for pricing and underwriting activities for the company's National accounts 

Responsible for California Major Accounts underwriting 

Watson Wyatt Consultant 1992 - 1995 

• Responsible for consulting large corporations on benefit design, pricing, underwriting activities, and healthcare funding mechanisms 
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Kory Wolf 

VP, H&B Actuarial (Medicaid) 

Three Alliance Center 
3550 Lenox Rd NE. Suite 1700 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
Office +1.404. 264.3093 

kory.wolf@aon.com 

Responsibilities 

Kory is a Vice President in Aon Hewitt's South region based in the Atlanta, Georgia 
office. He has been with Aon since January 2013. He brings extensive background in 
health care analytics, data management, SQL experience and claims processing. As 
the data manager for The State of Vermont Agency of Human Services, he will 
perform client buck data transfers, data loading, SQL coding, processing and output 
preparation. In additional, he will perform data analysis and respond to data 
questions from the client. 

Experience 
Kory first began working in the industry in 1998. Prior to joining Aon Hewitt, Kory 
spent 8 !h years with Milliman, Inc., a global actuarial consulting firm based out of 
their Atlanta, Georgia branch. He performed as a lead technical analyst for the 
office's Health actuaries to develop and utilize actuarial models, analyze healthcare 
cost and utilization data, address data quality issues and support data reconciliation. 
His work involved SQL database management and processing of large volume 
claims/membership datasets for various healthcare organizations, including the Blue 
Cross Blue Shield Association, individual Blue Cross Blue Shield entities and 

Humana, Inc. 

Prior to his role with Milliman, Inc., he spent 6 years as a data/business analyst with 

Ochsner Health Plans - Humana (OHP), based in New Orleans, Louisiana. He 
worked as a project management team lead on the organizations Clinical Care 

Management System (CCMS) corporate initiative implementation, with back-up to 
the clinical systems administration. He also performed work under the Information 
Technology and Medical Management departments evaluating user/system 
requirements and configuration of OHP's claims payment system. 

Expertise 
Kory's expertise includes Excel, SOL Server Management Studio (SSMS), SOL 
Server Integration Services {SS\S), SOL Server Analysis Services (SSAS); Medical 
informatics, health claims and member data analysis. 

Kory's clients include the Bureau of TennCare, the State of Georgia's Department 
of Community Health, the State of Kentucky's Cabinet for Health and Family 
Services/Department for Medicaid Services, and the State of Kansas' Department 

of Health and Environment. 
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Kory earned a 
Bachelor of Arts 
degree from the 
University of New 
Orleans. 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon VP, H&B Actuarial (Medicaid) 01/2013 - Present 

• Data Processing/Analytics (eligibility, claims, encounters) 

Tennessee (TennCare) 

Georgia (Department of Community Health & State Health Benefit Plan) 

State of Kentucky 

State of Kansas: Claims and eligibility files for Tennessee Medicaid 

• 3M DRG grouping and inpatienUoutpatient claims pricing 

• CDPS+Rx Risk Adjustment software implementation & integration 

• Johns Hopkins ACG Risk Assignment software 

• SOL Server (SSIS, SSMS. SSAS projects) 

Milliman Principal and Client Leader 07/2004 - 01/2013 
Government Human Services 
Consulting Practice 

• ValueOuest™ - Client work for Consortium Health Plans (a national coalition of 21 BCBS Plans) related to claims categorization, 
membership and provider discounts. SQL Programming 

• ClaimsQuestna - Client work for Consortium Health Plans (a national coalition of 21 BCBS Plans) related to claims categorization and 
provider discount work. SOL Programming 

Ochsner Health Plan Data Analyst II/Business Analyst 06/1998 - 05/2004 

• IT Business Analyst, AMISYS Support 

Resolve programming requests and system-issues related to AMISYS corporate software: claim, financial, authorization, provider 

subsystems 

• Utilization Data Analysis 

NCQNHEDIS measure analytics, Daily Hospital Bed-day Utilization Reporting; AMISYS Correspondence Generator. 

• Utilization Research Coordinator 

Claim authorization entry/coding, claim-to-authorization adjudication resolution; Daily Hospital Bed-day Utilization Reporting: 

Medical management review assistant and data entry 
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Ryan Esslinger, MSHI 

H&B Analyst (Medicaid) 

Three Alliance Center 
3550 Lenox Rd NE, Suite 1700 

Atlanta. GA 30326 
Office +1.404.442.5797 

Mobile +1.404.273.0185 

ryan.esslinger@aon.com 

Responsibilities 
Ryan is a senior data consultant in Aon's south region based in our Atlanta, Georgia 
office. Ryan brings extensive background in healthcare analytics and data visualization, 

data management, informatics, ACOs and population health. As a senior data 
consultant, he performs client data analysis, data loading, SQL coding, processing and 
investigation to support rate setting and dashboard development. 

Experience 
Prior to joining Aon in 2016, Ryan held a number of roles in various healthcare 
technology startups. At Wellcentive. Ryan was responsible for cost and utilization 
product design and interfacing integrity, in addition to Medicare Shared Savings ACO 
attribution methodology and risk algorithm development. At PaySpan, Ryan was 
responsible for the company's overall enterprise data strategy and program execution. 
His work at both organizations involved data management and processing of large 
volumes of claims, membership, EMR, EDI and HIE datasets. 

Ryan also served as a senior analyst with Cigna, where he was the lea data resource for 
the southeast collaborative accountable care ACO product offering. Prior to Cigna, he 
spent four years as an informatics analyst with Milliman, where his work involved SQL 
database management and processing large claims/membership datasets for various 
healthcare organizations, including the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association, individual 

Blue Cross Blue Shield entities and Humana, Inc. 

Ryan started his healthcare career at Alere Health, a leading women's and children's 
health services organization that was later acquired by Optum in 2014. He also worked 
extensively with Alere's lead data architect on enterprise clinical data warehouse 
migrations. 

Expertise 
Ryan specializes in healthcare analytics and data visualization in both commercial and 
managed care environments, where he has held a number of roles in actuarial 
informatics product management, clinical quality, data management. and value-based 

care. 
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Ryan earned a 
master's degree in 
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(MSHI) from the 
University of Illinois at 
Chicago (UIC). 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon H&B Analyst (Medicaid) 0512016- Present 

Actuarial data support for Tennessee Medicaid (TennCare) and Georgia Medicaid (Georgia Families, Georgia Families 360, 
Planning for Healthy Babies programs) 

AonPulse product design, development and support 

State of Kentucky Family Planning audit 

• Ad-hoc analytics and support for all Medicaid clients 

• RFP response development and coordination 

Technical peer review for Medicaid clients 

Wellcentive Solutions Architect 03/2015 - 05/2016 

Lead architect for cost and utilization product redesign 

• Product lead for Johns Hopkins ACG System: responsible for managing end-to-end testing and version control 

• Responsible for patient attribution methodology development for ACO book of business 

Additional strategy and advisement for payer solutions, as needed 

PaySpan Program Manager, Data 0612014 - 03/2015 

Responsible for overall enterprise healthcare data strategy and program execution 

• Support data visualization efforts and dashboard design (Tableau) for extremely large volume of transactional data sets (ANSI X12 
EDI, including 820, 834, 835) 

Cigna Sr. Financial Analysis Specialist 10/2013 - 06/2014 

Dedicated Southeast regional resource for Cigna's Collaborative Accountable Care (CAC) model offering 

Provided consulting services for assigned books-of-business: met clients quarterly to discuss financial results and overall business 

and clinical impact 

Milliman Informatics Analyst 02/2010 - 10/2013 

First healthcare Informatics Analyst for Milliman's Health Practice. 

Key resource on several projects. with budgets ranging from $5,000 to $2.5 million 

Primarily responsible for delivering claims repricing studies project results for national carrier accounts 

Upload carrier claims data to internal data warehouse. taking into account code template changes: confirm integrity of net\/Vork 
claims data on a rolling six month basis 

Alere Quality Analyst 02/2008 - 02/2010 

Created and maintained database solutions for preconception. postpartum depression. patient satisfaction. and home health 
service recovery programs 

Automated quality management reporting and documentation for all clinical monitoring centers and home health sites nationwide 

• Produced dashboards for executive management and provided ad-hoc support for operations. sales and clinical management 

Presented reports to occurrence committee and quality advisory council to ensure service recovery program integrity 

Wrote end-user technical documentation for managed care, sales. and home health teams 

Utilized geographic information systems to chart trends in patient educator net\/Vorks, therapies, and licensed counties 
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Kate Mone 

H&B Analyst (Medicaid) 

Three Alliance Center 

3550 Lenox Rd NE, Suite 1700 

Atlanta, GA 30326 

Office +1.770.690.7409 

kate.mone@aon.com 

Responsibilities 

Kate is a Health & Benefits Analyst within the Medicaid consulting practice based in 

Aon's Atlanta, Georgia office. She joined Aon in January 2017 bringing over 16 years 

of experience in health claims coding, data quality control, database management, 

and SOL programming. Kate's current duties are to provide data handling and 

analyses for Medicaid rate setting and other ad hoc actuarial projects. She is 
responsible for maintaining and troubleshooting ongoing database loads of Medicaid 

claims and eligibility data. 

Experience 

Prior to joining Aon, Kate spent 10 years with Milliman, Inc. in Atlanta, Georgia as an 

independent analyst. Her work involved manipulating large volume employer claims 

data sets from a wide range of source systems into uniform layouts and 

categorizations to perform reliable discount comparisons. Her primary client at 

Milliman was the Blue Cross Blue Shield Consortium of Health Plans. 

Expertise 
Previous to her role with Milliman, Kate was a senior analyst for Mercer In Phoenix, 

AZ for over 4 years. At Mercer, Kate was an integral part of the Connecticut 

Medicaid data warehousing team. She was directly involved in the ground up 

implementation of the data warehouse, including the identification of essential data 

elements. development of data integrity guidelines, and assembly and maintenance 

of the database structure and load processes. She also performed data and trend 

analyses for utilization and actuarial reporting. 

Kate also spent almost 2 years at PacifiCare of Arizona doing quality of care related 

analyses, such as NCQA/HEDIS measures and utilization reporting for the medical 

management team. 
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Kate earned a 

Masters Degree in 
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Bachelors Degree in 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon H&B Analyst (Medicaid) 01/2017 - Present 

• Data Processing/Analytics: Claims and eligibility files for Tennessee Medicaid 

• Data Processing/Analytics: Claims and eligibility files for GA State Health Benefit Plan 

• 3M DRG grouping and IP/OP claims pricing 

• SOL Server (SSIS, SSMS, SSAS projects) 

Milliman Independent Contractor/, 10/2006 - 12/2016 
Analyst/Technical Peer Reviewer 

• ClaimsQuest NalueQuesl™ - Client work for Consortium Health Plans (a national coalition of 21 BCBS Plans) related to claims 
categorization, membership and provider discounts. SOL Programming 

Mercer Senior Analyst 03/1999 - 01/2003 

• Data Warehouse Design for Connecticut Medicaid 

• Data Processing/Analytics: Claims and eligibility files for Connecticut Medicaid 

• Trend Analysis, Utilization Reporting For Connecticut Medicaid and Commercial Health Plans and employers 

• SQLServer, SAS 

PacifiCare Senior Analyst 11 /1997 - 03/1999 

• NCQA/HEDIS measures, quality of care studies, Medical Management/ Utilization Reporting 
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Yelena Barzilla, CHC, LLM 

AVP, H&B Actuarial Policy & Compliance 

Three Alliance Center 
3550 Lenox Rd NE, Suite 1700 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
Mobile +1.847.771.5069 

yelena.barzilla@aon.com 

Responsibilities 
Yelena has ten years of experience monitoring public health care programs, 
managed care oversight and federal and state regulatory compliance. working on 
issues related to program operations and quality, benefit design and implementation. 
and program integrity. Yelena brings both policy and operations expertise and offers 
a unique compliance perspective based on her extensive state-based Medicaid and 
Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) experience. 

Experience 
Prior to joining Aon, Yelena was at The Lewin Group where she specialized in 
Medicaid policy implementation. regulatory compliance, and managed care 
oversight. She developed strategies and work plans for managed care program 
expansions to include additional populations and services. She served as a project 
lead for transitioning the pharmacy, children's dental and behavioral health benefits 
and the ACA expansion population into the West Virginia Medicaid managed care 
program. Her Medicaid policy experience at Lewin also includes conducting 
readiness review for new MCOs/PHPs, moderating contract negotiations between 
agency staff and MCOs/PHPs, and preparing Section 1915 and 1115 waiver 
applications and developing State Plan Amendments. 

Yelena also developed Medicaid contract requirements for MCO/PCP procurements 
to ensure appropriate monitoring and evaluation of healthcare programs under the 
federal and state rules. She assessed managed care programs' successes, potential 
shortfalls, and overall outcomes through compliance reviews, monitored corrective 
action plans. provided compliance trainings, monitored provider network adequacy, 
and reviewed contracting and credentialing. 

Prior to Lewin, Yelena served as a Medicaid Managed Care Senior Policy Advisor for 
the State ofTexas. There, she provided highly advanced consulting services 
involving research, analysis and technical assistance regarding the Medicaid/CHIP 

Division's programs and HMO contract requirements. 
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Education 
Yelena earned a 
Master of Laws 
degree (LLM) at the 
University of Florida 
along with an LLM 
and a Bachelor of 
Laws degree at 
Kazakh State 
University. 

As someone with 
knowledge of relevant 
regulations and 
expertise in 

compliance 
processes in the 
healthcare industry, 
she is also certified in 
Healthcare 
Compliance (CHC}. 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon AVP, H&B Actuarial Policy & 07/2016 - Present 
Compliance 

• Medicaid policy lead providing expertise on state health policy issues, particularly Medicaid and CHIP, to states, third party vendors. 
and Aon team. Analyzed regulations, legislation, and program guidance for impact on Medicaid and CHIP programs across the 

country. 

Lewin Senior Consultant 10/2012 - 07/2016 

• Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), Office of Financial Management: Payment Error Rate Measurement (PERM) 
Eligibility Support 

Lead policy expert for the federal eligibility regulations review. Provided ongoing consulting to CMS, through the PERM project, 
on a variety of issues related to Medicaid and CHIP policy, payment methodology and program integrity. 

Conducted a comprehensive study to evaluate the impact of four proposed Medicaid regulations on each of the 50 states and the 

District of Columbia for CMS. 

• CMS. Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO): Marketplace Network Standards Adequacy 

Lead policy expert on the Medicaid regulatory compliance. Conducted reviews of the state Medicaid contracts to identify provider 
network and member communication requirements. 

• CMS, Centers for Medicaid, CHIP, and Survey and Certification (CMCS): Development of Infrastructure for Oversight of Medicaid 

Managed Care Delivery Systems 

Lead policy expert and a drafter for the CMS MCO compliance tool. 

• CMS, Medicare-Medicaid Coordination Office (MMCO): Financial Alignment Demonstration Initiative 

Health Plan reviewer. Supported the implementation of state Financial Alignment Demonstration Initiatives. Developed readiness 
review criteria to assess both state and Medicare-Medicaid health plans' ability to implement and continue operations under the 
demonstration. Role included leading readiness reviews of states and health plans to participate in the Financial Alignment 
Demonstration and providing operational support to CMS as it launches the Demonstration. Under this contract. Lewin reviewed 26 

health plans in 4 states 

• Kaiser Family Foundation: Reasonable Medical Management under the Affordable Care Act 

Health Plan reviewer. Interviewed health plans for a Kaiser Family Foundation project to measure how carriers interpret and 
apply reasonable medical management policies to benefit plan design for women's preventive health care, and specifically 
contraceptive coverage in light of ACA requirements. 

• South Dakota Medicaid Expansion 

Medicaid reform and eligibility policy expert. 

Texas HHSC Medicaid/CHIP Policy Advisor 08/2007 - 10/2012 

• Managed Care 

Medicaid and CHIP programs specialist. Project manager for the Medicaid dental expansion. Senior policy advisor. 

• Program Integrity 

Senior policy advisor. Provider integrity and enrollment lead. 
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Colby Schaeffer, ASA, MAAA 

VP, H&B Actuarial 

Three Alliance Center 

3350 Riverwood Parkway, Suite 80 

Atlanta, GA 30339 

Office: +1.412.789.4417 

colby.schaeffer@aon.com 

Responsibilities 

Colby is an assistant vice president in Aon·s Health and Benefits practice, based in 

our Atlanta office. As an actuarial consultant, Colby assists in the management of 

Medicaid activities at Aon and oversees large actuarial engagements for both 

Georgia and Tennessee. These projects have covered many needs for state 

agencies, including Medicaid managed care rate setting, health reform modeling, 

budget analyses, incurred but not received valuations, value-based payment 

methodologies, fiscal analyses of policy changes, and data analytics presentations. 

Experience 

Colby first began working in the industry in 2007 and brings diversified experience in 

actuarial consulting. Some states that Colby has been involved with include 

Colorado, Georgia, Kansas, Missouri, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Vermont, and 
West Virginia. Projects for these states and their agencies have included capitation 

rate development for Medicaid and CHIP programs, health reform consulting, and 
waiver renewal support including cost effectiveness calculations, and analysis of 

quality and savings in ACO arrangements. 

Prior to joining Aon in 2015, Colby worked with The Lewin Group where he worked with 

CMS and state healthcare programs focusing on actuarial modeling for MCO rates, ACO 

shared savings, health reform, and statistical analysis of claims. He also has prior 

experience wor1<.ing at an insurance carrier within a team focused on Medicaid managed 

care plans, where he supported the insurar's largest Medicaid plan. 

Expertise 

Colby's expertise includes development of actuarially sound capitation rates for 

Tenne~see, Georgia, and West Virginia as well as modeling reimbursement 

approaches for other states. He has a strong focus on managed care rate setting and 
project management and also value-based payment methodologies, health reform, 

data analytics, and pharmacy pricing. He is skilled at developing actuarial models that 
analyze the underlying risks of populations and identify areas of potential savings 
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Education 

Colby earned a 

Bachelor of Science 

in mathematics from 

the Pennsylvania 

State University. 

He is an associate 

of the Society of 

Actuaries (ASA) and 

a member of the 

American Academy 
of Actuaries (MAAA). 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon VP, H&B Actuarial 06/2015 - Present 

• Georgia Department of Community Health 

Project manager ancl client lead overseeing rate development process and ad hoc projects 

Signing actuary for SFY17-18 rates for CMO rate development as well as separate NEMT rate development that 
saw implementation of value-based purchasing initiatives and risk adjustment 

Assisted modeling and review of annual IBNR valuations 

• Tennessee Division of Health Care Finance & Administration 

Assisted in management of day-to-day project needs 

Signing actuary for CY15-17 capitation rates, which included L TSS population and HCBS rates 

Peer reviewed all elements of project including State budget forecasts, risk adjustment, and annual reports 

Led the development of modeling administrative expense needs for insurance plans participating in ASO 
arrangement for DD/ID population 

Lewin Sr. Actuarial Consultant 01/2012 - 06/2015 

• West Virginia Bureau for Medical Services: Medicaid Managed Care Administration Oversight 

Project manager for actuarial modeling, capitation rate setting (SFY13-16), and MCO quarterly monitoring reports 

Developed and modified monitoring reports on Medicaid plans' utilization, cost, access to care, grievances and appeals, and call 
center volume 

As both a consultant and signing actuary, oversaw rate development through several transfonnations of the project 

• Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), Office of Financial Management: Payment Error Rate Measurement (PERM) 

Data Manager role involved reviewing quality and reasonability of data through data submission (universe), sampling, and 
details. 

Became lead details manager conducting final review of claim extracts for all States, including North Carolina, prior to submitting 
to review contractor 

• Vermont Green Mountain Care Board 

Project manager for actuarial side of State Innovation Model grant project that kicked off July 2014. 

Developed share savings models for Medicaid and Commercial Accountable Care Organizations that included exchange 
premium modeling and risk adjustment 

• State of New Hampshire 

Modeled expansion population costs for Medicaid agency 

Projected membership and costs through 2020 and included scenarios to price new essential health benefits for mental health 

• Colorado CHIP 

Provided actuarial support including analysis and modeling of SFY13 CHIP rates. 

Assisted in pulling together provider nel\Nork contact data. 

Coventry Actuarial Analyst 12/2010 - 01/2012 

• Missouri Medicaid (Healthcare USA plan) 

Actuarial analyst assigned to plan to perform al I actuarial modeling functions including SFY 12 rate setting modeling, Fee 
Schedule analysis, Medical Home MLR targets, Provider Contract Analysis for SSM, CY11 Budget Refresh, CY12 Budget, FY12 
PDR, and RFP support 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Lynchval Systems Actuarial Analyst 01/2009- 1212010 
Worldwide 

• Bridged actuarial and developer departments as actuarial programmer 

• Consulted on post-retiree Medicare supplemental plans 

• Developed enhancements to software for stochastic modeling. cash balance plans, and medical plans 

John S. Agatston Actuarial Actuarial Analyst 09/2007 - 0112009 
Services 

• Redesigned valuation system based on research of new regulatory requirements under the Pension Protection Act of 2006 

• Analyzed expected future costs through plan valuations 
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Donald Wakefield, ASA, MAAA 

AVP, H&B Actuarial 

Three Alliance Center 
3550 Lenox Rd NE, Suite 1700 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
Office +1.404. 264.3056 
Mobile +1.801.762. 7755 

don.wakefield@aon.com 

Responsibilities 

Don's responsibilities have included leadership of rate setting, financial forecasting, 
data warehouse management, reporting tool development, trend development, and 
model development efforts for many types of medical plans. At Aon, he actively 
develops capitation rates for successful submission to CMS and engages with 
multiple states on actuarial modeling and program review. 

Experience 
Prior to joining legacy Aon Hewitt in 2015, Don had actuarial responsibilities at 

Deseret Mutual Benefit Administrators, PacifiCare Health Systems (now United 
Healthcare), and Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts beginning in 1994. 

Expertise 
Don's expertise includes familiarity with episode and risk grouping tools and a 
breadth of provider health data analytic knowledge to Aon's Medicaid team. 
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Education 

Don is a graduate 
of Brigham Young 
University. 

He is an associate 
of the Society of 
Actuaries (ASA) and 
a member of the 
American Academy 
of Actuaries (MAAA). 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon AVP, H&B Actuarial 03/2015 - Present 

• Project manager and client lead overseeing rate development process and ad hoc projects 

• Signing actuary for SFY17 rates for rate development 

• Peer review all elements of projects including risk adjustment 

Deseret Mutual Actuary 06/1999 - 03/2015 
Benefit Administrators 

• Assistant to the chief actuary with responsibilities including: enterprise-wide experience monitoring & reporting: business intelligence 
system lead; and actuarial & analytical support to provider contracting, medical management. and church-related medical plans 

• Created report card system to measure performance of all aspects for multi-billion dollar enterprise (e.g., pension plans' funded status, 
claims processing efficiency, pricing and reserving accuracy). Reports reviewed at all board of directors and senior management 
meetings 

• Price benefit changes (ACA/non-ACA related) for medical, behavioral health and dental plans 

• Projects have ranged from educating on and applying claims completion in reporting to demonstrating an "underwriting effect" within 
the missionary population. 

• Led vendor search and implementation of healthcare business intelligence system. Subsequently, assumed on-site responsibility for 

all things related to the business intelligence system 

• Developed reports to identify aberrant provider billing patterns. Multiple cases were identified, and resolution pursued by provider 
contracting and legal 

• Led inter-<lepartmental Six Sigma project to improve customer experience when calling Deseret Mutual. Misrouted calls were 
decreased through employee training and changes to interactive phone menu system. leading to greater customer and employee 
satisfaction 

PacifiCare Senior Actuarial Analyst 09/1997 - 06/1999 

• Responsible for actuarial analysis of various national contracting initiatives 

• Created MS Excel models to assist regional provider contracting teams in analyzing profitability of facility and physician group 
contracts. Also developed and conducted training classes on using provider contracting models 

BCBS Massachusetts Actuarial Analyst 01/1994 - 09/1997 

• Responsibilities included pricing, reserving and forecasting for state regulated individual and Medicare supplement products 

• Quick turnarounds in response to state rate hearing inquiries regarding appropriateness of premium rate proposals 

• Provided actuarial support (pricing, reserving, forecasting) to a fledgling state CHIP program 

Human Affairs Quality Management Analyst 01/1993 -12/1993 
International 

• Provided statistical and analytical support for quality management initiatives in behavioral health space 

• Created quality metrics that quality management staff used, leading to greater system efficiencies and improved patient outcomes 

• Developed, distributed, and analyzed patient satisfaction surveys 
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Nicholas R. Gersch, ASA, MAAA 

H&B Consultant I (Actuary} 

Three Alliance Center 
3550 Lenox Rd NE, Suite 1700 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
Office: +1.404.264.3169 

nicholas.gersch@aon.com 

Responsibilities 
Nicholas is an actuarial consultant on the Aon Medicaid team. Nick is the lead 
actuarial analyst on the Kansas and Kentucky Medicaid teams as well as the 
Georgia NEMT team. Nick's responsibilities also include building/review of actuarial 
models, providing data support, validating data and providing general support 
throughout rate setting, risk adjustment and various ad hoc projects. 

Experience 
Nick started working at Aon in September, 2014, and has attained experience 
working with the public sector, private employers and Medicaid clients. Some of the 
experience Nick has gained from his time at Aon includes: 

• Assisting in setting IBNP reserve development 

• Performing Health Care Reform analysis 

• Developing models to evaluate cost-saving scenarios 

• Manipulating and massaging data for analysis in SOL and Microsoft Excel 

• Supporting Medicaid team throughout the managed care and NEMT rate setting 
process as well as various other ad hoc projects 

• Developing risk adjusted capitation rates 

Before working at Aon, Nick worked at a law firm in Metropolitan Detroit as a 
paralegal, where he worked one on one with li.censed attorneys and clientele to 
assist with civil and criminal litigation. Responsibilities included legal research and 
writing, filing court documents and other various clerical duties. 
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Education 
Nick graduated from 
Kalamazoo College 
with a Bachelor of 
Arts in East Asian 
Studies and a Minor 
in Mathematics. He is 
an Associate of the 
Society of Actuaries 
(ASA} and a Member 
of the American 
Academy of Actuaries 
(MAAA). 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon H&B Consultant I (Actuary) 09/2014 - Present 

• Kentucky Medicaid· Lead analyst for Kentucky capitation rate-setting. Primary responsibilities include developing IBNR factors, 

pricing retrospective and prospective program changes. developing risk adjusted capitation rates, supporting the development of 
admin and trend assumptions. packaging deliverables, and drafting rate certifications for CMS review. 

• Kansas Medicaid· Supporting analyst for KanCare rate-setting. Involved in several actuarial components of KanCare rates including 
base data development, base data adjustments, MCO reporting review, program change analysis, trend analysis, managed care 
savings analysis, admin cost development, and packaging deliverables. Provided support for various ad hoc projects including 

development of risk corridor for IDD population and projecting HCBS costs under different cost saving scenarios. 

• Georgia Medicaid - Lead analyst for Georgia Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT) capitation rate-setting. 

• Experience with Medicaid claims and eligibility data. and comfortable working with large data sets. 

• Exposure to CMS checklists and questions. HIF calculations, Medicaid Final Rules. DRG re-basing, risk adjustment, pass through 
payment phase-out, and waiver integration. 
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Sterling Felsted, ASA, MAAA 

H&B Consultant II (Actuary} 

Three Alliance Center 
3550 Lenox Rd NE, Suite 1700 

Atlanta, GA 30326 
Office +1.404.264.3104 

sterling.felsted@aon.com 

Responsibilities 

Sterling is a consulting actuary at Aon. He drives many of the projects and actuarial 
models for Medicaid program development. rate setting, risk adjustment and financial 
analysis. Sterling works on pricing projections, IBNR reporting, rate setting (including 
ML TSS), Health care reform impact modeling and additional ad hoc model building 
for Medicaid programs, state health plans, and other employer based health plans. 
He is the lead technical actuary for Tennessee Medicaid where he oversees the 
capitation rate development process, budgeting and reporting needs for the State, 
as well as coordinating day to day ad hoc work. He also provides actuarial support to 
projects for Kentucky and Georgia. 

Experience 

Sterling has worked at Aon for the last eight years, six of which were dedicated to 
actuarial consulting for Medicaid and other state health plans. Sterling's health care 
experience has focused on Medicaid managed care rate setting, reserve and other 
cost analysis, and financial forecast~ for Medicaid, state employee, and commercial 

populations. 

Sterling has contributed to developing models and reporting to Tennessee Medicaid, 

Kentucky Medicaid, Georgia Medicaid, and the State Health Plans for Georgia, 
Tennessee, and Kentucky 
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Education 

Sterling earned a 
Bachelor of Science 
in Mathematics with 
an emphasis in 
actuarial science from 
Brigham Young 
University. 

He is an Associate of 
the Society of 
Actuaries (ASA) and 
a Member of the 
American Academy of 
Actuaries (MAAA). 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon H&B Consultant II (Actuary) 05/2009 - Present 

• Provides point of contact support for TennCare. coordinating responses to client requests 

• Coordinates rate-setting process for Tennessee's Medicaid rate-setting process. including project planning, data aggregation and 
validation, model development. actuarial assumption development and incorporation. and report creation 

• Provides actuarial support to respond to CMS questions 

• Processes and models risk adjustment impacts to capitation rates 

• Prepares and signs actuarial rate-setting certifications and other Slate reports 

• Communicates ad hoc and other financial deliverable results to clients 

• Prepares models. analyses and reports for Medicaid clients including rate-setting. risk adjustment. financial benchmarking. and 
additional ad hoc work 

• Validates and processes large claims data 

• Prepares, peer-reviews. and helps with client deliverables 
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Matt Hinton 

H&B Analyst (Actuary) 

Three Alliance Center 
3550 Lenox Rd NE, Suite 1700 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
Office +1.404.264.3104 

matt.hinton@aon.com 

Responsibilities 

Mr. Hinton is an actuarial analyst on the Aon Medicaid team. Matt has provided data 
and pricing support for Medicaid programs in Kentucky, Kansas, Tennessee, and 
Georgia. Matt's responsibilities also include the creation and review of actuarial 
models. data validation and general support throughout rate setting and ad hoc 
projects. 

Experience 

Matt started working at Aon in May 2016, immediately working on key Medicaid data 
and actuarial projects. While working closely with the TennCare team at Aon, he has 
gained experience in much of the rate setting process. Matt has analyzed and 
validated claims, enrollment, MLR, admin, non-system, and trend data. After the data 
has been validated, Matt has updated existing data models and after review has 
incorporated them into the rate setting model. Matt has also worked on accessing the 
movement of the L TC population within TennCare's CHOICES program to better 
understand the financial and enrollment impacts on the program. For Kentucky, Matt 
has helped developed IBNR models, researched regulations, and updated 
databooks for rate setting. 

Before working for Aon Matt was a Data Analysis Intern with AIG in the Risk 
Engineering & Systems Analytics Center(RESA), a joint partnership with Clemson 
University. He performed statistical analysis and risk management on worker's 
compensation data. He used R to create linear regression models and projections. 
He utilized Tableau, R, and Excel to visualize data in client presentations. He created 
a VBA macro to prepare data for review and automate client presentations. Matt 
also had a summer actuarial internship with Lincoln Financial Group. During the time 
he analyzed historical hedge results to create four model predicting rollover account 
amounts. He created an Excel template 10 read bi-monthly server extracts with 
dynamic formulas. He developed new Access queries to calculate notional amounts 

by duration. He managed the Indexed UL product and created a more efficient 
reporting process. 
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Education 
Matt graduated from 
Clemson University 

with a Bachelor of 
Science in 
Mathematical 
Science. 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

Aon H&B Analyst I (Actuary) 05/2016 - Present 

Tennessee Medicaid. Support rate setting including data validation and model building of admin, non-system. IBNR, trend and 
MRT data. Analyze LTC population movement and financial impact. Expansion Analysis. 

Georgia Medicaid . Analyze encounter and MRT data for discrepancies, review final certifications. calculate mid-year and benefit 
adjustments. other ad-hoc and technical support 

• Georgia IBNR-Support consulting Actuary with data validation, model building, and exhibits during annual project. Automated a 
large portion of the data work with VBA macros. 

• Kansas Medicaid· Provide technical review for base data rates. program adjustments. ratesetting, trends. MRTs, certifications and 
actuarial assumptions 

• Kentucky Medicaid-Develop IBNR models, research regulations, and update rate setting model. 
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Leo Lichtig, Ph.D. 

VP, H&B (Health Data Analytics) 

45 Glover Avenue 
Norwalk, CT 06850 
Office +1.518.783.8630 

leo.lichtig@aonhewitt.com 

Responsibilities 

Leo is a vice president and heatth economist with the data forensics and intelligence 
team in Aon's Health and Benefits innovation practice. In his role leading the data 
analytics team, Leo directs teams responsible for national health plan comparisons, 
claims data analysis, metric development. case mix and risk measurement, and a variety 
of special projects integrating clinical and financial infonnation (medical, pharmacy, 
dental, disability, worker's compensation, absence, productivity and other data). He is 
deeply involved in evolving new analytical tools and health care system reform. 

Experience 

Leo began working in the industry in 1977 and joined Aon in 2001. In his more than 10 
years with Aon, Leo has been closely involved in projects to improve the cost. effectiveness, 
and management of health services and benefits. Leds clients include large employers, 
hospital systems, and government agencies in the United States and Canada. 

From 1990 to 2001, Leo directed analytical and development projects in these areas 
as a senior vice president at another professional services firm. Prior to 1990, 
Dr. Lichtig managed the health services research and analysis efforts of the largest 
private not-for-profit health insurer in the U.S. at the time. He concurrently served as 
vice president for Research and Demonstrations of a firm he helped found as a focus 
for the health services research and education activities of the insurer. 

Leo also spent five years with the New Jersey State Department of Health as a 
senior member of the team that pioneered prospective payment based on diagnosis 
related groups (DRGs}. There he designed and implemented the data and statistical 
components of the system. directing the State's input into the federal redevelopment 
of DRGs for payment, helping draft legislation and regulations to implement the 
system, and working with HHS, the hospital industry and payers in New Jersey on 
design and implementation of the new payment system. 

Expertise 

A recognized expert in health services research and case mix systems, Dr. Lichtig has 
served on national and regional advisory committees. taught seminars and graduate 
courses in health care administration, serves as a peer reviewer for professional journals, 
and has served as expert witness in legal proceedings involving inter-hospijal cost 
comparisons. Leo was appointed by the New York State Commissioner of Health to 
serve on the Department's Data Protection Review Board, where he served from 2003 
until 2014 when it was replaced by the SPARCS Data Governance Committee, on which 
he now serves. He is the author of a book on case-mix information systems and 
numerous articles in health services and clinical journals. Leo is also an adjunct professor 
of healthcare data analytics at Union Graduate College. 
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Education 

Leo received his 
Bachelor of Science. 
Master of Science, 
and doctorate 
degrees from 

Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute. 
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Company Title Dates of Employment 

• Vice President and Health Economist with the Data Forensics and Intelligence Team. 

• Responsible for conducting and directing research, data analysis. statistical modelling and systems development 
projects integrating clinical and financial information to improve the cost, effectiveness and management of health 
services and benefits, including integration of medical, phannacy, dental, disability, worker's compensation, absence, 
productivity and other traditional and non-traditional data sources. 

• Areas include health plan cost comparisons; health care cost and quality measurement and reporting for employers, 
providers and health plans: case mix classification; population risk adjustment; nursing economics: 
pharmacoeconomics; payment systems design; and health services research. 

• Recent projects have included designing new approaches to comparing health plans for individual employers; 
measuring rate variability among hospital providers in a state and in a health system; examining the impact of practice 
patterns on population risk scores: actuarial models for the cost impact on employers and providers of certain medical 
conditions, new drugs and medical technology; predictive modelling of disability claims; estimating savings from 
employee benefit support services: and analyzing the health benefits costs and utilization of large regional and national 
employers, including hospitals. 

Network, Inc. SVP 0111990 - 01/2002 

• Systems development activities included cost/quality comparative reporting systems for hospitals. including calculating 
patient-level cost and quality measures for every hospital in the eastern U.S.; and database software allowing hospital 
managers to easily access detailed clinical and financial data along with relevant peer standards for ad-hoc reporting 
and analysis. 

• Research efforts included development of a statistical grading algorithm for hospital cost and quality measures; 

development of clinical risk-adjustment methods for hospital cost and quality comparisons; refining DRGs for pediatrics, 
trauma and cancer care: developing ORG relative cost and length of stay weights for Massachusetts, New Jersey and 
New York hospitals; clinical/financial impact analyses of several newly introduced drugs: analysis of case mix changes 
in New York City through the 1990s; analysis of hospital and HMO trends in New York state 

Empire BCBS Director, Utilization Economics & 05/1982 - 0111990 
Research 

• Managed staff of professional researchers, data analysts and support staff. 

• Designed, maintained and applied a comprehensive case-mix management information system integrating clinical and 

financial data from multiple internal and external source systems; provided case-mix and economic analysis services; 
modeled and evaluated DRG payment systems; provided training in the use of case-mix information; directed health 
economics research studies related to HMOs, physician services, high-risk populations and managed care. 

Health Care Research VP, Research & Demonstrations 1982-01/1990 
Foundation 

• Directed health economics research and grant development focusing on health services management, financing, 
utilization, quality and case-mix; co-developed the Pediatric-Modified DRGs; evaluated the pediatric grouping system 
used to make MediCal payments to California children's hospitals: evaluated and modified NYS-DRGs for use in the 

Canadian health care system: evaluated a surgical technique that allows early discharge after abdominal surgery; 
designed medical risk-adjustments for IPA gatekeeper allowances. 
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